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INTRODUCTION 

The analysis of price phenomena has always occupied 
a central place in the work of economic students. While 
previously this was confined almost solely to consid
erations of competitive price and monopoly price, more 
recently there has been some exploration into that shad
owy field which lies between the more complete forms 
of either and which in this study is called the area of 
semi-monopoly. To add something to the comprehen
sion of that area is the first purpose of the study. It 
is hoped that this book will make some contribution 
to an understanding of the institutional arrangements 
of private enterprise and government which make semi
monopoly possible, but more particularly that it will 
throw light on some of the ways in which and the extent 
to which the rigidity of seJ:Ili-monopoly prices is made 
more ilexible than it is common! y assumed to be. 

The second purpose of the study is to present and 
analyze data on what has long been an irritating com
petitive trade practice. The widely used free deal has 
been a method which has stirred resentment and ob
jection, even in those industries where it is most ex
tensively employed, and has become the subject of much 
trade discussion and trade regulation. 

The third purpose is in some degree a combination 
of the other two. I t is to indicate the economic and the 
business effects of free deals and to suggest criteria which 
business men, economists, and government officials may 
find useful in formulating trade practice agreements un
der governmental or other auspices or in constructing 
codes of fair competition under the National Recovery 
Administra~on. 

I 



CHAPTER I 

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING 

A free deal as a trade practice may be defined in a 
general way as an offer, or a giving, of something f9r 
nothing contingent upon the purchase of goods or serv
ices at a price. It is highly probable, though not demon
strable, that the deal originated in the form of an extra 
q~tity thrown in or offered fo be thrown in as' a gift 
if a purchase should be made. The bakers dozen is pro
verbial, and the gift accompanying a sale was well known 
in primitive trade. In the free deal as it is known today, 
that which is purchased is called "revenue" goods or, 
services. That which is given is called "deal" or "free" 
goods, services, or monetary allowances. But all free 
deals are the same in one respect; they involve an al
leged gift, a nominal giving of something for nothing. 
There is assertedly guid without guo. A deal offer is 
usually public. It may, however, be a secret arrangement 
between buyer and seller. Those who are concerned with 
deals use the terms "free deal" and "deal" interchange
ably. They will be so used in this volume. 

Despite the fact that they do not come under the 
definition of deals, other trade practices are frequently 
confused with them. For example the advertising allow
ance, although it differs sharply in its philosophy from 
a deal, is sometimes mistaken for one. It should be re
membered that, whatever the facts, the advertising al
lowance is always nominally a grant for a service, and 
that the free deal is always nominally a grant for no 
return. 

2 



SOMETHING FOR NOTHING 3 

Another confusion is that of the combination sale with 
the .free deal. ·Manufacturers and wholesalers not in
frequently offer one or more units of article IS free with 
.the purchase of a specified assortment of articles which 
mayor may not include article IS, or with a purchase of 
any combination of the deal-giver's products having a 
certain monetary value. All forms of monetary deals are 
also at times applied to assortments. It is easy to see how 
in effect there is a similarity between such deals and the' 
combination sale in which two or more products are sold 
at a single price less than the regular price for all. The 
difference is that in the combination sale there is no 
declaration that some part of the combination is sold 
at the regular price and the balance either thrown in 
as a gift or offered at a deal price or with a deal dis

. count.' 
Deals in great variety have been devised. They are 

used by various types of businesses in all sorts of rela
tionships between giver and recipient. In view of the 
general unfamiliarity with deals, excepting among those 
who use them, and the considerable confusion concerning 
them even in this group, more analytical discussion may 
well be preceded by a number of illustrations. Each case 
here presented varies from every other one in such char-

I Practically every consumer purchase is to some degree a combina .. 
tion aa,le. The purchase of food in a cafe is inseparable from the purchase 
of the right to use tableware, to have service, and to "enjoy" the Iur
roundings. The pro\C:ction which clothing affords cannot be purchased 
without paying something for style, good or bad. With shelter one 
buys proximity to schools, churches, stores, and other elemente of a 
neighborhood. The purchase of an article at many retail outlets includes 
payment for IUch tangible services as free delivery and credit. "Bad 
debts" are an inescapable attachment to practically all purchases from 
vendon who give credit. The writer has an acquaintance who alleges 
that he avoids his obligations to rctailen to justify the bad debts ac
count. "Someone," he aaserh, (~must be the bad debts," This is & novel 
view of a IOcial function, or at least a novel admission. 
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SOMETHING FOR NOTHING 5 

acteristics as the type of giver, recipient, administrative 
method, or gift.' 

In the fall of 1932 a manufacturer of medicine announced 
that to each retailer who would purchase a dozen units of Blud
Life he would, upon receipt of a jobber's invoice, send a check 
for one dollar. No retailer would be allowed to purchase more 
than 24 dozen in the twelve months beginning September I, 

or more than 8 dozen in anyone month. 
A toilet g09ds manufa,cturer offers six classes of deals to 

wholesale buyers in the sale of one of his nationally advertised 
brands of soap. He offers three types of gifts--additional units 
of the same item as that purchased, units of other goods of his 
own manufacture, and cash rebates----each as deals based on pur
chases and also as deals based on sales of the soap by the whole
sale buyer. 

As part of a special drive a manufacturer of vacuum valves 
gives contractors their selection of a wide variety of personal and 
household merchandise as premiums in proportion to the volume 
of their purchases. A contractor may order his first' premium 
merchandise any time after he has accumulated 900 credits with 
which he has been credited at the rate of six per dollar of pur
chases. Before credits are received the contractor is required to 
furnish evidence of his purchases by sending the wholesaler's in
voices to the manufacturer. 

Beginning in June 1932 and continuing until sometime after 
November 1932, the Bristol-Myers Company, manufacturers of 
Ipana toothpaste and Ingram's shaving cream, inserted a cer
tificate in each package of a half-dozen units of either of these 
products. Each retailer who returned to the manufacturer the' 
certificates contained in 25 packages of the toothpaste and 5 
packages of the shaving cream received a check equal to nearly 
2 per cent of the combined purchase price of the artides. 

A grocery manufacturer offers consumers one unit of his 
hand cleanser with the purchase from a retailer of one unit of 
his kitchen cleanser. The two items, banded together, form a 
set which is sold for cash and usually delivered to retailers by 
the manufacturer's specialty men. Each retailer may make only 

• The descripti~n. given helow .... baood upon actual deal oilers, 
aDswen to the author. queatio~naires, and trade journal article.. 
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one purchase of not over one dozen sets. Wholesalers occasion
ally deliver the goods and are always allowed their regular dis
count on the sale. 

A manufacturer encloses in each can of coffee a certificate 
worth ten cents in the purchase of any article listed in a catalogue 
which he distributes. Certificates may be used for half of the 
listed price of the premium articles, cash being used to make 
up the balance. 

Temporary offers of free house furnishings have been found 
to be effective inducements to the purchase of the manufactured 
houses of the Gordon-Van Tine Company. When the prospec
tive buyer has indicated the house in which he is interested, the 
company tells him the value of the free goods being offered with 
that house and furnishes him with an illustrated catalogue of the 
items available under the offer. 

With each dozen of one product of a drug manufacturer 
purchased by a drug retailer, one~ixth dozen of another of his 
products and one-half dozen of a third product, also of his 
own manufacture, were given free. The offer began in Febru
ary and expired at the end of March, during which time no 
one retailer was permitted to purchase more than three dozen 
units under the deal offer. Free goods were furnished direcdy 
by the manufacturer, though purchases of the revenue goods 
were made from wholesalers. 

Two guest tickets to LOew's Fox Theater have been offered 
with each paid-in-advance order for seven or more want-ad 
insertions in the WashingtOtl Post. 

As a special sale on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday of a 
certain week, at the Indianapolis, Ind., store of Sears, Roebuck 
and Company, a $3.25 guaranteed Ingersoll watch was given 
with each purchase of a $6.95 hoy's suit. 

B. Cohen and Sons, a retail credit jeweler of Norriston, Pa., 
conducts a "give-away sale" each £all. This is a store-wide sale 
lasting for one month in which some special premium is offered. 
A recent offer was an electric mantel clock given with any 
$5.00 purchase. 

A grocery wholesaler offers a ''beautiful clock" as a premium 
to retailers with each purchase of five cases of his private brand 
of canned foods. 



SOME DEALS OFFERED BY DRUG MANUFAcTuRERS' 

DEALS FOR 
NOVEMBER 

• 
All Deql. Subjecllo 
Change Without Notice 

The followin, lilt of "deal," are Ihole reported direct 
from manufacturer to McKeslon hOUleI named. on la,t 
page. It hal heen compUed by Mc:K.esaon & Robbins. Inc .. 
who believe the information to be correclt but who do not 
accept ftlPODl~ilitJ for dilcontiuued "deal a" or error. or 
omil,ionl. All deal, mbjed to !territorial reatrictioDL 

Neill Deah added ,inee laol pub'i
mlion lia ..... in bold lace Iype • 

• Free lood, supplied by wholesaleI'. 
• Free 10od, or allowances aeDt direct by maDwaewer. 
(p-) Meaninl permanent or in deer until farther notice. 
(L) II_DI for limited period 0011'. See _iratioD date. 

Note to manufac:ture1'l. If "our free deals are DOl listed OD tbia or other deal paga, 
please forwud information to arrive in our hands prompd". 10 that they ma" 
appear in the December isaue. State when deals expire and how ftee goods 
are to be handled. No charge is made for listing deals National in character. 

(pl. ;\;.OfOR PAIN EXP.EU.ER 
W;rh each dona P .... .&peller either "C .. 70. 
Iize-l/12 dOUll .. purcbuecI 'RI!!. 

(p) • BATHASWEET 
With each dOli. S.18 si&e--n dOl. S.18 lile f'tee 
With each dOl. .ff m.e-!4 dOli. Sf abe t'fee 
With each dOl. 1.10 air.e-n doz. 1.10 air.e t'fee 

- - - - - With _ do .. 1." ,;-n ~.61 a.e t-. 



(p) CALOTABS 
$10.00 Ord~r6-'% (8.11, rebate sent direct by 
manufacturer upon receipt of original or dupU .. 
cate invoice .howing purchaae. 

(p) • CAPUDINB 
$10.00 APo:rUd-7~ bonw from manufacturer 
by check ...ucd dir«c CO -.. UpoD receipt 
o wholcu.ler", invoice .howinl purchuc. 

(p) • CBDARPLAXB SPBClAL DI!AL ••••••.•• Bach IUO 
Content.- Co.. R-f4lI 
6 dozen 10c Ba' ••....••....•• IUO 17.20 

Yz dOleD IOe Bal ................ paBB .60 
Co_IUO Retail Value-$7.80 

(L) • CHAlNB D'OR ASSORTMENT •••• E.ch 110.20 
. N .... Iin. of Profit Protcctcd Impc>rted Coundica 

Contenu- Cod R.cud 
6 PACE POWDI!R. 11.00 ..... 11.60 16.00 

(2 ... of Nat.Rech .• ndRach.2) 
6 BXTRACTS, S1.00 .... ..... 1.60 6.00 

(2 ... of Chain. D'Or, A ...... 
L·E... .nd I ea. of O.iIl_ 
fane, and Cbypre) 

, UPSTlCI(, 11.00 .......... 1.80 '.00 
(1 ca. of Blond, Brunette, and 
Metamorphose) 

1 PASTB ROUGH, 11.00 ...... 1.20 2.00 
(l ea. MediUm and Dark) 

I BXTRACT CHAlNB O·OR •• PUB 2.fO 
D.a1 ... Co_SIO.20 RctaiJ Value-$19.fO 

Exp/T •• D.«mb .. lI, 1932 

CONTI SHAMPOO DEAL 
OBAL NO.6 ....................... Bach UUf 

Content.- Co.. RctaiJ 
, do~. Conti Shampoo .f 01. 
(.fO) .................... IIl.17 118.00 

V, doz. Conti Shampoo .. 01. 
(.fO) ................... P... 2.00 
Core-In.n Ref4ll-I20.00 

The above dul. arc not efFective in Manhattan, 
Brooklyn. Yonke" and Newark. 

(L) •. COTY 1932 HOLIDAY ASSORTMBNT .. E.. U.OO 
Contain.: 
19-14 01. Extrac:tt 
S'-!.1 01. Extracta 
1- 1 0'. BEtr.etl 
I-Wood fI Glaaa Counter Dilplay .aBI!. 

R.tail V.lue-$16.6f 

(p) • CREOMULSION 
A Bonw Cheek for $1.00, direct Irom manula." 
lurer on I dOHn ordefl. Check ICnt only upon 
receipt 01 wholualer'l inyoice. 
A Bonul Check for Il.OO plUl ,,,, dilCOunt 11 .. 
lowed by whole .. ler on purchue of 1 dOMD. 

(L) • CUTEX HOLIDAY DEAL ............. Bach 111.20 
Contenu: 
-lr dOl. No. 16 Compacs S .............. IUO 
~ dOl. No. 19 ' .. Minute Seu •••••••••• 6.00 
14 dOl. No. 17 T .... lin' Sec. ......... 4. fO 
B dOl. No. If Marqui .. S ............. l.fO 
n dOl. No. 18 Boudoir See ............ UO 

I only. Me.a1 D.ply. Stand ........... rUI 
R ... ll V.lue no.oo 

B.", •• D."",b" II, 1931 

• Special permi.ion to reproduce thee sections from pagel of Selling (Inti SWflk., November ~93S, was received from the 
H. K. Stroud Service Corporation, publi.hel'l of the magazine. 
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AN OFFEll DI WHICH PllEMWM GooDS AND REVENUE 

GooDS AllE MANUFACTUllED BY THE 

SAME COMPANY' 

1m 
GENERAL FOODS 

.... o.._._ 

SALSS COMPANY. INC. 

- .... I. •• a 

.A. • " .. _-=w 
~ .................... .ar-t wl1lllolt _"-. _ 

_ ..... 'IaC .. -a' MIINnlw ...a _ Wrg !!D'S rnm MM 

........ - . ........, .. _-- ..... -. 
0. -' ,..~ .. Ml n- ..... ...-.w. ~ ... b-. 

~ta ... -' ...... _____ • .,~ ........... _ ..... 

"'-"wUl .. ~ ....... nrn ......... _-.. ... -' .. • _ ... ---.,..., ___ 1IIl ...... _~.u._ ...... 
b~ ............ .....- ............. _.u ...... 

.. ws-.r .. ,.. ...... ..." III ...,... .... ~ .. .... _tlca. _a..,.. "11_,,, '- _ ...................... ., 
PI.., !!T!rtL pm 1M ..rnos..a III ... _ .,....... • 
hr a ..-ab tM'laoL 

---
-- -- ----- .. - ----: --- ---- -- ----- --- ... - - --- - ---
'Reproduc:<d with the _ of an officer of General FuocIo Sales 

Compouy. Inc. 
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These illustrations, together with the more numerous 
examples given in Appendix A, show that deals are 
utilized by all classes of sellers in an amazing variety of 
ways. Purveyors of literary fodder for the intellectual as 
well as distributors· of the humble grocery item or the 
dubious patent medicine find them effective. 

General as is the use of free deals, it appears that 
. heretofore no effort has been made to determine their 
outstanding characteristics or to classify them. One finds 
in the trade many expressions which have arisen from 
individual efforts to indicate a certain type of deal by 
referring to one of its particular attributes. The nature 
of the gift, the purpose to be accomplished by the deal, 
and the method employed in administering it have all 
been stressed. For instance, one finds such terms as deal, 
premium deal, free deal, free offer, discount deal, spe
cial allowance, special rebate, special retail offer, buying 
deal, contract deal, prizes, stock: dividend, extra profit, 
double-value offer, bonus, combination deal, coupon 
offer, postal-ca.rd deal, extra rebate, count-and-re-count 
deal, merchandise deal, advertising deal, trade deal, 
quantity deal, introductory deal, sampling plan, special 
temporary deal, Christmas offer, fall campaign, and 
spring deal. 

Regardless of nomenclature, however, every free deal 
involves six salient factors: a giver; a recipient; a basis 
for the offer (either purchases or sales by the recipient) ; 
a gift; dimensions of time, quantity, area, and value; 
and the presence or absence of familiarity with the reve
nue product or service. That anyone of these common 
characteristics may be used as a basis for classifying all 
free deals will be apparent from the following discussion. 

T"8 giV8f'. While perhaps manufacturers are the most 
common givers of deals, distributors and service agencies 
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also use them." Among distributors deals are frequently 
offered by wholesalers, retailer-owned wholesalers, cor
porate chains, voluntary chains, department stores, mail
order houses, and independent retailers. On this basis, 
therefore, deals may be classified as manufacturer deals, 
distributor deals, and service-agency deals. It is advan
tageous in many cases to specify the particular type of 
distributor or service-agency deal by sulxlassifying it as 
a wholesaler deal, a chain-store deal, a retailer deal, a 
bank: deal, a service-station deal; and so on. 

The recipient. Any buyer may be a recipient. Deals 
may accordingly be designated as deals to industrial buy
ers, deals to wholesale buyers, deals to retail buyers, and 
deals to consumer buyers. These classes may in turn be 
subdivided according to types of buyers within each 
group.' 

The basis for the offer. Deals may be offered to buyers 
on the basis of either purchases or sales to be made by 
them within an announced period. The first of these 
may be called buying deals, the second selling deals. 

Buying deals may be further divided into direct-buy
ing deals and indirect-buying deals. The former are 
those which are given with purchases made directly 
from the concern giving the deal. Such purchases may 
be made by any class of buyer from any class .0£ seller. 
Manufacturers, for instance, give direct-buying deals to 
such buyers as wholesale, chain, or independent retail 
distributors, or even to other manufacturers or c;onsum
ers. Such deals may be called manufacturer direct-buy
ing deals. The same type of deal when made by a dis
tributor instead of a manufacturer may be spoken of as 
a distributor direct-buying deal, or, more specifically, 

• A deal oHcr i, usually the plan of a particular company but lOme
times a group of companiea co-operate in making onc. 
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as a wholesaler (mail-order, or other distributor) di" 
rect-buying deal. 

Indirect-buying deals are those which are given, not 
to the direct-buying customers of the deal-giver but to 
those who purchase the deal-giver's products through 
some distributor. This type of deal is widely used in the 
grocery and drug industries, but so far as the writer is 
aware has never heretofore been defined or definitely 
named. The name here given has at least the merit of 
suggesting the practices involved.' Such deals are com
monly given by manufacturers to retailers on the basis 
of their purchases from wholesalers and also by both 
manufacturers and wholesalers to consumers on the basis 
of consumers' purchases from retailers. 

When using indirect-buying deals the giver must have 
some means of assuring himself that the recipient of the 
deal is the one whom he intended to be the recipient. 
There are several ways of doing this, one being by inclu
sion of the free goods in the package of revenue goods. 
For example, a manufacturer may include an extra pack
age in a case of goods to be sold to retailers by his whole
saler customers. The deal-giver may, on the other hand, 
rely on the report of the intervening distributor, or he 
may require either the distributor or the recipient to 
return copies of invoices as evidence of sales. Still a 
fourth method, and perhaps the most common, is the 
use of coupons or other evidence of purchase, either in
cluded in the package or distributed previous. to or at 
the time of purchase. For example, coupons which when 
presented as evidence of purchase will secure deal goods, 
services, or monetary considerations from the deal-

.. The term "indirect-buying deal" should not be confused with the 
term Clindirect deal," which. is sometimes used to designate deals in which 
the gift is DOt received simultaneously with the purchase. 
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giver, or from his designated agent, are often distributed 
by general advertising or by house-to-house distribution. 
When the deal procedure involves coupon distribution 
in any of the ways just mentioned, some payment, usu
ally considerably less than the regular price, may be in
volved. In such cases the deal may properly be referred 
to as an indirect-buying-coupon-monetary deal. 

As part of a single plan a manufacturer or whole
saler may carry on deals for successive types of buyers. 
For instance, a manufacturer may have a plan which 
includes a deal for wholesalers and the wholesalers' re
tailer customers, or a plan which includes deals for 
wholesalers, the wholesalers' retailer customers, and the 
retailers' consumer customers. If the deal is for whole
salers and retailers, a certain proportion of the number 
of cases of the product ordered by the wholesaler may 
be given to him as a deal. In such instances all cases may 
be specially packaged so as to contain the regular quan
tity plus the deal goods. These cases are sold to the re
tailer at the regular price. Thus, if a manufacturer is 
offering a deal of two packages free with twelve, he will 
pack fourteen in a case to be delivered by the wholesaler 
to the retailer at the price of twelve. If such a plan also 
includes the consumer, coupons for the consumer may 
be included within the packages, premiums may be sent 
to the retailer for distribution, or some other devi2e may 
be employed to make sure that the consumer receives the 
part of the deal planned for him. Wholesalers, as part 
of a single plan, may have deals which involve both 
their retailer customers and the retailers' consumer cus
tomers. 

Selling deals are those given to distributors (usually 
by manufacturers to wholesalers) on the basis of sales 
made by the distributors. So far as the writer knows, the 
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term "selling deals" has not before been used. In these 
deals the distributor cannot receive the benefit of the 
deal until he has re-sold the goods. k; in the case of 
indirect-buying deals, one who uses selling deals must 
receive some evidence of compliance with the terms of 
the deal. He may rely upon a report from the distributor, 
or he may require copies of invoices in evidence of dis
tributor sales. A common practice is for the vendor to 
take an inventory of the revenue goods in the possession 
of each customer at the beginning and at the end of the 
deal period. The prevalence of this method of determin
ing vendee's sales during a deal period has caused deals 
based on sales to be commonly called, in the trade, count
and-re-count deals.' If a manufacturer puts on a selling 
deal for wholesalers, giving goods the same as those pur
chased and using the count-rutd-re-count method of 
checking, the deal might properly be distinguished from 
others by calling it a manufacturersame-goods-selling
count-rutd-re-count deal to wholesalers. 

T h8 gift. Deals may involve gifts of goods, services, 
monetary allowances, or combinations of these. In goods 
deals sometimes the goods given are of the same kind 
as those purchased. When this is the case they may be 
spoken of as same-goods deals" 

Ordinarily such deals provide for an additional quan
tity of goods identical with those purchased, such as one 

• Both iDdirect-bUying deala and Riling deala are Dccossarily open to 
the objection that they may olrer opponuoity for deceptiOD OD the part 
of the buyer. Inaccurate statements may be given, and declarations ue 
not 1IDheard in the trade that when stock counts are made by the vendor 
the _dee may mo .. hi, goods to opecial wareho ..... toward the eDd 
of the deal period to gi .. the appearance of greater than actual sal ... 

• Io bade c:ird .. the.. are often .. £erred to as free goods deab, bot 
this term ;. misleading, oiD"" rooda giveD which diller from the ....... 
rooda are abo free s-Js. 
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case free with the purchase of ten cases, or one-twelfth 
of a dozen free with eleven-twelfths purchased: Some
times, however, the free goods, though essentially the 
same as the revenue goods, differ from them with re
gard to style of package, size of unit, color, or some other 
superficial matter. 

When free goods differ essentially from revenue 
goods, deals may be called premium-goods deals." Any 
form of goods given with the purchase of services may 
also be classed as premium goods. These deals take sev
eral forms. A seller may give goods closely related to 
the product or service offered for sale, as when kitchen 
utensils are offered as premiums with the purchase of 
food products, display racks with the purchase of a com
modity to be displayed, or clothing containers with the 
purchase of dry-cleaning services. Those deals which 
offer an additional product, related to the one purchased 
chiefly by the fact that it is made by the same manufac
turer, as is the case when toilet soap is offered as a deal 
with lard, may perhaps be regarded as related-premium
goods deals. On the other hand, the premium goods may 
be entirely unrelated to the revenue goods or services, 
as when toys are given with breakfast food, umbrellas 
with gum, or tableware with garage serVice. 

r Thi. form of deal i. very limilar to' aDd' i. often confused with a 
quantity diecount if the number of unitt. required in order to obtain the 
free goods it larger than the UIUal purchase. There are lOme who think 
on11 of identical aame-goods deals when they Ule the term "free deal." 

In administering premium deals coupons or other token. are lOme
timel given with the purchue and later redeemed with premium good. 
or services, while at other time. the free good. or services are distributed 
at the time of purchase. This variety of practice baa led to a fairly com
mOD division of premium-giving into the token 'Ystem and the direct 
ayttem, bued on the adminiltrative technique employed. A third method 
of admini.tering in which & buyer IeCUl'eI hi. premium .. a reward for 
future purchuet which he promilel to make leads to the term "advanced 
premium." 
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There are certain border-line cases which defy satis
factory determination of the question whether or not a 
particular item, different from the item or items pur
chased, constitutes a premium. For example, if the gift is 
of quite insignificant value, some would classify it as an 
advertising novelty only, not as a premium. However, 
if a gift is made contingent upon a purchase and is in
tended to have any value whatever to the purchaser out
side of advertising information, it seems to be properly 
classifiable as premium goods. Similarly, the container 
of goods, or part of such container, often has a special 
usefulness to the buyer. Should it be considered as part 
of the goods purchased or as premium goods? Here it 
seems that if the container is given some temporary fea
ture which is offered as an addition to the goods it may 
properly be considered a premium, but if such a feature 
is a permanent attribute of the package, it may not prop
erly be so called. Either case draws close to the combina
tion sale already discussed. 

When a seller offers one of his products free with the 
purchase of an assortment of his products which includes 
the product given free, the free goods are both same 
goods and premium goods. (See deal on an assortment, 
Appendix A, page 184). This may be called a combina
tion same-and-premium-goods deal. Deals in which tWo 
gifts are offered, one being of same goods and the other 
of premium goods, also come within this class. . 

Sellers frequently use various forms of deals offering 
services rather than goods with purchases of either goods 
or services. They may give free service the same as 
the revenue service, or same-service deals; or they may 
give service different from that purchased, or, premium
service deals. The deal which gives a service with the 
purchase of goods may also be termed a premium-service 
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deal. The free service may be either related or unrelated 
to the revenue service or goods. 

With the purchase of either goods or service, deals 
may also be given in the form of monetary considera
tions. These are, it may be argued, not properly called 
deals. It may be said that they are price cuts and price 
cuts only. Certain it is that monetary deals are in the 
nature of things reducible to a common denominator, 
that is, to an amount which can be subtracted from a 
price which may be regarded as regular. In view of this 
fact various forms of monetary deals have so much in 
common with each other and with arrangements which 
are not deals that it is impossible to differentiate them 
excepting in terms of tM 'UJa'Y in which they fJf'1I sta/fla. 

Yet business men do frequently announce as deals of
fers in which the gift contingent upon a purchase is in 
monetary form. (See, for example, pages 5, 9, and II.) 
The so-called rebate deal, which may be offered either 
to consumers or to other customers, is in common use. 
It requires the purchaser to pay the regular price for 
one or more articles but makes it possible for him to 
secure a rebate which may be either cash or a credit 
memorandum. 
~ second kind ~f monetary deal~s,the.discoun~ deal. 

ThiS may be a discount on a certain article contingent 
only upon its purchase, in which form it may be called 
a single-purchase-discount deal." On the other hand a 
discount may be offered· on an additional unit or units 
of an article contingent upon the purchase of one or more 
units at the regular price, or on one or more units of a 
different article contingent upon a purchase of one or 
more specified articles at the regular price. Either of 

• Not to be confused with • caoh dilCOuntl that ia, • diocount for 
prompt payment. 
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these latter forms may be referred to as a multiple-pur
chase-discount deal. 

Most difficult to think of as a deal, yet frequently so 
announced, is the so-called price-reduction deal. Like 
the discount deal, it may take one of two forms. It may 
be a single-purchase-price-reduction or a multiple-pur
chase-price-reduction deal. In the former case it is simply 

. a temporary offer of specified goods at a lower than 
specified regular price, announced as a deal. In the sec
ond case it is an offer of a lower price on added units of 
the same goods or upon units of other goods, in either 
case contingent upon the purchase of specified goods at 
the regular price.'o It is certainly arguable that in its 
simpler form this type of deal is merely a temporary 
price cut and a deal only in name. But in its second form 
it appears to fit as readily into the formula of something 
for nothing or something thrown in with a regular 
purchase as does any other type of deal. The example 
of multiple-purchase-same-goods-price-reduction deals 
with which consumers are most familiar is the simple so
called one-cent sale. 

Gifts of goods, services, or monetary allowances given 
as deals sometimes accompany the purchase. At other 
times they are procured later, perhaps by the presenta
tion of coupons. In the latter case they may be obtained 
through the same channels as were the revenue goods, 
directly from the deal-giver, or from an outside. agency 
such as a premium company operating "premium par
lors." 

Dimensions. The time during which a deal is offered, 

• M ultipl .. puzcbase.different-goocb-pric:e-reduction deals .... termed 
purchue-privilege plan. by ODe trade "riter. Editorial, "Combination 
Sal .. VI. Purchase Privilege Plan," N_1ly N_, JanWU')' '933, Vol. 
LVI, P. '7. 
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the sales area to which it applies; the quantities which may 
be purchased under its terms, and the value of its gift 
may all be classed as its dimensions. 

Time, as a basis for classifying deals, has two aspects: 
duration and occasion. There are temporary and con
tinuous deals. The great majority exist for a compara
tively short period. Some apply only to a single purchase. 
Four and six weeks' deals are common." But deals are 
not always temporary. Premiup} deals, though fre
quently used for brief periods, are often as continuous 
as any part of the price policy. Nor are same-goods deals, 
servic~ peals, or monetary deals temporary in all cases. 
There are instances in the grocery trade, for example 
in the sale of shredded cocoanut, where, according to 
one manufacturer, a deal is always a part of the price 
quotation." 

In the case of temporary deals there must be some 
decision as to when they shall be "put on" and "taken 
off." Shall a deal be occasioned by the regular recurrence 
of some period, such as a season, or shall each deal be the 
spontan~ous outgrowth of a particular situation? In 
short, shall temporary deals be regular or opportunistic 
deals? 

The quantity of goods or services which may be pur
chased on a deal basis may be limited or uiilimited. It 
may be limited in terms of the minimum single purchase 
or sale to which a deal applies or the maximum aggre
gate quantity which may be purchased on the deal basis. 

A seller may make a deal covering the entire area in 
which he distributes, whether it be the whole country or 
only a portion of it. In either case it may, perhaps, be 

11 For data on length of deal periods, tee pp. 91-112. 
11 The origin of thit, practice, or why a concession is continued in thiI 

form rather than as a price change, hal DOt been discloted. 
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called & DlItion:u. de:u. in the sense th&t the territory to 
which it &pplies includes' all of the vendor's customers. 
It is not uncommon to experiment with & de:u. in one 
loality, &nd in the event of success there to &pply it 
to others or to the de&l-giver's entire territory. Thus & 
loc:U de:U m&y be "on" for one product in one district 
&nd for another product in & second district. The ad
ministntion of de:Us is complicated by the various are&s 
to which they are &pplied. ' 

The v:u.ue of & deal gift when considered &S & de:U 
dimension is the monetary wlue of the de:U goods, ser
vices, or monetary &llow&nces in proportion to the mone
tary v:u.ue of the revenue goods or services. That is, if 
a price cut were to be substituted for the de:U offer, what 
would be &n equiv&lent discount? 

FtmUliarity of the revenue product or service. A de:u. 
m&y involve & product or service which is new or un
familiar, or well-known &nd &cceptable to the buying 
public. M&nufacturers &nd distributors have & -rough 
and ready way of speaking about introductory de:u.s and 
de,:u.s on established products. 

The best-defined example of an introductory deal is 
one in which a new or unfamiliar product or service is 
offered for s&le in & given territory at the intended 
standard price (or the standard price :u.ready existing 
in other territories on this product), but with a de:u.. 
Deals on established goods or services in established 
territories are, in the strictest sense, those which are 
planned primarily to inBuence the purch&Ses of those 
who have &lready been customers for the product. 

There are some types of cases, however, which might 
be put in either of these classes and which de:U-users do, 
&S a matter of fact, think of first one way and then an
other. A de:u. which is sometimes placed in one class and 
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CLASSIFICATION OF DEALS ACCORDING 

A. Manufacturer deals 

I. THE GIVER. 
B. DistnllUtor deals 

C. Service-agency deals 
D. Other seller deals 

A. Deals to industrial buyers 

II. THE RECIPIENT B. Deals to wholesale buyers 

III. THE BASIS FOR 
THE OFFER 

C. Deals to retail buyers 
D. Deals to consumer buyers 

A. Buying deals 

B. Selling deals 
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TO EACH OF SIX COMMON FACTORS 

1. Wholesaler deals 
z. Retailer-owned wholesaler deals 
3. Corporate-chain deals 
~. Voluntary-chain deals 
5. Mail-order~house deal • 

. 6, Department-store deals 
7. lndependcnt-n:tailer deals 

1. Deah to wholesalcl'l 
2. Deals to retailer-owned whole-

salers 
3. Deals to corporate chaine 
4. Deals to voluntary chains 
S. Deals to mail-order howes 
6. Deals to department stores 

1. Direct-buying deals 

a. IndiRct-buying deals 

{

I, Administered by reports 
a. Administered by mum of in

voicea 
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sometimes in the other is that in which the sale of 
established products or services is accompanied by pre
mium goods or services which the vendor desires to add 
to his line in the territory where the deal is applied. This 
plan is used as a way of introducing the premium goods 
or services. The purchase, however, is of established 
goods or services. It appears, therefore, to be accurate to 
regard such deals as deals on established products even 
though those using them often llPeak: of them as in
troductory deals. 

Even where deals are used on established goods or 
services in established territories, the effect may be to in
troduce' a product or service to purchasers in established 
territories who have previously refrained from buying. 
So far as these purchasers are concerned, therefore, these 
deals may be thought of as introductory. Among deal
users, however, and in this discussion, they are regarded 
as deals on established products in established territories. 



CHAPTER II 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION OF PREMIUMS 

The classification in the preceding chapter of pre
miums as deals and of premium-giving as deal-giving 
will seem somewhat novel to those who have been ac
customed to thinking of premiums in a separate cate
gory. Indeed, in certain respects, such as their legal his
tory, certain forms of them are in a class by themselves. 
Premiums have been regarded in various ways by those 
involved in their use. That catholic term "advertising," 
with the convenient elasticity which enables it to cover 
every form of trade promotion, is very commonly used 
to include premium-giving in all of its forms.' This 
practice may be justified where the word "premium" 
is applied to gifts distributed to attract the attention and 
possible custom of prospective buyers, but it can no more 
be applied to premiums as discussed in this study than 
it can to other types of deals. 

The term "premium" is sometimes used to designate 
gifts, prizes, or bonuses given by manufacturers or 
wholesalers to their own salesmen or to those of their 
customers. In these cases it denotes some supplement to 
wages or salaries and, under certain circumstances, brib
ery. Such a use of the term is also entirely different 
from that employed in this discussion of deals as supple
ments to purchases. 

1 The trade organization of manufacturers who use premiums ia known 
u the Manufacture" "Merchandise Advertising" Association. Frank H. 
Waggoner, ed.iror of Now., NIWl. refen to premiums as Clone of the 
recognized fol'lDl of advertising." See Sti<. Mill, August '930, Vol. LIII, 
pp. 1330-a:l. 
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A premium given as part of a merchandisingtransac
tion is obviously a deal gift, a something "thrown in." 
In the words of the court in ReISt v. V 1m Deman & 
Lewis, ''all of the schemes have a comrp.on character
something is given besides that which is or is supposed 
to be the immediate incentive to tqe transaction of sale 
and purchase •... They rely upon something else than 
the article sold. They tempt by a promise of a value 
greater than that article and apparently not represented 
in its price, and it hence may be thought that thus by 
an appeal to cupidity lure to improvidence.'" 

Premiums in one form or another have a long history 
in trade. There seems to be no point at which one can 
mark the beginning of the practice of throwing in some
thing extra with a purchase. It is declared that this prac
tice runs back to the earliest days of peaceful and per
suasive trade.' It is extensive in other countries as well 
as in the United States.' 

Although premiums in various forms had long been 
used in the United States, a noticeable development of 
their use came after 1900. It was said in 1905: "Within 

• RtUI v. Van Dmum t!!I Lewis, 240 U. S. 360) 365 . 
• Illustrations from trade in Assyria, Palestine, Athens, Pompeii, and 

Rome are cited in Henry S. Bunting, Till Premium System 01 Forcing 
SaUl, pp. IO~II. --

f. For discussions of the use of premiuma in 2.S different countries tee 
Albrecht R. Sommer, "Premium Advertising," HIW'D",tl BusifJ8ls RnMw, 
January 1932, Vol. X, pp. 203-12; "How Premiums Build Sales," Ameri
can EJr'/01'w, December 1931, Vol. elX, pp. 23, 69-1:& (unsigned); 
Charles W. Stokes, "Premium Schemes Flourish in Britain"-and uHow 
British Newspapers Build Circulation by 'Competitions,'" Atlflwlumg 
tltIIl S61ling, 1931, Vol. XVI, Apr. I, pp. 30, 57-58, and Apr. ]5, pp. 
32,54; "Premium War," Business Wui, Apr. 12, ]933, PP. 20--21 (un .. 
aigned), McDonough Russell, "John Bull Goes Free Gift Crazy," 
Prinlers' Ink. May ,8. '933. Vol. CLXIII. pp. 58-59. and John H. 
Morgan, "Giving of Premiums Forbidden in Germany," Comnurc. 
R#porll, Apr. II, ]932~ No. ]5, p. 113. 
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the last year or two the 'premium craze,' like a t?J.aial 
epidemi~ has spread all over the country. Scarcely a. 
middle-class or wage-workers family may be found, at 
least east of the Mississippi, where some kind of coupons 
are not saved and some kind of a free prize not ex
pected.''' In this early period the extensive use of pre
miums was in the form of manufacturer premiums for 
the consumer. It was closely related to the development 
of branding and to the advertising of manufacturers' 
brands to the consumer. Experimenting with the exten
sive and highly speculative method of advertising of 
the early 1900'S, manufacturers were not loath to seek 
and to believe they found" in premiums an -economical 
substitute for advertising space. Thus premiums have 
come to furnish a device by which the manufacturer can 
arouse and maintain consumer interest in his goods: 

A prize system was popular in the earlier uses of 
premiums in American merchandising. It was not un
common to offer with the purchase of a pound of coffee 
or tea a prize the value of which was represented to 
be greater than the price paid for the purchased product. 
Another plan was to put a piece of money, perhaps a 
dollar bill, into one of every hundred packages of a 
product; and another plan, perhaps even more common, 
was to place one letter necessary to spell the name of 
the firm or its product in each package of goods manu
factured and to offer a prize of value for the letters 
which spelled the complete name. The chances of the 
buyer in such schemes were not as good as he may have 

• I. M. Rubinow, "Premiums in Retail Trade?' ]ofll'1llll of Politictll Ec_". September ".5. V.I. XIII, pp. 574-86. 
-The arne. 
, For further discussion of this point and the significance of aU deals in 

relation to blallded merchandise see Chap. IX. 
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anticipated, as the method was to put one of the neces
sary letters in only one of some 500 packages.' 

A second development in premium-giving was the 
trading-stamp system, of which the premium company 
is the center. It prints and sells to retailers (possibly 
also to other sellers) coupons known as trading stamps, 
which can be accumulated and exchanged for premiums 
furnished by the premium company and usually dis
played in premium catalogues distributed by the retailers 
using the stamps. What gooOs are purchased is of no 
consequence so long as they are purchased from a re
tailer who distributes the stamps. As the stamps are sold 
to I'etailers of various kinds of goods it is possible for 
the buyer to accumulate them with a large proportion 
of his purchases and thus to secure in a comparatively 
brief space of time a much more valuable premium than 
is possible under the-manufacturer premium system. 
The Sperry and Hutchinson Company, organized in 
1900 to sell trading stamps, is still operating. Ainong 
the more important concerns now is the United Profit
Sharing Corporation, organized in 1914. It is primarily 
an organization for selling coupons to and furnishing 
premiums for manufacturers, but it sometimes operates 
as a trading-stamp company. 

The development of trading stamps is _Ii significant 
bit of merchandising history. 'This is partly because it 
changed the method of premium-giving; even more be
cause it reflected the rise of a new middleman in the 
premium business--the premium company; and most 
of all, perhaps, because it represented a shift from the 
manufacturer to the dealer as the center of the buyer'S 

• Rubinow, JtnIT1IiIl 01 Polilical EctmOflly, September 1905. See alao 
C. W. Dunn, "Premium Advertising and the Law," Spiel Mill, October 
19:&6, Vol. XLVIII, pp. 2.000-03. 
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interest. In its beginnings, at least theoretically, the 
premium company did not sell its stamps to competing 
retailers. Hence the dealer who was equipped with 
coupons entitling his customers to claims upon a great 
variety of imposing premiums had no small competitive 
advantage. This advantage, as might be expected, was 
soon cut into by the rise of competing companies which 
sold stamps to other dealers. 

The rampant development of premium plans, and 
particularly of the trading-stamp system, has led to 
extensive regulation of various premium practices. In 
general terms the Federal Trade Commission has de
clared the use of "merchandising schemes J>ased on a 
lot or chance" to be unfair competition. It has placed 
in the same condemned category the "use of the 'free' 
goods or service device to create the false impression 
that something is actually being thrown in without 
charge, when, as a matter of fact, fully covered by the 
amount exacted in the transaction taken as a whole."· 
The "lottery" and "gift enterprise" type of premium
giving in which the purchaser's gambling instinct was 
enlisted to induce him to buy in the expectation of se
curing a prize or gift of undetermined nature, or in 
which the purchaser was required to secure a certain set 
of letters or pictures by purchases of a product with
out knowing how many purchases might be necessary, 
early ran afoul of the anti-lottery laws. 

The wave of legislation and judicial decision which 
reached its height between 1905 and 1916 and more 
or less culminated in the so-called trading-stamp cases1 

• 

• A",,_ Reton of 1M FUtmJ. TNil. Commission, 1931-32, pp. 87, II. 
-The leading cases were: RiIIl v. Van D"""" f!!I LftUU, T."".,. v. 

Lilll.6, PiIMy v. W4UMnglOn. 240 U. S. 342-91. In these caaea the United 
States Supreme Court waf first asked tQ determine whether laws pro
hibiting uadiog-atamp operatioDs were contrary to the federal constitution. 
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was chie~y direCted against that form of token premium
giving which 'invalyes- II: -thitd party-Q company en
gaged in the busineSS of selling trading stamps.'" Trad
ing-stamp legislation has sometimes been upheld and 
sometimes qecl~lkJ; invalid by subsequent court deci-
sions. '.' .. 

The seri~. of ;state decisions since 19 I 6 has thrown 
into' the legality of trading-stamp use a variety of situ
ations, causiiig the trading-stamp cases to be distin
guishe~r "for their utter divergence of opinion." 
. In. general; the so-called' direct system, where the 

/i!ving 'of premiums occurs without the intervention of 
·coupb!lS, appears to conffict with the law in no state 
,0£ the union." But where the premium is enclosed in 
package gObds, there is legal objection in Montana and 
Nebraska. In Montana a law, said never to have been 
enforced, prohibits enclosure in any package of any
thing besides the principal content. In Nebraska pro
hibition is only of such enclosures in packages of food 
products. Nor is legality of direct premiums subject to 
added restriction where it takes the form of the so
called "advanced premium," that is, where it is given 
with an initial purchase and the customer agrees' to 
continue buying from the donor until the premium has 
been traded out. In the eyes of the law either a com-

The court held that this type of legislation was within the power of the 
state and was Dot a violation of the due process law. 

:u. Au enactment against such operations was made in the -District of C0-
lumbia as early as 1873. The regulation was tested in 1897 in LtmI
burg"v. District 0/ ColumbilJ, II App. D. C. 53'. The court declared that 
the law was a valid police measure and that the business of the premium 
company (The Washington Stamp Company) was "the ezpioitation of 
nothing more nor less thaD a cunning device. With DO stock in trade 
hut that deviee and the necessary books and stamp' and oo-<alled p .... 
miums with which to operate successfully, they have intervened iu the 
legitimate businea carried on in the District of Columbia between seller 
and buyer) Dot for the advantage of either, but to prey upon both." 
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bination sale or a premium deal'hi which ,th~ fr~e goods 
are delivered 'with the revenue goods .isconsidc;red to 
be a sale of two articles at one priCe im,d is thus with
out legal objection. No less eminent'a jurist than former 
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes ',&aYfi tnC? decision in 
1896 on what has become the leading',case on this point. 
He pointed out that the Act to prevept lpe sale or ex
change of property under the induceme~~'that a 'gift 
or prize is to be part of the transaction was riof intended 
"to forbid a sale of two things at' once, even, if -one 
of them is the principal object of desire and the 9ther 
an inducement which turns the scale. -. .. -; It would 
have been simpler and hardly more sweeping to' have. 
forbidden altogether the sale of more than one thing 
at a time. But the aim of this statute is- to prevent .offers 
of bargains which appeal to the gambling instinct, and 
induce people to buy what they do not want by a prom
ise of a gift or prize the precise nature of 'which is not 
known at the moment of making purchase."l1 

The real force of anti-premium legislation has been 
felt where the coupon becomes an essential part of the 
process. This is said to be the result of the fact that 
anti-premium laws are essentially dealer-made laws. 
The dealer who, as has been noted above, first derived 
competitive advantage by the use of the trading stamp 
found that when his competitor also used it his advan
tage was gone. Furthermore, he found himself a part 
of a system in which certain of his competitors-chiefly 
the department stores, some of which gave not only 
trading stamps but double trading stamps--could oper
ate more intelligently and more effectively than he. 
The result was a violent reaction on the part of retailers 
against the; trading-~tamp idea. 

DCom,"onwtO/'" v. EmwSQ,,) 165 Mass. 148. 
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The political strength of retail merchants compared 
with that of the trading-stamp companies made the pas
sage of anti-trading-stamp laws comparatively easy." 
Moreover, in the enactment of such legislation the 
merchants who used trading stamps and who later felt 
themselves victimized thereby had the assistance of those 
who sold articles of the kind used as premiums. The feel
ing of such sellers was that the consumer was getting 
through the "premium parlor" the merchandise which 
they were "entitled" to sell him. However, the mer
chants who used trading stamps would no doubt have 
been effective alone in convincing legislators that the sys
tem which had at one time seemed to them attractive 
was now "oppressive" and "parasitical." 

The laws to be found in the several states, therefore, 
are directed chiefly against the use of coupons redeem
able in merchandise. They do not affect coupons redeem
able only in cash. The requirement that some cash must 
accompany tokens, however, does not protect the use 
of such tokens from legal objection." In the eyes of 
the law the term "coupon" is considered as including a 
ticket voucher, sales slip, wrapper, box top, trade-mark, 
or any other evidence of purchase which must be pre
sented in order to receive either a premium or a dis
count in the purchase of a premium. 

In Idaho the use of coupons is a misdemeanor but 
is usually overlooked. In Washington, where the law 
is enforced, and in Montana and Nevada, where it is 
reported to be not enforced, the prohibition is in the 
form of a prohibitory license tax. 

III AI Rubinow points out in lownal 01 Politiclll Bcotul"'1, September 
1905. 

M Deala which give COUpOIlI redeemable only in cub, or in merchandiae 
only upon the payment of lOme c:aah, are classified &I monetary deab in 
!hil .tudy. See pp. 30 .. :11. 
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Wisconsin allows coupons redeemable in merchandise 
only when they are redeemed by the company whose 
products they accompany. Kansas enforces a prohibitory 
license tax except for a provision similar to that of 
Wisconsin with the further limitation that the premium 
goods must be manufactured by the company offering 
them. In order to avoid legal restrictions placed on 
t;pecial premium companies, manufacturers at times set 
up subsidiary organizations to carry on their premium
giving activities. At other times they establish agency re
lationships with other companies. 

Nebraska, Ohio, Indiana, and New Jersey require 
only that the cash redemption value of cqupons shall 
be stated upon them. Manufacturers engaged in inter
state commerce now generally print such a value upon 
their coupons." 

Trading-stamp companies are subjected to a tax in 
Alabama, Florida, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Missis
sippi, Montana, Maryland, Nevada, North Carolina, 
North Dakota, Tennessee, and Washington. The Dis
trict of Columbia and Idaho have prohibitory laws.'· 

Premium coupons used exclusively in interstate com
merce are held to be removed from the operation of 
state laws. To be so used it is not enough that the re
demption of the coupons take place outside the state 
having premium laws if the purchase of the merchandise 
carrying the coupon is made within the state by the rei 
cipient of the premium. In other words, to bring the 

• A. S. Rodbury, CCSurvey of the Laws Relating to the Use of Premiums 
in Effect January 1, 1933," SpiC6 Mill, Janua.ry 1933, Vol. LVI, pp. 
,o~"o6. 

Frank H. Waggoner, "Annual Guide to the Premium Laws of the 
Various States," NO'V6lty NRIJS, January 1933, Vol. LVI, pp. 20, 48-SS. 

Mr. Waggoner also points out that a number of cities attempt to regu .. 
late the use of premiums, chieHy by ordinances imposing license taxes. 
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coupon within the protection of this decision both the 
purchase by the recipient of the premium and the re
demption must be consummated outside of the state hav
ing the anti-premium law.'" 

Most manufacturers who use premiums have opposed 
anti-premium legislation. As has been said, it developed 
primarily as dealer legislation against the use of trad
ing stamps. But as it has not always been easy for legis
latures to see the distinction between the trading-stamp 
system and other types of premiums, manufacturers in
terested in premiums which accompany purchases have 
attempted to maintain or to acquire the right to use any 
form of premium. After some years of effort they have 
apparently found it possible to check the further enact
ment of laws which are oppressive to the type of pre
mium-giving in which they have a vigorous interest. 

While the trading stamp and premium parlor have by 
no means disappeared, their popularity with retailers 
has so waned that premium deals are now usually either 
gifts acompanying purchases or gifts obtainable by re
demption of a coupon furnished with a particular prod
uct. The coupon is usually redeemable upon presenta
tion to the deal-giver or to the distributor from whom 
the purchase was made. 

-In amdadiDg dlat DO """ of the Wee typos of p,....;"."..giviDg 
aader coasicbati ... was Ull."late """""""" aDd lb .. DOt ftg1IIabIe by 
... te law, the <OOrt said: K ••• they an! DOt dooigucd for or ezeeated 
through a sale of the origioal pocbge of importation hot in the pocbga 
of JeIail aDd sale ta the iDdividoal pardwer and COIISOlDtt. This fi:no 
their c:haracter .. _ wtthiD the ......... No< is .m ioJI ...... 
aDd eHcct chaaged or Ie.ocd by the redemption of the tot ... ootside of 
the stale'. The transactio.., tberefore. are BOt in iatentate COIIWIf:ICL '

It.# Y. V .. IN.- III u..is, 240 U. S. ]60. 



CHAPTER m 
THE PLACE OF THE DEAL IN 

ECONOMIC LIFE 

In the material which follows the place of the deal 
in economic life will, in some sense, be the theme of 
every chapter. Whatever the particular topic, the pur
pose will always be to throw some light on the signifi
cance of this curious practice of nominally giving with
out receiving. 

But the deal is both an economic and a bUsiness phe
nomenon. The economist who studies the subject will 
seek: light on a number of questions. Certain of these 
center on a relationship of deals to prices. How do deals 
operate as part of the price-making process? What effects 
do they have on prices? Do they modify the monopoly 
element in the price of branded goods? Do they result 
in the establishment of a strictly competitive price? 
Other questions will center on special consumer inter
ests. What effects do deals have on the consumer's buy
ing interest? On the consumer's buying habits? On the 
consumer's buying intelligence? Questions of cost will 
also be in mind. Particularly important are the costs 
of operating deals, the incidence of these costs, and the 
comparison of them with those arising from other meth
ods of price adjustment. 

Outstanding is the question of discrimination. This 
is closely related to deals in their price aspects. Are deals 
discriminatory? Do they make it possible for sellers to 
favor or disfavor certain types of buyers? If there is dis
crimination, where does it appear to fall? 

39 
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The manufacturer and the distributor are as vitally 
interested in some of these questions as is the student 
of the social sciences. Indeed, to them some of these 
problems, such as that of discrimination, may be a mat
ter of commercial life or death. Other problems, such 
as the effects on the consumer, also interest business men, 
but in a way different from that in which they interest 
the student of society. 

Both economist and business man are interested in 
the spirit and atmosphere developed in trade by deal
giving. Does it contribute to an easy and comfortable 
or a difficult and strained atmosphere in which to carry 
on commercial life? Does the practice add to or sub
tract from the possible. income incident to work as such? 
Finally, for not only economist and business man, but 
also for the government official, there is the question 
of advantage to be found in the extension, modification, 
or elimination of deals and in the means of accomplish
ing under trade agreements or "codes of fair competi
tion" the end believed to be most advantageous. 

But the business man has particular interests in deals. 
He is interested in them as a technique. He desires to 
know what is done and how it is done, that he may 
compare his methods with others~ ~earn to improve his 
own policies, or at least to evaluate them. He desires 
to know the extent to which various techniques are used. 
He is interested in deals in terms of strategy and tactics 
as well as of economics. 

In practice the economic implications of deals-price 
effects, costs, discrimination, and the like--are inextrica
bly interwoven with the strategy and technique of those 
who create them and of those to whom they are applied. 
It seems desirable, therefore, to study strategies, tech
niques, and economic implications more or less together, 
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to study the economic effects of deals as they grow from 
administrative action. 

Y. WHO GIVES DEALS AND TO WHOM? 

The illustrations and. classifications in Chapter I fur
nish adequate evidence of the way the question, "What 
vendors give deals and to whom are they given?" may 
be answered. It is clear that deals are used by manu
Iacturers, publishers, a variety of service agencies, and 
every major type of distributor. Nor is any class of buyer 
overlooked. Manufacturers offer deals to other manu
facturers, to all types of distributors, and to consumers. 
Wholesalers offer them to other distributors, probably 
at times to manufacturers, and to consumers .. Chains offer 
them to consumers, as do individual retailers. The types 
of buyers to which a dealcusing vendor applies deals are 
limited only by the variety of purchasers of his products. 

II. INDUSTRY OR PRODUCT PHENOMENON? 

Is the deal, then, known as it is to all types of buyers 
and sellers, equally well known, or at least well known, 
to the buyers and sellers in all industries? Is it used 
with the purchase and sale of all products? If npt known 
in all industries or in connection with all products, in or 
with which of these is it known, and why? 

The answer concerning products is readily given. A 
gathering of evidence shows that deals are currently or 
have within the last year or two been applied to pro
moting the sale of at least 480 products ranging alpha
betically from absorbent cotton to yeast and including 
between these two such a diverse. miscellany as babies' 
rattles, bird cages, coal, depilatories, hair tonics, jewelry, 
musical instruments, publications, steel, and welding 
wire~l 

a For an extensive list IeC Appendix B, pp. 196-:zo.a. 
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Confronted with such a miscellany of revenue goods 
to which deals are applied, the inference is natural that 
deals are widely used in many industries. What are the 
facts on this point? To secure a definite idea as to the 
range of industries in which deals are used and the 
extent of them in each, two types of inquiries were made. 
A large New York department store was asked to report 
on the frequency with which deals are given in the lines 
which it carries. This store reported that it receives deals, 

Frequently with Purchases of 
cosmetics groceries 
4rugs. tobacco 

Seldom (but sometimes) with Purchases of 
books insecticides 
cameras stationery 

Never with Purchases of 
adult games 
artists' materials 
candy (sold under own name) 
children's apparel 
china 
clocks 
corsets 
dress goods 
electrical goods 
Far East department goods 
furniture 
garden goods 
glass 
hardware 
lamps 
luggage 

men's wear 
millinery 
optical department goods 
paints 
pictures 
radios 
rugs 
silverware 
smokers'. accessories 
sporting goods 
toys 
upholstery fabrics 
women's accessories 
womens' apparel 
women's shoes 
women's underwear 

An inquiry of a varied sample of trade associations 
regarding the extent to which deals are used in the in-
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dustry represented by each was also made. The food, 
drug, and tobacco industries were not circularized be
cause it" is known from other evidence that deals are 
common in these fields. Of those to which this special 
inquiry was sent, the International Association of Gar
ment Manufacturers was the only association which re
ported a really extensive use of deals. It reported that 
every one of its members makes use of deals in the sale 
of men's shirts. The National-American Wholesale 
Lumber Association and the American Vitrified China 
Manufacturers Association reported no use of deals, 
while the American Association of Wholesale Opticians 
said that their use is "not customary." The American 
Book Sellers Association and the N atiow Association 
of Book Publishers reported that publishers use deals 
occasionally; the National Association of Furniture 
Manufacturers that both manufacturers and wholesalers 
of furniture use deals at times. The Association of Cot
ton Textile Merchants of N ew York stated that manu
facturers in this trade are not users of deals but that 
each type of distributor uses deals occasionally. (Certain 
manufacturers of branded sheets, pillow cases, and the 
like, however, are known to use deals.) 

Deals were also reported as used "sometimes" by 
members of the American Paper and Pulp Association 
and of the American Bottlers of Carbonated Beverages, 
and by, not only the members but also all classes of dis
tributors selling the products of the American Bakers' 
Association. Ten per cent of the members of the Ameri
can Pharmaceutical Manufacturers' Association were re
ported to use deals. 

The conclusion that deals are common in a few indus
tries and occasionally found in many, but that they are 
not common in a vast number, is further borne out by 
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reports from members of the American Management 
Association. Of 80 members of this association report
ing on a wide variety of products, only nine indicated 
that deals are among their methods of pricing and sell
ing. Of these nine, three may be classed as grocery IIlaQU

facturers; two as sellers of surgical dressings, toilet arti
cles, and drug sundries; and four as vendors of a cleaner 
for the paint trade, disinfectants and germicides, brushes, 
and paper products and wood pulp. The conclusion 
seems inescapable that while deals are very common in 
a few industries, particularly the grocery and drug 
trades, and are to be found with some frequency in a 
considerable number, they are used so infrequently in 
a great many as to be almost unknown, and they are never 
found in some. 

Yet we must look further than among industries as 
such to see the true place of the deal in economic life. 
There is no special quality in the chromosomes of groc
ery or drug trade personnel which predisposes it to deals. 
Neither is there anything inherent in the physical make
up of food or drugs which makes them especially adapt
able to the use of deals" 

• The _deney 10 cIaaify ........ dcal indnsori .. un doobt an... &om 
the fact that deals are often found in the types of men:handiae bandied by 
stores GlUe}, .,.. clllleJ drag and grocery Itores. That this is brgely tJa,.. 

c6tional .. far .. the drug Itore is ""ncemcd is pro .. rbiaI. Pnocriptintst 
DOW average only J 2 per cent of drog-«ore busioesL Proprietuy prodDCb 

are lUIother 34 per cent. A brief obiervatioa in one of the 1IIlits of the 
Peoples Drug 5.0 .... of Washington showed the following unlHDOdicinal 
and non~ it ..... on display: Roller skates, table lamps, pozzles, 
electric toasters, goU balls, b .... bold thermometeta C- fever ther. 
mometers), electric waBJe irons, coffee percolators, S.a..b lights, sboe-re
pairing outfits, _po ciprettea, foantain pens, coofections, .."., _r 
oil, razors, 800r mopo, ...,niI ~ electric 1IatUv.., leather goock, 
poker clUpo, otationery, foothalIs, Banle Creek foods, end tabla, anit ..-. 
.... ebuItets, bonIed tomato joice, table tmnis, aoquet ..... metal garbage 
pails, eard tables, electric elocb, meta1 utility boxes, billfoldo, ......... 
potato mashers, egg boa ..... lawn chain, .... openers, tmnis balls, bread 
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Essentially, a deal is a method of price making and 
of merchandising. Both economists and business men 
have long recognized two types of prices--monopoly 
prices and competitive prices. A monopoly price is usu
ally conceived of as existing in a situation where some 
individual or company has control over the total out
put of a product or service, at least for a given market 

. area. Being therefore in a position to decide indepen
dently what the price shall be, he attempts to fix it at 
the point which will bring the greatest net return. The 
most important element in competitive price making is 
the existence of a number of rival sellers simultaneously 
offering buyers what the buyers regard as substantially 
identical goods or services. -

Business men try by every means to escape the rigors 
of competitive price making. Among the most com
monly used devices for escaping the severest of these is 
that of distinguishing the product from others, to which 
it may be in fact very similar, by some mark of identifica
tion. To the degree that the product can be either actu
ally differentiated, or made to appear to buyers to be 
something different from other goods, a partial monop
oly is created. 

knivea, and grasa aeed.. The same store maintains an elaborate fountain 
and a restaurant service. 

Grocery stores also carry, besides edibles, lOap, cigarettes, mops, brooms, 
electric light bulbs, shrubbezy, motor oil, and matches. ·Nor will it 10Dg 
Rem Dovel to find in grocery stores lines of drug products such as have 
already been installed by certain of them. See FtlCu m Food Distribution, 
Jan. to, 1931, p. 9; Dec. S, 193 1 , p. 5; Jan. 21, 19]3, p. 9; Mar. 4. 
1933, pp. l~:&; Mar. 11, 1933, p. 10; "Drugs and Groceries," Bututl 
W."~, Feb. 15, 1933, p. 9 (unsigned) j Septimus Grant, 'The Food 
Store'a Drug Department," Voltmklry ClMi" Mag';"', July 1933, Vol. 
III, pp. 14-15; W.u Sinn JtHII"fUIl, Feb. :aI, 1933; "Chain Grocery to 
Handle Own Brand Toothpaste," Prinurs' InR, Jan. :&6, 1933. Vol. 
CLXlI, p." (unsigned) I ]. C. Staier, "Tooth Brushes in Grocery 
Sto.reI,n Prinuri'IM, Apr, 6. 1933, Vol. CLXIII, p. 41. 
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Branding is the chief device used to distinguish an 
article from others of its kind. An article with a manu
facturer's brand upon it may be called to the atten
tion of possible purchasers as though it were distinctly 
different from all competing products. Packaging, part
ly because it gives a distinctive appearance and partly 
because it lends itself readily to trade and other identify
ing marks, greatly increases the number of products to 
which brands may practicably be applied. 

Once a product has been differentiated from others 
by a brand or trade mark, and has been brought to the 
attention of possible buyers by advertising or other 
means of publicitY, it becomes important to set a price 
at which it shall be offered instead of accepting the com
petitive price. Presumably this price will be as near the 
complete monopoly price as the seller believes he can 
obtain. But he is operating in what may properly be 
called an area of semi-monopoly rather than complete 
monopoly. Differentiation through branding a breakfast 
food, a toothpaste, a type of gasoline, a manufactured 
shirt, or a razor blade is not sufficient to give the seller 
as advantageous a monopoly position as that held hy 
the dispenser of water, gas, electticity, or street-car serv
ice to a city. Nevertheless, the seller will presumably 
go as far as he can toward that "best price""of the more 
complete monopoly. 

There thus arises in this area of semi-monopoly the 
phenomenon of "standard price." A standard price' is 
the price which a producer of a branded article places 
upon his product. It is the price at which a given branded 
product nominally seIls, the price below which its manu
facturer or dispenser does not like to think of it as 
selling and at which, so far as he can attain that end, 
it does sell Upon the basis of the standard prices of 
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manufacturers, price structure-that is relative prices 
for wholesaler, retailer, and consumer-is built up. A 
system of discounts for the various types of merchants 
who handle the goods is arranged, and price mainte
nance, that is the maintenance of a standard price, often 
attempted. The scheme as a whole is one which obvi
ously tends to fixity and rigidity of price. 

Since obviously the maker of a trade-marked adver
tised product determines its output, he controls the sup
ply and can therefore, if he wishes, refuse to sell at less 
than the standard price. But the degree of such monop
oly is too limited, its grip too feeble, to make such re
fusal always wise sales strategy. As prices of raw ma
terials go down, or as manufacturers of similar goods
also branded and advertised-press upon him, he finds 
it wise to lessen the element of monopoly price in his 
standard price and to seek for means of reducing the 
amount which his cu&tomers must pay. The simple and 
direct way of accomplishing this would be a reduction 
in the standard price. But this is an action difficult in
deed for the manufacturer of standard-price /Ilerchan
dise. As will be pointed out in Chapter IX, there are 
a number of strategic reasons why it may be unwise to 
cut a standard price. But underlying all other reasons, 
there is a sort of standard-price religion which poSSesses 
/Ilany of those who have long sustained a price struc
ture. He who offers to sell at less than his standard price 
is likely to find himself charged with opposition to 
group interest and with unfair competition. He may 
become the object of such invidious terms as chiseler and 
predatory price cutter. In this dilemma, and having to 
choose between a maintenance of standard price and the 
loss of business to competitors, the business man very 
frequently find away out by using methods which ac-
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complish the price cutting but maintain the nominal price 
structure. In terms of his own psychology these devices 
enable him to retain a virtuous sense of adherence to 
standard price while yielding to the forces of competi
tion or the seduction of larger sales. The economic effect 
of this yielding is to render Somewhat lIexible the other
wise inflexible prices of semi-monopoly products, and 
to cause these semi-monopoly prices to approach com
petitive prices. Important among the devices employed, 
which include advertising allowances and quantity dis
counts, are free deals. 

With this background, the free deal may be defined 
as a method of pricing and merchandising in the field 
of branded, standard-price products. Its field may be en
larged if government price regulation is extended. The 
deal is a pricing phenomenon in the economic area of 
semi-monopoly. /f gO'lJernment IlUlhority imposes mini
mum prices, ;"genious sellers, ;" order to meel compeli
tive forces, will we JeIIls lIS tlClwely to "jwllhese prices 
lIS lhey do 10 "jfNl self--tn4ile semi-monopoly prices. Re
gardless of branding or standard price, deals are to be 
found also in the retail field in cases where the retailer, 
mail-order house, or other distributor offers a deal with 
the purchase of any merchandise which he sells. In such 
cases the identity of the merchandise is established in the 
fact that it is purchased from the given retailer. 

The area in economic life occupied by the free deal 
may therefore better be thought of as that where a cer
tain institutional si~on exists than as that occupied 
by any specific industry or product. When the arrange
ments make identification and standard pricing, or 
government or industry minimum pricing possible, 
deals are likely to develop regardless of the industry 
affected. 
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m. TWO SAMPLES 

For a consideration of the strategy, tactics, and eco
nomic implications of deals it is necessary to study them 
as they exist in the marketing of packaged, branded, 
standard-price merchandise. It would be difficult to find 
a better sample of manufacturers than that represented 
by the Associated Grocery Manufacturers of America. 
This association consists almost wholly of the manufac
turers of packaged and branded goods. Indeed it origi
nated essentially as an association of such manufacturers 
as distinguished from the sellers of grocery products 
in bulk, and it Was formerly known as the American 
Grocery and Specialty Manufacturers' Association. Near
ly two-thirds of the members of this association who 
furnished data on the point do all of their business in 
factory advertised brands. On the average this group of 
companies does about 80 per cent of its business in fac
tory advertised brands, 10 per cent in distributors' 
brands, and 10 per cent in factory unadvertised braIJ.ds. 
No company reported any business in unbranded goods. 
Some form of standard price or scale of prices is used 
by almost every company in the association. Although 
its name suggests that the association is concerned only 
with manufacturers of food products, it includes also 
manufacturers of soaps, cleansers, matches, and other 
products which have no relation to food excepting that 
they are sold by so-called grocery stores. Many of these 
products are also marketed through other channels, such 
as wholesale and retail drug stores, department stores, 
mail-order houses, and notion stores. The use of deals 
by members of this association may be taken, therefore, 
as fairly representing the methods and practices with 
reference to deals which are to be found among manu
facturers of packaged and branded products. 
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As wholesale grocers are the chief buyers of the prod
ucts of grocery manu&cturers, they furnish as satisfac
tory a sample as could be found of wholesalers' prac
tices in the use of deals, of the relationship of deal-giving 
manufacturers to their wholesale rustomers, and of the 
relationship of deal-giving wholesalers to their retail 
rustomers. Also, the deal practices of independent groc
ery retailers and grocery chains are a satisfactory sample 
of such practices of those types of distributors generally.' 

The numerical limitations of the sample are fully ap
preciated. There seems to be no reason, however, for 
questioning the general accuracy of the findings except: 
in thOse cases where the general sample is divided into 
so many groups that each includes only a very small 
number of companies. Even in those cases it is without 
contradictory evidena:. In view of the fact that a some
what varying number of companies reported on vari
ous questions, it has seemed best usually to report the 
returns in percentage terms. Unless otherwise indicated, 
in the material which follows "the manufacturers' sam
ple" or "the wholesalers' sample" will refer I espectively 
to data secured from the studies of the Associated Groc-

• As indira .... ill the Author's Acbowlulg_ the .. .,.;" .... Gn>
a:zy Maaabctarcn of Amorica. the Nario...J Wbol •• de Gn>ttrs' As
.,..;,,';"" of the Uaital s.a.... aad the NatioaaI Chain Score A"';"';"" 
~ aaiwdy ia the oollecrioa of data .... dWs. The daa. """"""'" 
iag the gn>oery iDdlllbJ reporu:d ia this 1IDdy. em:pIiag _ ........ 
__ indica'"'. were obtained from .IIlCIDbcn of these orpnizatiom '" a 
aeries of q .0 ira, and a large Dumber of iuIu.inn aDd. diM ..... 
_ ...... abctaren, who ......... .-iIen, aHpOrDr aad...Joorary dJaia. 
_uauti .... aad broken. The ~.........t _ ooIy cIoals bat 
aloo a .omber of ....... tnde praaicoL 

Itcpom .... cIoals ...... ~ bum Iio gn>oery""""-"'" (..tliag 
__ 450 prod_) aad 7' wholeoale gn><as, ia _ to no Ie-

............ """'"" bum ......u of the ~ dtaias aad hum a ~ 

......... of ........-..... aad wboIesaIcn by .......... is .... ;._. The 
IDCIIt ~ of tile qt dO "p.ires .. cka1s appears q AppeadD: C. 
A _Ie of the ..... "utStkwuaaita ........... by the nriom diwitiot& of 
... tnde "J'P"UI ito the author's book 4~K 4U=='", 
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ery Manufacturers of America and the National Whole
sale Grocers' Association. Data from other sources will 
be specifically designated. 

For the study of those packaged, branded, standard
price products which are typically sold through retail 
drug stores, still another sample was used. This sample 
is the one reported in Selling tmd StJ1'lJice, October 1932.
March-April 1933, and covers deals offered by manu
facturers to retailers buying from manufacturers' whole
sale customers. Although limited to manufacturer 
indirect-buying deals to retailers, the material is other
wise as perfectly adapted to the purposes in hand as is 
the sample described above.' In dealing with this sample, 
as with the other, findings are expressed in terms of per
centages. Even with this large number of companies 
there are certain instances when the necessary division of 
the sample has made the number of examples of anyone 
type of practice very small. 

IV. PERVASIVENESS OF DEALS IN SALES OF IDENTIFIED 
STANDARD-PRICE PRODUCTS 

In selling products which are susceptible to deal mer
chandising, the use of deals is very extensive. At least 82. 
per cent of the grocery manufacturers of the sample have, 
upon occasion, utilized deals." Of these deal-using com-

. panies about one-half use deals in the sale of every one 
of their products, and one-fifth more use them in sales 
of more than half of their products. Somewhat less than 
half of the items sold by manufacturers of the sample, 

• In all 253 companies and $2] product. or assortments of producta are 
included. 

I Since one of the questionnaires asked only about the practice of giv .. 
iog deal. to dealen and the other one only about the giving of deals on 
establiahed product., companies giving only introductory deala to con .. 
lumers (unlCSl the existenoe of this practice was discovered from lOme 
IOUue other than the questionnaire reports) would be classed with those 
Dot wing deolo at aU. 
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which is about three-quarters of the products sold by 
deal-using companies of the sample, carry deals. 

Nor is this all of the story. While some deal-giving 
companies reported that they had employed deals only 
once or twice in their entire history, others use them more 
or less continuously and use many forms of deals even 
on one product at one time and in one place. An exami
nation of the outline on pages 24-27 reveals that a manu
facturer has open to him at one ti.me more than a thousand 
types of deals to each type of wholesale or retail buyer 
and half as many types to consumer buyers of his products 
or se!"vices, as the case may be.' When one realizes that 
each type of deal is capable of considerable, some of in
finite, variation, and that a number of deals may be of
fered simultaneously to each class of buyer on each prod
uct, the possible multiplication of deal offers even at a 
given moment becomes bewildering. When one then re
members that by the use of temporary deals many may be 
repeated at short intervals, the possible complications be
come almost inconceivable. It is not surprising then that, 
taking into account all main classes and sub-classes, some 
manufacturers have a dozen, or even a score, of deals on 
each of several products operating simultaneously. 

Among grocery wholesalers deals are as general as 
among grocery manufacturers. About 85 per cent of the 
grocery wholesalers reported the use of deals to dealers 
both at the present time and in the past, I t is possible 
that certain of the wholesalers who do not give deals to 
dealers do give them to consumers, in which case deal
users would be a larger proportion of all wholesalers. It 
is not known definitely how many deals anyone whole-

• These figures disregard deals in which more than ODe form of gift 
i. offered as part of one deal and also disregard the value dimension 
of deal .. 
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saler operates at anyone time or how frequently they 
occur in his selling practices. General evidence suggests 
that deals by wholesalers are considerably less varied in 
form and less frequent in application than are deals by 
manufacturers. Therefore, it may be that deals are not 
used as frequently by wholesalers as by manufacturers 
even though a greater proportion of wholesalers than of 
manufacturers give them.' 

Though drug manufacturers are not by any means 
strangers to the deal device, they do not use it as gen
erally as do grocery manufacturers. A small group of 
drug wholesalers· reported varyingly that from 10 to 50 

per cent of the manufacturers of so-called drug products 
originate deals. Their reports indicate that from 5 to 40 
per cent of the products they purchase from manufac
turers carry deals. The practice is considered by one large 
manufacturer and wholesaler of drug products (Mc
Kesson and Robbins) to be of such significance that in 
1930 it began the monthly publication of an in,dex of 
deals offered by manufacturers to retailers who buy 
through wholesalers. . 

The drug manufacturers of the sample do not limit 
themselves to one deal on each product. One company 
offers retailers from one to four deals on each of some 
25 products at the same time, and other deals on certain 
combinations of products. As in the case of grocery manu
facturers, however, there are some deal-giving !irug 
manufacturers who, in their whole history, have never 
offered more than one or two deals." 

'Retailers of every type originate deals, but quantitative data as to 
their frequency are not available . 

• Eight members of the National Wholesale Druggists' Association . 
• Also, the Mennen Company, after using deals for several years, an .. 

nounced on Jan. 3, 1933 that they would be abandoned and that a lower
ing of the list price would be substituted for the free goods previously 
offered. "Mennen Eliminates Free Goods from Price Lieta and Lowen 
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Only one-fourth of the reporting drug wholesalers 
originate deals themselves. Opinions regarding the use 
of this practice by other wholesalers varied from the be
lief of one wholesaler that it never occurs to the belief of 
another that as many as 70 per cent of all drug whole
salers originate deals. 

ProPably the proportion of drug retailers who offer 
deals on their own account is even smaller than that of 
dfug wholesalers who do so. Nearly half of the reporting 
wholesalers believe that the practice is never followed 
by retailers, and no wholesaler reported believing that 
mor~ than 50 per cent of the retailers originate deals. 

Having discovered that in both the grocery and drug 
samples deals are originated by large proportions of 
manufacturers and by some distributors, the question 
arises, To whom are the deals of these various sellers ap
plied? Obviously only manufacturers are likely to apply 
deals to wholesale buyers. Both manufacturers and 
wholesalers might be expected to apply deals to retailers. 
Manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers might be ex
pected to apply deals to consumers. 

Of grocery manufacturers giving deals on established 
products, the following percentages give deals to the in
dicated classes of buyers:'· 

Wholesale buyers .............. : .... . 8S 
Retail buyers . . . . . . . . . ............... 75 
Consumers ......................... 60 

List Prices," S.Uing ."J Swvic., January 1933, Vof. IV, 'p. 41. (UD
aigned.) 

• It is Dot known what proportion of manufactUlen or wholaalen give 
dea1a to industrial buyers. However, reports from 32. members of the 
National Association of Purchasing Agents who buy for mauufaeturiug 
companies indicated that about two·thirds of these industrial buyers aft 

ofi'e .. d deal. by some of the compani .. from which they buy. Many of 
theae buyers may purchase from the same concel'lll, however, and thai 
only a few com~niea may constitute all the deal-given. 
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That is, more manufacturers design deals for wholesale 
buyers than for any other type of buyer." 

The tabulation does not indicate, however, that whole
sale buyers necessarily receive deal offers from a larger 
proportion of the companies from which they buy than 
do other classes of buyers. A retailer, for example, may 
receive deals originated by wholesalers as well as by 
manufacturers. Indeed, approximately three-fourths of 
the premium-giving grocery wholesalers originate such 
deals for retailers. And, while comparative data are not 
available, it seems probable that an even larger propor
tion of the wholesalers who give other forms of deals give 
them to retailers. ' 

Consumers receive deals originated by 60 per cent of 
the deal-giving manufacturers and by 50 per cent of the 
premium-deal-giving wholesalers." They also receive 
other forms of deals originated by wholesalers and a 
variety of deals originated by retailers. 

II If Is per cent of deal-giving manufacturers give deals to wholesaIerlt 
abo.t 70 per cent of all manufacturers give .uch deal •• A summary of the 
reports of wholesale grocers indicates that they receive offers of deals from 
ap~roximately half of the grocery manufacturers who sell to them. 

It ia not known how many wholesalers offer other forms of deals to 
comum .... 



CHAPTER IV 

APPLICATIONS OF DEALS TO PURCHASES 
AND SALES 

In the analysis of the nature of deals i~ the first chap
ter it was pointed out that a sel1.er may base a deal upon 
either a purchase or a sale made within a specified period. 
The purpose of the deal-giver may require only that he 
move_ his goods from his own hands into those of an im
mediate buyer. In such a case he might offer a deal based 
on the purchases of such a buyer. On the other hand, his 
purpose may require that his goods be encouraged to pass 
through the hands of an intermediary into those of a sub
sequent buyer. In this instance he might give a deal 
either to the direct buyer based on the latter's sales to the 
indirect buyer-a. selling deal--or to the indirect buyer, 
based on the latter's purchases. Thus, the plan might be 
to give a direct-buying deal, an indirect-buying deal, or 
a selling deal. 

I. RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF BUYING AND SELLING DEALS 
AMONG MANUFACTURERS; 

Are buying deals or selling deals the more frequent 
instrument in selling strategy? In measuring the fre
quency with which each is employed, one may use either 
the proportion of manufacturers which use each or the 
proportion of products to which each type is applied. 

The buying deal is the most widely used of any type 
of deal. Selling deals, though not nearly as generally 
used, are nevertheless a significant factor in manufacturer 
deal-giving. The percentages of deal-giving grocery 

56 
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manufacturers of the sample who use each, and of deal
carrying products which carry each, are: 

Percentage of 
Manufacturers 

Buyingdeals ........ 100 
Selling deals . . . . . . .. 29 

Percentage of 
Products 

100 
43 

As between direct-buying and indirect-buying deals 
grocery manufacturers find little. to choose though they 
show some special favor to the former: The percentages 
of companies using buying deals which use each form, 
and of products carrying buying deals which carry each, 
are: Percentage of 

Manufacturers 
Direct-buying deals .. 85 
Indirect-buying deals . 80 

Percen~age of 
Products 

83 
76 

II. BUYING AND SELLING DEALS IN RELATION TO CLASSES 
OF BUYERS 

In the decision as to whether a direct-buying, an in
direct-buying, or a selling deal will be the best strategy 
in a given situation, the class of buyer is an important 
factor. In the case of deals to retailers, anyone of the 
three forms may be used. In the case of deals to whole
sale buyers, on the other hand, indirect-buying deals 
cannot be a general practice, while in the case of con
sumers, selling deals cannot be used. Indeed, manufac
turers so seldom sell direct to consumers that direct-buy
ing deals to consumers are unusual. None was mentioned 
by the reporting manufacturers. That is, indirect-buying 
deals are the only form generally. applicable to consum
ers. 

Wholesale buyers were reported to be offered the in
dicated types of deals from the following percentages of 
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manufacturers who give deals to such 'buyers and of 
products which carry manufacturer deals to such buyers: 

Percentage of 
Manufacturers 

Direct-buying deals .. 100 
Selling deals . . . . . . .. 35 

Percentage of 
Products 

89 
49 

Whether the conclusion is based on the proportion of 
deal-giving companies or of deal-bearing products, 
direct-buying deals are much mQre general than are sell
ing deals in sales to wholesale buyers. 

The question then arises, Is there any variation among 
the different types of wholesale buyers as to the relative 
extenf of the use of buying and selling deals by manu
facturers? Except for one company which excludes re
tailer-owned wholesalers and another which excludes 
wholesalers from direct-buying deals, every one which 
offers any form of deal to any wholesale buyer offers it 
to all such buyers. 

Manufacturers may apply either direct-buying or sell
ing deals in sales to direct-buying retailers. Such retailers 
were reported to be offered the indicated types of deals 
from the following percentages of manufacturers who 
give deals to such buyers and of products which carry 
manufacturer deals to such buyers: . 

Percentage of 
Manufacturers 

Direct-buying deals .. 100 
Selling deals . . . . . . .. 14 

Percentage of 
Products 

88 
SO 

Direct-buying deals are used by about the same propor
tion of manufacturers and wi th the sale of about the same 
proportion of products in deals to retailers who buy di
rect as they are in deals to wholesale buyers. Selling deals 
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are used by a somewhat smaller proportion of manu
facturers with the sale of a somewhat larger proportion 
of products in deals to direct-buying retailers than they 
are in deals to wholesale buyers. 

All manufacturers who give deals to indirect-buying 
retailers give them buying deals exclusively. At least, no 
manufacturer of the sample reported using selling deals 
in sales to such retailers. 

m. ADMINISTRATION OF INDIRECT-BUYING AND OF 
SELLING DEALS 

Both buying and selling deals to indirect buyers and 
selling deals to direct buyers give rise to the administra
tive problem of determining the quantity otthe deal
givers goods on which the deal is to be allowed. Deals to 
indirect buyers also occasion special administrative diffi
culties in the delivery of free goods or allowances. 

In the' case of manufacturer indirect-buying deals to 
retailers the ways of determining the purchases of retail
ers and of delivering deal gifts to them are several.' At 
times purchases of retailers are simply the sum of the or
ders taken by the manufacturers specialty men. When 
this is the case, the orders taken in each sales territory 
are turned over to the wholesaler in that territory to be 
filled by him. The respective wholesalers may also de
liver the deal gifts, or, the manufacturer may deliver 
them directly. 

At other times each wholesale order received by a 
manufacturer during a deal period is an automatic' noti
fication of a retailer indirect purchase. This is true when 

I For a study of the administrative practices used in certain forms of 
drug manufacturer deals to indirect~buying retailers see H. J. Ostlund, 
leThe Distribution of Free Deala by Service Wholesale Druggists," Na
M"," WIu>ln.u Druggis~ AllOcUmo" BfIlk,;" No. '7, pp. 3-5, 25. 
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the manufacturer packs the deal goods with the revenue 
goods in cases for the retailer. Such packing also solves 
the problem of delivery of the free goods." 

The manufacturer may make use of other methods. 
He may require coupons from the retailer (each coupon 
being obtainable only with a certain quantity of the manu
facturer's goods) as evidence of the amount purchased. 
He may require from the retailer, or possibly from the 
wholesaler, copies of invoices as evidence of purchases by 
retailers from wholesalers. Less formal reports of the 
wholesaler as to purchases by the retailer may be relied 
upon.' In any of the cases requiring special report of 
purchases to the deal-giver, goods may either be de
livered directly by him or may be furnished to the 
wholesaler for delivery. 

In same-goods deals where the packing method is not 
employed, apparently the almost universal practice is to 
ship the extra goods to the wholesaler for distribution 
among the retailers in proportion to the sales made.' 
When premium goods are used by manufacturers in 
indirect-buying deals to retailers, the most common 
practice is likewise to ship the premium goods to the 
wholesaler and to rely on his distribution. Only a small 
proportion of manufacturers send the premium goods 
directly to the retailer. 

Where the manufacturer employs a monetary-in
direct-buying deal for retailers, he may m3.i1 a check: for 

• When a deal is so administered without any further check OD sales, it is, 
of course, possible that the wholesaler may have OD hand some umold deal 
merchandise at the end of the deal period . 

• Such data as were received on the relative frequency of the use of 
these various methods were Dot sufficient to justify conclusioDL 

to No other method, in fact, was reported i but as the Dumber of manu
facturers reporting OD this point was Dot large, it is poaible that other 
method. are UJed. 
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the earned deal allowance directly to the retailer. He 
may arrange with the wholesaler to remunerate the re
tailer by discount: price reduction, cash, or credit mem
orandum, permitting the wholesaler to charge him with 
the amount given to the retailer. Of these methods the 
direct payment from the manufacturer to the retailer is 
reported somewhat more frequently than are any of the 
methods by which the wholesaler remunerates the re
tailer. 

Drug manufacturers, in indirect-buying deals to re
tailers, usually arrange to have the wholesaler deliver 
the deal gift to the retailer. The percentages of these 
deal-giving companies which use each method of deliv
ering the deal goods, and of deal-bearing products to 
which each method is applied, are: 

Percentage of 
Manufacturers 

Through wholesaler .. 77 
By manufacturer 

Percentage of 
Products 

84 

direcdy ......... 24 19 

Manufacturers who give indirect-buying deals to con
sumers, as well as those who give them to retailers, are 
confronted with the problem of checking what is due on 
the deal and of making delivery. A coupon, returnable 
to either the retailer or the manufacturer, is the device 
most commonly used to ascertain the amount· and the 
purchaser of goods sold under a deal offer. The coupon, 
exchangeable for deal goods or for a monetary allow
ance, may be enclosed with package merchandise, may 
be a part of the package itself, may be delivered to con-

• One manufacturer stated that he allows the wholesaler an extra di .. 
count which is to be passed on to the retailer. If thil discount is allowed 
only aD the undentanding that it i. to be passed OD, the procedure i. 
properly interptetcd as a deal and as an indirect-buying deal for retailera. 
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sumer,; in advance for utilization in the purchase of reve
nue goods from 2" tetailer, or may be supplied by the 
mannf¥turer to the retailer, for distribution which con
sumer purchases, ~ a certain ratio. The use of coupons 
which are enclosed in or are part of a package was re
ported more frequently by grocery manufacturers than 
were other methods of securing information of consumer 
purchases It may be pointed out that the distribution of 
coupons by the retailer does not furnish the manufacturer 
as perfect a check: on consumer purchases as does anyone 
of the other three methods. Obviously, the retailer may 
dispense coupons without following too closely the regu
lations of the manufacturer. 

Where the retailer redeems the coupon, he may al
ready have been furnished with the deal goods by the 
manufacturer directly or through the wholesaler; or he 
may be reimbursed either by the manufacturer directly 
or through the wholesaler. Consumer coupons not re
deemed by retailers are redeemed by the manufacturer 
directly, or at some premium establishment. 

Manufacturers also accomplish the tasks of checking 
and delivering goods in indirect-buying deals to con
sumers by two methods other than the use of coupons. 
One is by shipping to retailers the free goods for con
sumers and marking them "not for sale" or "sample, 
not for sale!'" When so handled, the free goods may be 
sent direct to the retailer, even though the retailer's pur
chases are through the wholesaler, or they may be 
shipped to the wholesaler for re-shipment to the retailer. 
A second method is to attach the deal product to the reve
nue goods. Premium goods such as silverware and novd-

"Where this method is £01)0-' it is diJIiad. for the.-a... to ......n 
the deal coods, bat it is .....,10 for JUm to __ or to tara _ 

to _ .... other .... that iDtmded by the ...... ufactwu. 
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ties are of a sort commonly plaCed i~ ~aclcages. One'man
ufacturer reported that when a deal is being offered to 
consumers his salesmen visit the retailers' store and tape 
one package of free goods to each package of the revenue 
goods. 

Wholesalers as well as manufacturers make use of 
indirect-buying deals to consumers. It is clear that their 
problem escapes the complexities of some of the indirect
buying deals of manufacturers, because they have only 
one intermediary through which they can go. There was 
no evidence received from wholesalers which indicated 
that they make use of methods in these deals differing 
from those employed by manufacturers. 

Since the selling deal involves giving something free 
contingent upon the sale made by the recipient, it like
wise requires some method of checking by the giver of 
the deal. Manufacturers rely upon three devices: Re
ports from the sellers as to the amount sold; copies of 
invoices; and the so-called count and re-count. The count
and-re-count method requires that the manufacturer sell
ing to wholesalers and using this type of deal shall have 
his representative count the number of cases of his prod
uct in the wholesalers' warehouses on the date when the 
deal opens and re-count on the date when the deal 
closes.' Obviously die stock which a given wholesaler has 
on hand at the opening date, plus sales to him during the 
deal period, less his stock on hand at the closing date, 
equals the number of cases sold by him during the 
period. This method is used at times by each of the three 
grocery manufacturers who furnished data on this point. 
Each of the other methods is used by one of these three 
companies. 

'The same process it invofved for any seller. As for example, if & whole.. 
.ler gives a count.and .. re-count«l1ing deal to retailen. 
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In conclusion it may be said that every manufacturer 
who gives deals to wholesale, retail, or consumer buyers 
gives them buying deals. Direct-buying deals are favored 
slightly more than indirect-buying deals. Selling deals 
are given by about one-third of the deal-giving manu
facturers on about one-half of the deal-bearing products 
in sales to wholesale buyers; by about one-seventh of the 
companies on about half of the products in deals to 
direct-buying retailers; and not at all to indirect-buying 
retailers. 

The complications arising in the administration of 
indirect-buying and selling deals have been met in a 
great variety of ways. 



CHAPTER V 

THE GIFT IN DEAL STRATEGY 

Since the essence of a deal is something given con
tingent upon a purchase, an important element of deal 
strategy is, What shall be given? Shall a seller use all 
forms of gifts at one time or another, or even simul
taneously, or shall he limit his offers to one form of 
gift? Or, shall he use different gifts with different prod
ucts but only one kind of gift with each product! 

L GROCERY MANUFACTURER DEAL GIFTS 

Do grocery manufacturers use one form of gift more 
than another? Do more products carry one form of gift 
than another? Do the answers to these questions vary 
with variation in the familiarity of the revenue goods, 
in the type of recipient, in the basis of the deal? These 
questions will all be answered in terms of the reported 
practices of deal-giving grocery manufacturers of the 
sample. 

A. Strategy Determined by Familiarity of Product 
In deals on established products some form of goods 

deal is used by every manufacturer; same-goods deals 
are used by more companies than are premium-goods 
deaIs; and products manufactured by others are favored 
by more than are products manufactured by the deal
giving company. In monetary deaIs many more com
panies use some form of discount or price-reduction deal 
than use cash rebates or.aedit memoranda. 

On the basis of products, an analysis of what is given 

6S 
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shows the premium deal to be used as commonly as the 
same-goods deal. This difference from the results of 
the analysis based on companies arises from the fact 
that some companies which use both same-goods and 
premium-goods deals apply the latter to more of their 
products than they do the former. Considered on the 
basis of either companies or products premium goods are 
much more commonly those manufactured by others 
than those manufactured by the deal-giving company. 
Monetary deals occur more frequently when arranged 
according to products than when grouped according to 
manufacturers. This divergence may be explained, how
ever, by the fact that one company applies credit-memo
randum deals to a very large number of products. 

More precisely, in deals on established products, the 
following percentages of manufacturers give the indi
cated types of gifts and the following percentages of 
products carry such gifts:' 

. Percentage of 
Type of GIft ManufactureJs 

Goods ..................... 100 
Sam. goods ....... . . . . . . .. 90 
Premium goods . . . . . . . . . . .. 75 

Made by same company. . .. 35 
Made by another company.. 55 

Monetary allowances. . . . . . . . . .. 29 
Discounts or price reductions .. 29 
Cash rebates . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 
Credit memoranda ......... 5 

Percentage of 
Products 

86 
68 
68 
29 
56 

50 
32 
12 
29 

It is apparent' that in deals on established products 
many manufacturers use several types of gifts, even in 

• No oervice doala ..... reported. 
• Bea ... the IUIIII of the pezceatages of 1IIIIDan- aad procI_ 

reopective1y are 100'" <haG 100. l3' I )<.',5\, .," 1, 

43 
13420 1 
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some cases applying several to a single product, per
haps at the same time. It was found that one, two, or 
more of the six types of gifts already discussed were 
used by the following percentages of manufacturers and 
applied to the following percentages of products: 

Number of Types Percentage of 
of Gifts Manufacturers 

One ............... 35 
Two .............. 25 
Three ............. 30 
Four .. "............ 5 
Five .............. . 
Six ................ 5 

100 

Percentage of 
Products 

37 
27 
19 
10 
5 
2 

100 

Data less complete than those for deals on established 
products make possible a classification of introductory 
deals on the basis of what is given to distributors.' This 
classification is in terms of premium deals and all other 
deals. The following percentages show. that a much 
smaller proportion of manufacturers rely on premiums 
than on other types of deal gifts in introducing a prod
uct to distributors: 

Premiums ............................. .4 7 
Other gifts . . . . . . . . . . . . ................. 95 

Premiums assume considerably more importance 
among introductory deals than they do among deals 
on established products, however. Of manufacturers 
giving introductory deals to consumers, 47 per cent 
choose premiums; while of those giving deals on estab
lished products to distributors, only 33 per cent choose 
premiums . 

• Data. which would make possible a satisfactory tabulation on intra .. 
dac:tmy deals 10 toDlUDlerl are lackiDg. 
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B. Strategy Determined by Type of Recipient 

A further demand is made on the strategy of deal
givers by the necessity of planning what shall be given 
to various types of recipients. Is it administratively best 
to give the same inducements to wholesale as to retail 
buyers, to retail as to consumer buyers, and to each divi
sion of these classes as to every other division? We shall 
first examine what is given to the general classes of re
cipients and then consider what is given to the various 
types of recipients within each ·class. 

I. General CUsses of Recipients 

Several pieces of somewhat different evidence all tend 
to show the variation in gift strategy applied to the gen
eral classes of recipients. In some cases the evidence re
lates to deals on established products only, in others to 
introductory deals as well. 

The first piece of evidence pertains to both introduc
tory deals and deals on established products. It shows 
that the following percentages of manufacturers giving 
deals to wholesale and retail buyers respectively give 
premiums or other gifts to such buyers: 

Premiums Other Gifts 
Wholesale buyers .. . . . . . . 28 96 
Retail buyers ............ 71 88 

For both classes of buyers premiums are ,uSed by fewer 
companies than are other deal gifts. For retail buyers, 
however, premiums are used by nearly as many com
panies as are other gifts, while for wholesale buyers 
they are used by less than one-third as many companies 
as are other gifts. Apparently, manufacturers regard the 
premium as a more effective lure for retailers than for 
wholesalers. 
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The second collection of data applies to deals on 
established products only." It includes information not 
merely on premiums as compared with other types of 
gifts, but on each of six specific types of gifts as com
pared with the others. Of manufacturers who give deals 
to each class of recipient the following percentages give 
the specified types of gifts to such recipients: 

Wholesale 
Type of Gift Buyers 

Goods .................... 100 
Same goods . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 82 
Premium goods . . . . . . . . . .. 47 

Made by same company .. 29 
Made by another company 18 

Monetary allowances. . . . . . . .. 29 
Discounts or price reductions. 24 
Cash rebates ........... " 6 
Credit memoranda ........ 6 

Retail 
Buyers 

93 
64 
64 
29 
36 

21 
14 
14 
7 

Consumer 
Buyers 

100 
50 

100 
42 
75 

33 
33 

The first thing to be noted in this table is that all 
manufacturers who give deals to either wholesale or 
consumer buyers, and a slightly smaller proportion of 
those who give deals to retail buyers, give goods deals 
to such buyers. Wholesale buyers receive same-goods 
deals from considerably more manufacturers than they 
receive premium-goods deals. To some it will be sur
prising that the consumer receives same-goods· deals 

• Wholesalen ..... uked. in regard b> ~lished products, "What pro
portion of manufacturen who sell to you offer premiuDlI to consumers?" 
Their reportl were varied but indicated. that this practice is followed by 
about 10 to I S per cent of sueb manufacturers and that the practice it 
increuiag. However, of manufacturen reporting 00 the uae of deall on 
~Iished product.. about 3. per eont use premium-goocls deala b> 

amsumen. The latter figure might include some deals given to eon
__ in ales made by ...... ufactu .... directly b> retailers. 
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from such a large proportion of manufacturers. Never
theless, with consumers the premium has the greatest 
vogue. Judging from the fact that premiums are used 
for consumer buyers by all, for retail buyers by 64 per 
cent, and for wholesale buyers by 47 per cent of the 
manufacturers who give deals to each of these classes 
of recipients, it appears that the closer one is to the con
sumer the more effective the premium is, while the 
larger the scale of buying operations, the less eHective 
it is. For same-goods deals just the reverse appears to 
be true. Curiously enough, the monetary allowance is 
applied to the buyers in each group by approximately 
equa,l proportions of manufacturers. Distributor buyers, 
however. at times receive all three types of monetary 
allowances, while consumers never receive cash rebates 
or credit memoranda. The prominence of monetary al
lowances as deals to consumers is, no doubt, largely an 
evidence of the use of coupon deals which give con
sumers some form of discount or price reduction. 

An interesting detail of these data is the extent to 
which premiums manufactured by others as compared 
with premiums of own manufacture are used by this 
group of manufacturers in their work with different 
types of buyers. In premium deals to wholesalers more 
companies use goods of their own manufacture; with 
retailers the opposite is true.. But with con<nmers pre
miums manufactured by others are employed by nearly 
twice as many companies as are those made by the same 
manufacturer. It is evidently the belief of manufacturers 
that consumers are most effectively enticed to purclwe 
by some lure which is not merely an additional unit 
of a similar product. 

An appraisal of what is given on established prodUdS 
may also be made by evmining the piOpor tion of deal-
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carrying products to which different types of gifts are 
applied. Of products which carry deals to each class of 
recipient the following percentages carry the specified 
types of gifts to such recipients: 

Wholesale 
Type of Gift Buyen 

Goods .................... 78 
. Same goods . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 65 
Premium goods .......... 24 

Made by same company. .. 16 
Made by another company 8 

Monetary allowances ........ 51 
Discounts or price reductions . 30 
Cash rebates . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 
Credit memoranda .. . . . . .. 30 

Retail 
Buyen 

81 
61 
35 
16 
19 

52 
26 
16 
35 

Consumer 
Buyen 

96 
28 
96 
40 
80 

16 
16 

Although conclusions drawn from this analysis are 
similar to those reached when considering the matter in 
terms of manufacturers, some interesting differences in 
detail are apparent. It was noticed that 100 per cent of 
the manufacturers who give deals to wholesale buyers 
give them goods deals. However, only about 78 per 
cent of the products on which manufacturers give some 
form of deal to wholesale buyers carry goods deals. Simi
lar comparisons made in the giving of same-goods deals 
to retail and consumer buyers show somewhat less d!~ 
vergence between the two tables. On the other hand, it 
will be noticed that monetary allowances are applied on 
a proportion of products larger than the proportion of 
manufacturers using them, in sales both to wholesale 
buyers and to retail buyers. The importance of the use 
of premiums for consumers as compared with their use 
for wholesale and retail buyers is much less pronounced 
in terms of products than in terms of manufacturers; 
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but the fact that premiums manufactured by others are 
those most commonly used to attract consumer purchases 
is fully as striking. 

The credit memorandum as one form of monetary 
allowance deal is brought strikingly into the picture only 
when the matter is viewed from the standpoint of the 
products carrying deals. In deals to wholesale buyers 
it is given with 30 per cent of the products; in sales 
to retail buyers with 35 per cent. Since the extensive 
use of this form of monetary·allowance deal to both 
wholesale and retail customers by one concern selling 
a large number of products accounts in considerable part 
for this situation, it cannot be considered to be of par
ticular significance. 

In considering the data in the table on page 69 it 
is apparent· that some manufacturers give more than 
one of the six types of deal gifts to certain classes of 
recipients. This raises the question of how many differ
ent types of gifts manufacturers give to each class of 
buyer. Of manufacturers giving deals to each class of 
recipient the following percentages give the indicated 
number of types of gifts to such recipients: 

Number of Types Wholesale Retail 
of Gifts Buyers Buyers 

One .................... 58 64 
Two .................... 18 22 
Three ................... 18 7 
Four.................... 6 
Five........... .......... - 7 
Six .................... . 

100 100 

Consumer 
Buyers 

33 
42 
17 
8 

100 

• Beca ... the IUIDI of the _!agel of mao.facture .. giving each lJpe 
of gift to each duo of ncipient ia mole thaD 'do. 
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More than half of the reporting companies limit 
themselves to one type of deal gift to each class of 
distributor buyer. In deals to consumer buyers, how
ever, a very few more companies use two forms of gifts 
than use only one form. Some companies reported using 
three, four, or even five forms of gifts to various class~ 
of buyers. 

The results are somewhat different when products on 
which deals are applied rather than manufacturers who 
give deals serve as the basis for analysis. Of the prod
ucts which carry deals to each class of recipient the fol
lowing 'percentages carry the specified number of types 
of gifts: 
Number of Types Wholesale 

of Gifts Buyers 
One .................... 6S 
Two .................... 19 
Three ................... 16 
Four.................... -
~~ .................... -
Six..................... -

100 

Retail 
Buyers 

54 
26 
10 
10 

Consumer 
Buyers 

S6 
28 
12 
4 

It will be seen that only one form of gift is used in 
the sale of more than half of the products to which deals 
are applied, even in sales to consumer buyers. The lack: 
of variety in types of gifts in deals on anyone product 
is particularly noticeable in deals to wholesale buyers. 
Indeed, no manufacturer gives more than three types 
of gifts to wholesale buyers on a single product, though 
a few do give as many as four types of gifts on single 
products in deals to retail and consumer buyers. 

2. Types of Recjpients withjn the General Classes 
We may now consider what is given to different types 

of recipients within' a single class, that is, to different 
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types of wholesale buyers and different types of retail 
buyers. Here again more than one collection of evidence 
will be presented. 

When all deals, whether introductory or on estab
lished.products, are considered, both premiums and other 
deal gifts are given to each type of wholesale buyer 
by about the same proportion of manufacturers. Pre
mium deals are given by a slightly greater proportion 
of companies in sales to mail-order houses and depart
ment stores than in sales to w!lOlesalers and voluntary 
chains. They are used by the smallest proportion of 
companies in sales to corporate chains. In the following 
table showing these proportions, the percentages are 
based in each case on the number of manufacturers giv
ing deals of any kind to the particular type of wholesale 
buyer specified. 

Premiums 
Wholesalers ................... 32 
Voluntary chains ................ 30 
Corporate chains .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 22 
Mail-order houses .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 44 
Department stores '. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40 

Other Gifts 
95 
95 
96 

100 
100 

Passing now to deals on established products only, a 
more detailed analysis of what is given to various types 
of wholesale distributors can be made. It is possible not 
only to find how many manufacturers giving deals to 
each type of distributor give them goods deals and 
monetary deals respectively, but also to break: up these 
classes of deals into their sub-dasses.' It was also p0s

sible to find the proportion of products sold to each type 
of distributor on a deal basis which carries each type 

• A IUIIUDUY of the _"" of .. holeale gro«n indkat.. that of 
maaubctun:n wbo 06e. them cIeaIo GO _!iJbccI prod""'" from 75 .. 
10 per """ 06 .. .........,.,... cIeak, about '5 per """ 06er premi __ 
podt cIeak, aad ahout 3S per ... 06er --,. cIeaII. 
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of gih. The results of such an analysis show for each 
type of wholesale buyer a series of percentages practi
cally identical to those applying to wholesale buyers 
as a single class. Therefore, it must be concluded that 'in 
deals on established products manufacturers seldom vary 
their strategy among types of wholesale buyers. One 
company reporting the use of same goods only in deals 
to wholesalers, corporate chains, and voluntary chains, 
reported no deals whatever to retailer-owned whole
salers. Another, which uses both same-goods and cash
rebate deals to all wholesale buyers, also uses premium 
goods of its own manufacture in deals to all of them 
except wholesalers. 

Since each type of gih is given by almost the same 
proportion of manufacturers and with almost the same 
proportion of products to each type of wholesale buyer 
as to wholesale buyers considered as a single class, it 
is apparent that the extent of duplication of types of 
gihs is approximately the same to each type of whole
sale buyer as to wholesale buyers in general. 

There are two classes of retail buyers so far as deal
giving is concerned, direct-buying retailers and indirect
buying retailers. Does the manufacturer in planning deal 
strategy for retailers find it necessary to consider each of 
these classes separately? What does he give to each?' The 
data available apply to deals on established products. The 
number of manufacturers giving each type of gih to each 
class of retail buyer, expressed as a percentage of all man
ufacturers giving deals to the same class of buyer, is as 
follows: 

• WholeoaIen were asked, in regard to deals on established prodoeta, 
"what proportion of the manufacturen who sell to you offer premiums 
to retailers who are your customers?" A summary of their repliea indi
cata that this practice ia followed by from 10 to IS per cent of manu
facturen and that ill Ule teems to be increasing slightly. About 25 to 30 
pel' cent of the gr ... ". m""ulacturen of the """pIe follow this practice. 
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Direct-
Type ol Gift Buying 

R_ilen 
Goods ...••.........•..•.••.. 100 

Same goods ........ . . . . . . . .. 83 
r.anium goods ......... . . . .. 83 

Made by same <XIII'JP""1. • . . .. II 
Made by IIJIIIlbor """P""1. . .. 50 

M_,..1Iowanas . . . . . . .. .. .. 33 
Diso ""ils ... price • ..1, ....... 1$ • • •• 11 
Cash rdJaJzs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11 
Credit~ ........... 11 

Indirect
Buying 

R.euiJeq 

8S 
S4 
62 
23 
38 
21 
8 

IS 

The mnD!x,- of products to wIW:h each type of gift is 
applied in sales to each class of retail buyer, c:qn c:ssed 
as a peh:entage of produds to which dcLIs are applied 
in sales to the same class ofbuycr, is as follows: 

Direct-
Type ol Gift Buying 

Rdv ........ 

Goods ....................... 82 
Same goodo ............ . . . .. 13 
r.anium goodo .............. 27 

lobde by_ <XIII1P""1.. .. ... 14 
lobde by 3-'- ""'I."'. . .. 14 

Muoa:u, alJuwaaas . . . . .. . . • ... 68 
DB e."ds ... price ..... ncrioc& . . .. 32 
Cash rdJaJzs ................ S 
Cndit ......... :mda ........... SO 

Iadirect
Buying 

Luikrs 
72 
39 
50 
11 
33 
33 
6 

2S 

It will be seen at ~ that a awnewlw: hrga- pr0-

portion of mamd;. ... "us use goods dcLIs for direct
buying n:I2i1ers t:b2n use them for n:I2i1ers buying from 
wholesalers. This 1argu- poportion is daival in part 
from the gJcatu popor tion which gives same goods to 
direct buyus aad in part from the hrga- poportion 
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which gives them premium goods. The type of premium 
goods which is given by more manufacturers to direct
buying than to other retailers is goods made by other 
companies. 

When the data are considered from the point of view 
of what ~s given with different types of products, goods 
deals also seem to predominate in deals to direct-buying 
retailers as compared with deals to indirect-buying re
tailers. This predominance, however, consists wholly of 
the greater frequency with which direct buyers as com
pared with indirect buyers are given same-goods deals. 
The contrast between this and the statement made in 
the paragraph -just preceding must be explained by the 
fact that one company uses same-goods deals to direct
buying retailers on a large number of products. 

Monetary allowances are given by about the same 
proportion of manufacturers to direct-buying retailers 
and indirect-buying retailers but are carried by a some
what larger proportion of products to the former than 
to the latter. Again the difference may be explained by 
the fact that one company uses monetary deals to direct
buying retailers in the sale of a large number of prod
ucts. Some form of discount or price reduction deal is 
used more frequently with direct than with indirect 
buyers, as is also true of credit memoranda. A credit 
memorandum is the most extensively used of monetary 
deals in direct selling to retailers, as is seen from the 
comparatively greater frequency with which it is applied 
to products. Cash-rebate deals, on the other hand, are 
given by a larger proportion of companies and on a much 
larger proportion of products to the indirect buying re
tailer than to the one who buys direct. 

Whether manufacturers giving deals or products car
rying them are considered, the strategy of using two or 
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more of the six types of gifts under disclIssiO:IB is more 
general in connection with direct-buying than indirect
buying retailers, as seen in the following table in which 
all manufacturers giving dea.Is to the specified type of re
tailer are taken as 100. 

Number 
of Types 
of Gifts 

Direct-Buying 
Retailers 

One ........................ 43 
Two . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 29 
Three ...................... : 14 
Four . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14 
Five ........................ -
Six ........................ . 

Indirect
Buying 

Retailers 
67 
25 
8 

100 100 

In the following table all products carrying dea.Is to each 
type of retailer are taken as 100. 

Number 
of Types Direct-Buying 
of Gifts Retailers 

One ........................ 46 
Two. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 29 
Three ....................... 25 
Four . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -
Five ........................ -
Six ........................ . 

100 

Indirect
Buying 

Retailers 
81 
13 
6 

100 

c. Strategy Determined by Basis 9£ Offer 

The question of what shall be given in deal strategy 
has a further complication. With the question, "what 
shall be given to whom?" often appears the question, 
"What shall be given in buying dea.Is and what in selling 
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deals?" A given manufacturer may, for example, find 
that it is best to use premium goods in buying deals to 
wholesalers and same goods in selling deals to whole
salers, or vice versa. 

From the table below it may be seen that all manu
facturers who give either direct-buying or selling deals 
to wholesale buyers use goods as the gift, at least at 
times. For buying deals many more manufacturers use 
'same goods than use premium goods, So few companies 
reported selling deals to wholesale buyers that the sub
divisions of that group have no significance except to 
indicate that each form of gift is sometimes used. The 
number of manufacturers giving wholesale buyers each 
type of gift in each type of deal, expressed as a per
centage of manufacturers giving wholesalers such deals, 
is as follows: 

T f G
'ft Direct-Buying 

ype 0 1 Deals 

Goods" ........................ 100 
Same goods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 82 
Premium goods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 47 

Made by same company. . . . . . . .. 29 
Made by another company. . . . . .. 18 

Monetary allowances ....... . . . . . .. 24 
Discounts or price reductions ...... 18 
Cash rebates .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 6 
Credit memoranda ....... .. .. ... -

Selling 
Deals 

100 
33 
67 
33 
33 

51 
17 
17 
17 

The relative importance of the different types of gifts 
in direct-buying deals to wholesale buyers is not sig
nificantly different when the count is made on the basis 
of prod~cts instead of on the basis of companies. The 
predominance of credit-memorandum deals in the latter 
count of selling deals is accounted for by the fact that 
one company gives credit-memorandum selling deals 
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on a large number of products The mnnber of produds 
to which each type of gift is applied in each type of 
deal to wholesale buyer.;, expressed as a pelt:entage of 
the products to which the SlIDe. type of deal is applied 
in SI.les to wholesale buyers, is as follows: 

Type of Gift DirutD!auying ~ 
Goods __________________________ 88 33 

Samegoods ____________________ 73 11 
Premium goods __________________ 27 22 

Made by some nMDp""J' _ _ __ __ __ 18 11 
Made by 3IIDtber nwnpa"J' _ __ _ _ _ _ 9 11 

MOIICI:a.ty aIIowmas __ _ _ __ __ _ __ __ __ 30 78 
Disoounts ... pm pd.""';'" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 27 6 
CasbRhms ___________________ 3 6 
CcecIit IIJaIIOnIlda __ _ __ __ __ __ _ __ - 66 

There is DO significant variation in the emm to whida 
manufacturers apply various fonns of gifts in either
buying or selling deals to various types of wholesale 
boyd s. A tabulation for each type of wholesale boya
on the SlIDe bases as those shown :dxm: for all whole
sale hayd S disclosed for each of them a series of pro-
portions almost identical to those appearing in the tabIcs 
shOWlL 

In deals to direct-buying n:taikn, as in deals to 
wholesale buy=;. nay nvnp;o"y giving either- buying 
or ... lIing deals icpui red using goods dcds, but DOt on 
quire all the producis CIITjing such deals. Though oo1y 
a few mmpanies icpui red direct-bnying deals to Rbil-
er.;, each form of gift CKqIt the credit mr .... nndum 

1Pas icpui red by arlClSl: one mmp:any in such deals. The 
one mmpany whida Icpuired selling deals to direct
buying n:t:Was uses both same-goods and credit-merno-
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randum ds:als, the latter on by far the greater number 
of products. The fact that no company reported a par
ticular form of gift in connection with either form of 
deal should not be interpreted as indicating that such 
a gift is never used by manufacturers in such deals. 

No manufacturer of the sample reported selling deals 
to retailers who make their purchases through whole
salers, and none reported direct-buying deals to con
sumers. 

II. GROCERY WHOLESALER DEAL GIFTS 

In giving deals either to retailers or to consumers, 
wholesalers, like manufacturers, are confronted with the 
question "What to give?" The answer which wholesalers 
give to this question is to be found in tlieir practices. 
The evidence available on this point is similar to that 
for manufacturers, but it is possible to present on cer-' 
tain points a comparison between the situation five years 
ago and the situation at present. 

The statements presented below apply to both intro
ductory deals and deals on established products, whether 
to retailers or consumers. Of wholesalers using deals now 
the percentage giving each of the two general types of 
gifts is: 

Premiums . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 42 
Other gifts .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. ... 92 

Of wholesalers using deals about five years ago, the per
centage using each type of gift at that time is: 

Premiums . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . ... 60 
Other gifts ............................ 100 

Data are not available to determine the proportion 
of wholesalers who give various types of deals to con
sumers, put they j!Te at hand to show the percentages 
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of wholesalers giving deals to retailers who give them 
premiums or other types of gifts: 

Premiums . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 48 
Other gifts ............................ 100 

In. DRUG MANUFACTURER DEAL GIFI'S 

In the drug industry the data make it possible to 
ascertain the gift strategy of manufacturer indirect -buy
ing deals to retailers only.· Therefore, in the ensuing 
discussion the term "manufacturers" will be used to in
clude only drug manufacturers who give indirect-buying 
deals to retailers, the terms "products" and "assort
ments of products" to include only those which carry 
such manufacturer deals, and the term "deals" to in
clude only such deals. 

The deal given with the purchase of assortments of 
goods, which occurs so infrequently in the grocery sam
ple that instances of it are ignored, is important among 
drug manufacturers. Assortments, as explained in Chap
ter I, may consist of certain quantities of several speci
fied products, or of the buyer's choice of any com
bination of the products sold by the deal-giving 
company. An assortment always means a variety of prod
ucts, however, and not merely different sizes or colors 
of the same product. About 30 per cent of the manu
facturers were found to offer deals on assortments of 
revenue goods. However, about 86 per cent of them 
give deals based on purchases of individual revenue 
products. 

The form of deal given with the purchase of indi
vidual revenue products by the greatest number of 
manufacturers is the goods deal. Combination goods-and-

• The data "'" limited to mail ... for _ .. giftIl iD dUcuIoiIIg the 
drug oample. See p. S'. 
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monetary deals are sometimes found. Specifically, the 
following percentages of manufacturers give the speci
fied type of gift:' 

Goods ................................ 91 
Monetary allowances . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 
Combination of both. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 

Same goods are given with individual revenue prod
ucts by nearly five times as many manufacturers as are 
premium goods and combinations of the two are given 
quite frequently, as the following percentages of manu
facturers giving goods deals indicate: 

Same goods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 84-
Premium goods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17 
Combination of both ................. ' .... 12 

Usually, companies offering same-goods deals offer 
a product identical with that purchased, but some offer 
a product which varies slightly from the purchased item 
in such superficial characteristics as color, size, and type 
of package. Of manufacturers using same-goods deals 
on individual products, the following percentages give, 

Identical goods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 93 
Same goods with superficial differences . . . . . . .. 9 
Combination of both . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 

Premium goods manufactured by another company 
are used by more companies in deals on individual prod
ucts than are premium goods of their own manufacture. 
This may be seen from the following percentages of 
manufacturers using premium deals.'· 

• No service deal. were reported. . 
• Since the data for the drug industr.y do not specify in every case 

whether the gift good. are manufactured by the deal-giving company 
or by another, conclusions on this point in some cases were drawn from 
a comparisoQ of the type ~f product uaed as a gift with the type sold. 
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Premium goods made by same company. . . . .. 35 
Premium goods made by another c:ompany. . .. S9 
Combination of both ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 

Manufacturers seem to lind price reductions and cash 
rebates somewhat more useful than other forms of mone
tary deals. Discounts are also popular. Since this is an 
analysis of indirect-buying deals, it is not surprising that 
credit-memorandum deals are not used by any report
ing company. The various types of monetary dea.Is are 
used by the following percentages of manufacturers us
ing monetary dea.Is on individuall'roducts: 

Pri<:e reduc:tions ........................ 38 
Discounts ............................. 24 
Cash rebates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33 
Credit memoranda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -
Combinations of disrount and ash rebate . . . . .. 14 

As in the case of deals on individual products, deals 
on assortments take the form of goods deals, monetary 
deals, and combinations of these two. Also, as in the case 
of individual products, the goods deal is the most preva
lent, as will be seen from the following percentages of 
manufacturers giving deals on assortments: 

Goods deals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 81 
Monetary deaJs ......................... 31 
Combination of both .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Among goods dea.Is on assortments, premium-goods 
dea.Is outrank all others. That is, the relative position 
of same and premium goods in dea.Is is reversed in dea.Is 
on assortments. The percentage of man~ giving 
goods deals on assortments who give various kinds of 
goods are: 

Same goods . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• 27 
Premium goods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62 
Combination of both .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33 
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Of manufactUrers giving same goods in deals on as-
sortments the percentage giving each form is: 

Identical goods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 75 
Same goods with superficial differenaes . . . . . .. 13 
Combination of both . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13 

Likewise, of manufacturers giving premium goods in 
deals on assortments, the percentage giving each form is: 

Premium goods made by same company. . . . .. 35 
Premium goods made by another company. . . .. 68 
Combination of both. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16 

Among monetary deals on assortments, as on indi
vidual products, price reduction is the most common. 
In fact, it is all but universal, since 96 per cent of the 
manufacturers giving monetary deals on assortments 
give price reductions." Discounts are given by 4 per cent 
of these manufacturers, but no other form of monetary 
·deal is given. 

The strategy of drug manufacturers in deciding what 
shall be given in deals is not fully disclosed by the pro
portion of companies which use various forms of gifts. 
& was noted in the case of the grocery sample, a manu
facturer may find it advisable to use some types of gifts 
on a larger number of products or assortments of prod
ucts than he uses others. It is desirable, therefore, to 
see what proportions of the individual products and of 
the assortments of products upon which deals are given 
carry the various types of gifts. In the following table 
the number of individual products carrying each !llajor 
class of gift is expressed as a percentage of all individual 
products; the numbers of products carrying same, pre-

U Inasmuch as this count was made from a list of oft'en preaented .. 
deals, all plans listed were counted as deals. If all the facti could ha .. 
been ascertained, -it is possible that according to the classifications of thit 
.tudy, lOme of the plana here included would have been interpreted. as 
combination oaI .. rather than deals. 
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mium, and combination sarne-and-premium goods re
spectively are expressed as percentages of the number 
carrying goods; the number carrying each type of same 
or premium goods is expressed as a percentage of the 
number carrying same or premium goods respectively; 
and the number carrying each type of monetary allow
ance is expressed as a percentage of the number carry
ing monetary allowances: 

Type of Gift Per Cent 
Goods ..................................... 90 

Same goods ................ :. . . . . . .. 80 
Identicd goods . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 93 
Superficially different same goods. 7 
Cpmbination of both . . . . . . . . .. 6 

Premium goods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15 
Made by same company. . . . . . .. 31 
Made by another company. . . . .. 63 
Combination of both .. . . . . . . .. 6 

Combination of same and premium goods .. 11 
Monetary allowances ......................... 10 

Price reductions ..................... 60 
Discounts .......................... 17 
Cash rebates ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20 
Credit memoranda .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -
Combinations of discount and cash rebate . .. 9 

Combination of goods and monetary allowances . . . . . . 1 

Scrutiny of this table and comparison of it wit:Ji. the tables 
on pages 83-84 will show that drug manufacturers vary 
their strategy somewhat from product to product: Never
theless, the variation is much less marked than is the case 
with manufacturers of grocery products. 

In the following table exactly the same method of 
computing as that in the one just preceding is used; 
the number of assortments of products carrying each type 
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of gift is expressed as a percentage of the number carry
ing a more general class of gift: 

Type of Gift Per Cent 
Goods .....•............................... 69 

Sam. goods ........................ 18 
Identiad goods .............. 71 
Superficially different same goods. 19 
Combination of both . . . . . . . . .. 10 

Premium goods . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63 
Made by same company. . . . . . .. 19 
Made by another company. . . . .. 64-
Combination of both ......... 22 

Combination of same and premium goods .. 2S 
Monetary allowances '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 

Price reductions ......... . . . . . . . . . . .. 98 
Discounts •......................... _ 2 
Cash rebates ....................... , -
Credit memoranda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -
Combination of any of these . . . . . . . . . . .. -

Combination goods and monetary allowances . . . . . .. 2 

Drug manufacturers give, both on individual prod
ucts and on assortments, the eight different types of gifts: 
identical goods; same goods with superficial differences; 
premium goods manufactured by same company; pre
mium goods manufactured by others; price reductions; 
discounts; cash rebates; credit memoranda; and also 
combinations of these types"- Taking into consideration 
deals each of which includes two, three, or more types 
of gifts as well as those each of which involves only 
one type of gift, 255 different types of gift offers are 
possible in the sale of one product or product' assort
ment. But even this number does not differentiate 

.. See aIJo, H. J. Ostlund, "The Distribution of F .... Deal. by Service 
Wholesale Druggists," N~ Wltow.u Dr#ggint Associ.IUm Bill
U,;,. No. '7, pp. 4-5. 
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deals based on single products from those based on as
sortments. It assumes that when item II is given with a 
purchase of item II it is the same type of gift as an as
sortment of items II and b when given with a purchase 
of an assortment of items II and b. However, in the 
following tabulation, deal gifts otherwise similar are 
considered to be of two different types if offered both 
on individual products and on assortments of products. 
Indicated numbers of types of gifts are given by the fol
lowing percentages of all manufacturers and carried by 
the following percentages of all products and product 
assortments. 

Number of Types 
of' Gifts 

Percentage of 
Manufacturers 

One ..................... 72 
Two ..................... 17 
Three.................... 6 
Four..................... 2 
Five. ... . .. . . . . .. . .. . .... 2 
Six ..................... -
Seven. . . . . . . .. . . . ... . .... -
Eight .................... 1 

Percentage of 
Products and 
Assortments 

91 
8 
1 

As might be expected, the duplication of type of gift 
in deals on anyone product or product assortment is 
much less extensive than is such duplidtion in the deals 
of a single company. A differentiation of these data ac
cording to whether the revenue goods are individual 
products or assortments shows very little deviation from 
the combined percentages. 

From these extensive data on the gift in deal strategy 
certain conclusions may be drawn. It is certain that what 
is given varies to some extent with the individual no-
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tions of deal-givers and with the individual products 
they sell. Nevertheless, there are certain very definite 
general lines of strategy. On established products, at 
least, goods deals are noticeably predominant. In one 
form or another they are used by more than three times 
as many grocery manufacturers as are monetary deals. 

In goods deals given by grocery manufacturers pre
mium goods as contrasted with same goods are appar
ently judged to be more effective the more remote the 
buyer is from the manufacturer. The importance of pre
mium goods as compared with same goods is greater in 
deals to direct-buying retailers than in deals to whole
sale buyers, in deals to indirect-buying retailers than in 
those to direct-buying retailers, and in deals to consumers 
than in those to indirect-buying retailers. The same is 
true of premium goods manufactured by others as com
pared with those made by the same company. Premium 
goods as compared with same goods, and premium goods 
manufactured by others as compared with those made by 
the same company, are more important in selling deals to 
wholesale buyers than in buying deals to them. 

Some form of discount or price reduction is the most 
common type of monetary deal used by grocery manu
facturers in deals to wholesale buyers and cash rebates 
are the least common. Of monetary allowances made to 
retailers, cash rebates are of the least importance in deals 
to direct-buying retailers and of the most in deals to in
direct-buying retailers. Discounts and price reductions 
are the only form of monetary allowance made by'manu
facturers to consumers. 

A comparison of drug manufacturer indirect-buying 
deals to retailers based on individual products with gro
cery manufacturer indirect-buying deals to retailers 
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based on individual products shows an even greater" pre
dominance of goods over monetary allowances in the 
deals of the drug industry than in those of the grocery 
industry. However, in the drug deals same goods are Ear 
more imporl2nt than are premium goods, while in gr0-

cery deals the latter are somewhat more imporl2nt than 
the former. Exa:pt that neither use acdit memoranda 
in deals to indirect-buying retailers the strategy of the 
drug industry in monetary deals is entirely dilferent 
from that of the glocet y industry in such deals. 

If the deal is regarded as a form of price reductiou, 
it is plain that deal-givers have ingeniously varied the 
forms of pm reduction either with an eye to making it 
attractive in itself or with an eye to making it appear as 
attractive as an even greater" price reduction in strictly 
monetary form. If the deal is regarded as a "lure to 
improvidena; " there is ample evidena: of the capacity 
of human minds to vary their attempts to influence other 
minds 



CHAPTER VI 

IS THERE DISCRIMINATION AMONG TYPES 
OF DISTRIBUTORS? 

Among deal-givers and deal recipients there is much 
discussion as to which type of buyer receives the most 
in the form of deals. To distributors, particularly, the 
issue is important because of the effect it has upon their 
competitive position as intermediaries between manu
facturers and consumers. 

Although many different points of view are stressed 
in the allegations that discrimination among types of 
distributors exists in the granting of deals, the essence . 
of the question is, Does anyone type of distributor re
ceive as deal gifts more in proportion to its purchases 
than does another? Such an advantage might be gained 
in several ways: (I) More sellers may offer deals to 
one type of distributor than to another; (2.) deals may 
be offered more frequently to one than to another; (3) 
more advantageous deals may be offered to one than to 
another; (4) one may take more complete advantage of 
deals offered than does another. By viewing the evidence 
available on each of these points a conclusion may be 
drawn on the major question of discrimination. 

We may first ask: the question: What proportion of 
manufacturers give deals to various types of distributors? 
This question is answered by the following percentages 
of manufacturers of the sample giving deals on estab
lished products to ~stributors: 

91 
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Rd3iI buyers _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 79 
~~ ~ _________________ 32 
Indirect~ ~ ________________ 74-

VVlKdesde buyers _______________________ 89 
Wholesalers _____________________ -- __ 89 
Retailer-owned wboIesders _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 78 
eo.ptaate chains _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 89 
Volunwy chains _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 83 

It is obvious that deals for each type of buyer are 
planned by a considerable pi opoi tion of these mann!ac
tnrers. Wholesde buyers receive deals from a somewhat 
larger nomber of manufactnrers than do retail buyen, 
indeed from more than twice as many as do direct-buy
ing retailers. Wholesders and corporate chains I eceive 
deals from more companies than do retailer---owned 
wholesders or volnntary chains. 

Variation in the types of distributors to which differ
ent manufactwus sell may be the cwse of the varying 
piopoitions of mann!ac111JUS giving deals to the differ
ent types. To check: this possibility a new count was made; 
taking this factor into considention. Of deal-giving 
manufactnrers selling to each distribntor gronp the fol
lowing percentages give deals to each gronp: 
~~ ~ ___________________ 67 
W)",I='=n _ __ __ _ __ __ __ _ __ __ _ __ __ __ _ __ 88 
ReI:IiIer-o .... d .... I krs __ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ __ 93 
eo. .... _ ch:Das _ __ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ 88 
V~1 chains _______________________ 88 

V"JeWing the matb:r in this way the predominance of 
wholesde bujus ova- direct-buying retailers is mnch 
less striking than it 1II'3S in the first connt, but-by no 
means disappean. By both alWlIs the various types of 
wholesale buyers receive deals from about the same pr0-

portions of: manub I wu S, CIXqlt that retailer---owned 
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wholesalers are recipients from a smaller proportion than 
the others in the first and a larger proportion in the 
second count. Thus, taking both tabulations into con
sideration, it may be concluded that in giving deals 
manufacturers show about equal favor to each type of 
wholesale buyer. 

Before drawing final conclusions as to the advantages 
to one or another class of trade as measured by the num
ber of companies offering it deals, it is desirable to con
sider the situation from still a third point of view. When 
the wholesaler-retailer channel of distribution is con
sidered as a unit in the distribution of manufacturers' 
goods, it becomes apparent that deals to retailers, in so 
far as they are based on sales made through wholesalers, 
may have approximately the same effect as do deals to 
wholesalers. That is, both will give the competitive deal 
benefit to this "orthodox" system of distribution. We 
may contrast deals which go to the orthodox system with 
those which go to retailer-owned wholesalers or volun
tary chains or corporate chains.1 When a count was made 
on the basis of these groupings, it was found that 100 

per cent of the reporting manufacturers who use deals on 
established products give them to at least one member 
of the orthodox system, and that only 89 per cent give 
them to anyone of the newer types of distributors. Ap
parently, in the giving of deals on established products 
the orthodox system is favored by more companies than 
is the chain-store system. Both of these systems receive 

1. Since both retailer-owncd wholesalers and voluntary chains in many 
c&IeI have very little resemblance to corporate chains, there may be some 
objection to grouping the three. However, as no manufa.cturen reported 
the giving of dealt to voluntary chains, or to retaller-owned wholesalers, 
who did Dot &lao report giving them to corporate chains, the results are 
the am. u they would have been if th ... two c1aaea had been diuegarded 
entUely. 
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more favor than do independent retailers who buy direct 
from manufacturers. 

A second possibility of disaimination is in the prac
tice of offering deals more frequently to one trade group 
than to another. Grocery manufacturers were asked to 
indicate the type of customer to which they give deals 
most frequently, second in frequency, third in frequency, 
and so on. The returns to this inquiry, covering both in
troductory deals and deals on established products, were 
not sufficient to allow complete comparisons. However, 
sufficient information was secured to indicate whether 
the wholesaler-retailer system of distribution receives 
deals less or more often than do the chain systems of 
distribution.' It was found that about 60 per cent of the 
manufacturers give deals more frequently to either 
wholesalers or retailers than to either voluntary or regu
lar chains. The other 40 per cent give deals to the chains 
more frequently" 

When these reports were differentiated on the basis 
of type of gift used in the deal, it was found that every 
manufacturer using premium deals reported giving them 
more frequently to either retailers or wholesalers than 
to either corporate or voluntary chains. Of the reporting 
companies giving other types of gifts about halE give 

• Agaia the quetboa of incluaion of ""I .. ..,.,. wiDa with corpora .. 
clu.iDa an- WheD they "'" diareganIod about 6S per ..... af the manu
factaren gi ... deals mon: freqnentI" to either wholeoal.en or retail..., 
or both, thaa they do to to1'J'Or&'" chaim, ami about 3S per '"'" gi .. 
deals mon: &.quOlltly to oorporat>e chaiDa. In mott ..- in which all 
_ pupo ....., ranbd. the .... 1 .. ..,.,. chain ranbd betweoD the rep
lac chain ami the wholealer..-iler pup. (In this inquiry' th ......... 
DO djtlfjnrtjoU made betweea voluntary chaim I.Dd retailer-oW"Ded. .hole-
121 .... ) 

• TbU ia ooncl ...... only on the uoumption that aIeo .,.. made .. fn:. 
qnently to 00< group .. to amther. It ia -">1< that the contradl made 
with clu.iDa "'" oufficiently Ie. frequent thaa thooe made with wholeoal.en 
to iDnIidaoe the ....cI1IIioa that the chain ia at. cliaadvantage. 
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them more frequently to one system of distribution and 
about half more frequently to the other" 

We may now examine the third possibility of discrim
ination by manufacturers among the various types of 
distributors. This is discrimination by offering more ad
vantageous deals to some types than to others. It must 
be concluded that if this type of discrimination exists in 
deals, it takes place largely in introductory deals. No 
manufacturer reporting on a specific question as to 
whether differentials in deals on established products are 
made among types of distributors admitted that such 
differentials are granted. That there is a tendency to 
give a larger deal to chain organizations than to other 
types of buyers in introductory deals is widely believed. 
No evidence to prove or disprove this belief is avail
able. The fact that a single chain organization may give 
widespread immediate distribution to a product is the 
argument advanced by both manufacturers and chain
store heads in justifying advantageous introductory deals 
to chains. Whether this is a more effective method of 
securing immediate distribution than is the giving of 
comparable deals to wholesalers or retailers, or both, 
whether it is more economical, and whether its effects are 
more satisfactory in laying a foundation for future dis
tribution, it is impossible to say. In general, it is the type 
of issue which will appear answerable in different ways 
to different manufacture1'S--iUld the answer will vary 
somewhat with the product. 

It would be further possible for discrimination to arise 
in actual deal receiving, if, even though all were offered 

'If corpon,. chains alone an: coDSidered in p\ac:e of both voluntary and 
corporate chains, the result from the premium gift tabulation is the same. 
The result fat the "othet type of gift" tabulation. ho.....,.. mows that 
65 per cent of the companies give the .. holeaal ..... tetailer system mote 
frequent cIeala. 
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the same deals, certain types of distributors declined 
them, while others took full advantage of them. But in 
deals on established products there is little or no discrim
ination on -that ground. True, an occasional buyer is re
ported as too small to handle a certain deal. Further, it 
was stated that certain chains (a similar statement was 
not made for any other class of distributor) refuse some 
deals because they do not like the mechanics of operation. 
While it is also true that there are varying preferences as 
to types of deals received, a compilation of returns shows 
that in general one dass of trade is as ready as another 
to sei~ upon deal offers. . 

In conclusion it may be said that in the giving of deals 
on established products manufacturers do not show any 
marked discrimination in favor of or against anyone par
ticuIar type of distributor. The slight advantage to one 
type apparent when the situation is viewed from one 
angle disappears or is shifted to another type when the 
situation is viewed from another angle. However, there 
seems to be a consistent, though not very important, ten
dency to favor the wholesaler-retailer system of distribu
tion as compared with the chain system of distribution. 



CHAPTER VII 

DEAL DIMENSIONS AND THEIR EFFECTS 

The construction of a deal involves consideration of 
four dimensions: time, quantity, area, and value. Time 
elements involve administrative problems, and variation 
in time elements and their administration leads to various 
economic effects. Quantity considerations also present 
administrative problems and may be so devised as to 
bring about discrimination and other economic conse
quences. The same is true of area. In planning the deal 
area and in administering regulations regarding it a deal
giver is confronted with puzzling issues. He may dis
criminate among buyers and bring about effects much 
more far reaching than those immediately discerned. 

The value dimension of deals, that is, the monetary 
value of what is given, is of particular importance. From 
the administrative point of view, the variations in the 
value of the deal on a given product represent the varia
tions from standard price which the administrator be
lieves are desirable from time to time. The determinatioJ1. 
of the value dimension of a deal is as important as the 
determination of price. Indeed, in effect it is a determina
tion of price. From an economic point of view, the varia
tion in the value of the deal on a given product measures 
the amount below standard price at which the actual price 
is placed. It measures the degree to which standard price 
is brought toward, or even below, a competitive level.' 

• Except whe .. otherwile Indicated d>ta wed in this chapter apply ODly 
to deals 00 established produ .... 
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LTIME 

Tune in relation to deals has two dilJerent aspects. 
One is duration; the other is oaasion. Both of these are 
of significance to deal-givers in planning their operations, 
and variations in either or both produce dilJerent eco
nomic effects. 

A. Duration 

To any who regard deals only as oaasional variations 
from a standard price it is SUrprising to discover that 
there are both temporary and continuous deals. 

r.C~DeJs 

A continuous deal may be one in which the thing given 
is always the same in character and amount; it may be 
one in which either the character or amount, or both, of 
the gift change, but where some form of deal is always 
present. Of the deal-giving grocery manufacturers of the 
sample, 39 per cent reported that they sell products on 
which deals are used continuously. Of the products CUT}'

ing deals, 27 per cent CUT}' continuous deals.' Each of a 
few manufacturers reported continuous deals on two or 
three products. Altogether there are some twelve dif
ferent products on which some manufacturers find con
tinuous deals to be effective.' In some lines it is tradi
tional for manufacturers to give free goods with every 
sale. The continued use of coupons, for example, consti
tutes a continuous deal which may be a monetary, goods, 
or service deal, depending upon the redemption policy 
of the giver. 

'The ..- ..... of ...... ubctaras ... : Ale there dooh 011 ..... 
pn>duct which ue "oDD CDIltiDDDllllyl It __ .... CDDtiDDDlllly ... 
amaJ.l,. interpreted as meaaiDg for a year or IDOJ'C. an.... pn>d_ ue tpices, _ c1_ IDiIet ..,. _ mohed 

milk, bokiac ......... - _ ......... ar, aolt, tapioca, DIdo, ud .... 
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A large proportion of grocery wholesalers (8 I per 
cent) buy some products upon which deals are quoted as 
a continuous price method. Data from these wholesalers 
indicate that on about two-thirds of the products which 
carry continuous deals the value of the deal is always the 
same. 

The data for the drug industry, covering deals both 
introductory and on established products, do not make 
possible a classification of' drug deals as continuous or 
temporary because they cover only a seven-month pe
riod. However, it was found that 39 per cent of these 
drug manufacturers gave to retailers deals which con
tinued for the whole period covered by the data. Of the 
products to which deals were applied in sales to retailers, 
26 per cent carried continuous deals for the whole pe
riod. As it was not possible to ascertain how much longer 
any of these may have been in operation, any proportion 
of them may have been continuous deals. 

Continuous deals are not limited to anyone class of 
trade. Some grocery manufacturers offer them to all 
types of wholesale buyers, and others to direct-buying 
retailers as well. One manufacturer reported a continu
ous deal on a given product for consumers. 

The types of gifts used in continuous deals also cover 
the range of possibilities. Extra merchandise of the same 
kind as that purchased is the type of gift most frequently 
used, but monetary allowances and premiums were also 
reported. ' 

Wholesalers make less frequent use of continuous 
deals than do manufacturers. Only about 10 per cent of 
the deal-giving grocery wholesalers reported that they 
originate continuous deals, and in each instance the 
amount of the deal gift varies from time to time. Trad
ing stamps, when they are employed continuously, con-
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stitute the chief form in which retailers use such continu
ous deals. 

The economic aspects of continuous deals are interest
ing and varied. If the gift remains the same, the con
tinuous deal is only a complicated way of operating a 
standard price. If the gift is free goods, the complication 
is in the fact that the price covers more than it is said to 
cover. If the gift is a monetary consideration, the price 
is less than is actually stated. If a premium is continuous, 
the fact is that more than one article is offered at a single 
price. The effect of continuous deals with no variation in 
what is given is the same as though no deal at all were 
given. If what is given is varied, the continuous deal is 
similar to a continuous series of temporary deals. The 
only contrast is that in the former case some kind of deal 
is known to be always present. If the continuous deal that 
does not change is given only on quantities greater than 
the usual size of a single purchase, it is in effect a quantity 
discount. If such a deal is available only to certain classes 
of trade to which the vendor sells, it is a trade discount 
and may be regarded as discriminatory if it constitutes a 
variation from the recognized cost differentials in dealing 
with different classes of buyers. 

2. TempM'flIry Deals 

Temporary deals are applied for greatly varying pe
riods. The shortest temporary deal reported by grocery 
manufacturers of the sample laste4 for twdve days, the 
longest for 350 days. Some deals are offered for as short 
a period as one day. From the standpoint of the pur
chaser some may be thought of as even more abbreviated 
than their stated duration might' suggest, as they some
times permit only one purchase ou'the deal basis. In such 
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deals if a customer makes a purchase at the opening of 
the allotted period, the deal is clooed thereafter so far as 
he is concerned. 

The advantage attributed to given deal periods by 
grocery manufacturers using them is expressed. in the 
following table. The proportions of manufacturers giv
ing temporary deals, of products carryingsuch deals, and 
of individual deals which are "on" for various periods 
are tabulated. 

Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of 
Number of Days Manufacturer.; Products Deals 

12 ............ 11 4 1 
14 ............ 22 16 7 
19 ............ 11 4 1 
20 ............ 11 4 1 
22 ............ 11 4 1 
25 ............ 11 4 1 
26 ............ 11 4 3 
30 ............ 33 56 40 
35 ............ 11 4 1 
40 ............ 11 16 7 
45 ............ 11 4 1 
49 •........... 11 4 1 
56 ............ 11 4 1 
60 ............ 33 20 10 
75 ............ 11 4 1 
90 ............ 33 24 11 

120 ............ 22 12 6 
180 ............ 11 4 1 
230 ............ 11 4 I 
270 ............ 11 4 3 
350 ............ 11 4 I 

In terms of the proportion of grocet y manufacturers 
who use deals of various durations, periods of several 
leogth9--30 days, 60 days, and 90 daf9--are equally 
popular. About one-third of the reporting manufacturers 
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put on deals for each of these periods. When judged by 
the number of prodnds to which deals of the specified 
duration are applied, the 3C)-()ay deal is outstanding It 
was reported for 56 per rent of the products on which 
deals are offered.. Nest in order from this point of view 
are 90-, 60-, 14-, 40-, and l2o-day deals lcspu:6vely. 
Approaching the matter from the standpoint of the num
ber of individual deals which are "on" for the stated 
periods, 30 days is the most common period. About 40 
per rent are put on for this length of time.. Deals of 60 
and 90 days are the nest most fnquent. 

In the drug industry the evidence indicates that the 
distribution of deals in aa:ordanre with duration is 
similar to that in the gnxa J industry. The proportion 
of drug manufacturers giving either tempoi3iJ or c0n

tinuous deals to indirect-buying retailers who give them 
for indicated duratioos and of products CUTJiug such 
deals which carry them for indicated dnrabons are as 
follows:" 

App ... j" .... NumIxr P ... xmage of 
of IbJs J,L""r.. ""as 

1-30 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2S 
31-60 ___________________ 27 
61-90 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ IS 
91-120 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 14 

121-ISO _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6 
151-180 __________________ 6 
181 ..- _________________ 39 

P~of 
Producrs 

U 
21 
17 
12 
4 
3 

26 
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Since deals in operation for a period of more than I 80 
days, that is for more than six months, must include all 
continuous deals, and since deals of six months or more 
are almost the only ones reported of more than four 
months' duration, it seems reasonable in a discussion of 
temporary deals to consider only those operating for a 
period of six months or less. It will be seen at a glance 
that the shorter deals are used by more companies on 
more products than are the longer ones. Indeed, each 
period is used by more companies and on more products 
than is the next longer period. Thus, 30 days or less ap
pears to be the most popular length of drug manufac
turer indirect-buying deals to retailers. 

The stated period of the deal is by no means always 
the effective period. Although nominally the time-limit 
is to be as announced, it is made elastic by various admin
istrative practices. This elasticity sometimes has im
portant economic effects. Sometimes it may result in dis
crimination among buyers; sometimes it may lessen or 
eliminate discrimination which would otherwise exist. 

One administrative practice which in effect lengthens 
the period of the deal is extended credit datings. This 
means dating the invoice on goods purchased during a 
deal period as of a time later-perhaps 30 days-than 
would normally be the practice. Customers are thus able 
to buy more stock: during the deal period than their credit 
standing would otherwise permit. About one-fifth of the 
manufacturers reporting on the point grant extended 
credit datings, at least at times. While all of these com
panies stated that it is not a general practice, certain ones 
handling rather extended lines indicated that on certain 
occasions such datings are given on practically all of their 
products. The periods for which the credit is granted are 
largely left open to the administrative decision of the 
moment. Some companies reported that these credit dat-· 
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ings are for 30 days, others for 60-90 days, others that 
they are "used to meet competition." In some deals the 
situation is reversed, the credit period being shortened. 
Deals, particularly by retailers to consumers, are indeed 
sometimes limited to cash sales. From the point of view 
of tactics, extended dating is obviously a device for 
"loading the buyer." Abbreviation of the credit period 
may serve one or both of two ends. It may prevent the 
customer from overloading, which is desirable with per
ishable or semi-perishable goOds, or it may be a method 
of securing cash. 

Extended credit dating does not appear to result in 
disCrimination unless given to certain customers only. 
Thus there is discrimination if the extended dating is ap
plied to particular customers or particular types of trade 
"to meet competition," but there is not disCrimination if 
it is offered to all customers to meet competition in gen
eral. 

A second practice which results in extending the ef
fective period of the deal is giving "booking privileges." 
These usually permit customers to place orders within 
the deal period at the deal price for goods to be shipped 
aher the deal closes. Such privileges deliberately place 
the price structure in a paradoxical situation for a period 
aher the deal is closed. The recipient of the deal, if he 
passes it on, may for a considerable time be selling at a 
price not justified by current quotations. The deal-giver, 
on the other hand, may for a time be asking more than 
the deal receiver will pay on the basis of his own selling 
prices. Approximately IS per cent of the deal-giving 
grocery manufacturers reported that they make some 
use of advance booking privileges. 

The reports of drug manufacturer deals to retailers 
did not regularly include information as to this practice, 
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but in two cases it was given as an extra comment. One 
comment stated that the deal would be offered on future 
orders only, and the other (a deal which was not re
ported after November) that "all orders for Deal No. 2 
must be taken before March I, and delivered not later 
than April 1st.'" 

From the point of view of the seller, the use of ad
vance booking privileges has a distinct advantage over 
the practice of giving a deal of longer duration. They 
enable the seller to secure orders in advance. A deal may 
be a cheap price to pay for an offset to possible hand-to
mouth buying. There are economic effects as well. With 
orders in advance, production !nay be adjusted to the 
most economical schedule." Booking privileges appear 
to be discriminatory only if they are offered to certain 
customers and not to others. 

Still a third way of extending the effective period of 
the deal is to refrain from restoring the regular price 
promptly at the end of the deal period. Only a few com
panies reported on this point. Of those which did report 
about· three-eighths always restore price promptly and 
aboutone-eighth never do. The other half vary their 
practice. fiom deal to deal. One company says regular 
price is restored promptly in deals to chains but not in 
deals to other wholesale buyers, retailers, or consumers. 
Another restores price promptly on same-goods-direct
buying deals to wholesale buyers but not on monetary 
deals to wholesale buyers or on any deals to retailers or 
consumers. Another closes promptly same-goods-direct-

• UDeals for November," S.Uing tmJ Slt'flic., November 1932, Vol. 
III, p. 39. (Unsigned.) 

• But tee pp. 1 n·13 for a discussion of deals put on to encourage ir
regularity, Dot stabilization. for variatioDs in the degree to which orden 
are placed in advance tee Leverett S. Lyon, HlIfJIl..Io-MoutA Buymg, 
ChapL IV.VI. For the relation of this to production see the same, Chap. 
XIX. 
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buying deals to wholesale buyers but is not so strict in 
administering direct-buying deals of premium goods 
manufactured by others to retailers. Still another com
pany restores price promptly on count-and-re-count 
monetary or same-goods selling deals to wholesale buy
ers or direct-buying retailers, but does not do so on any 
form of buying deal to wholesale, retail, or consumer 
buyers. 

Except perhaps in the case.of the one company which 
reported more prompt restoration in deals to chain stores 
than in deals to other wholesale buyers, there is no evi
dellce of discrimination in varying the closing date for 
one class of trade as compared with another . Yet any 
failure to restore regular price promptly does result in 
discrimination. It puts at a disadvantage companies 
which, taking the closing date seriously, make their pur
chases within the announced period. It may involve these 
companies in securing, and thus being obliged to carry, 
larger stocks than would otherwise have been the case. 
It further discriminates against them because, having 
committed themselves, they have alternate opportunities 
open to them for a shorter period than do competitors 
who decline to purchase within the announced deal pe
riod. 

The foregoing observations are made on the assump
tion that all possible customers know of the extension of 
the deal. The discrimination is obvious if only those who 
have not made extensive purchases are informed of the 
extension, or if those who did not purchase are given the 
opportunity to do so after the deal closes without any 
official announcement. Either instance is merely a dis
criminatory price for certain customers for the period of 
the extension. 

Deal periods are further rendered elastic by practices 
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which vary the time at which customers are notified of 
. the beginning and end of deals. The deal begins to have 

an effect on the purchases of recipients from the date of 
its announcement. Similarly, the buying of the recipient 
will be in1luenced by the time when he is aware of the 
termination of the deal. Manufacturers notify their cus
tomers on the day the deal becomes effective, or prior to 
the opening day of the deal, or subsequent to the official 
opening date. 

The practice of a single manufacturer often varies 
from deal to deal, and more than one practice may be 
used in a single case. The following percentages of the 
manufacturers using temporary deals to the wholesale 
and the retail trade respectively notify recipients of the 
beginning of such deals: 

Wholesale Trade Retail Trade 
On opening date . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 S 91 
Prior to opening date .......... 42 18 
Subsequent to opening date . . . . .. - 45 

The following percentages of such manufacturers notify 
the wholesale and the retail trade of the termination of 
temporary deals:' 

Wholesale Trade 
On termfuation date ........... 42 
Prior to termination date . . . . . . .. 83 

Retail Trade 
38 
88 

Differences which commonly exist in the moment of 
notification of a single deal offer give rise to discrimi
nation. There is no evidence that sellers deliberately plan 
these differentials, but they arise from the employment 
of certain methods of notification, chiefly the use of sales
men. In so far as salesmen reach customers at different 

• Obviously notifications of tenniuatiOD which are simultaneou with 
umouncemena: of the begilming of deals are notificatiOllS prior to terJai.na.. 
tiOD date. 
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times, the discrimination occurs. It may involve as much 
as several days. To a lesser degree differentials arise 
from time variations in the sending or delivery of noti
fications by mail, telegraph, or telephone. 

The importance of a variation in time of notification 
depends upon the length of the deal period. A day's 
diJferenre is significant, for aampIe, in a five-day deal 
This fad: makes it important to note the frequency with 
which various methcxls of notification, particu1arly the 
use of salesmen, are applied. While some manufacmrers 
rely upon one method only, others use all possible meth
cxls in the murse of their deal experience. The fol1owing 
percentages of manufacturers giving deals to the 
wholesale and retail trade 1 espectively reported the in
dicated methcxls of notifying such recipients of the open
ing and dosing dates: 

Whalrsole Trade 
()wn wleanen ................. 85 
Mail nwnmgnjcatjm ...... . . . . . .. 77 
T drph"",. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 5 
Tckgnph ..................... 15 
Brohrs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 

RebilTnde 
]obbers'wksmrn ................ 77 
()wn wl __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 92 
M.aa mmmgnW ,tim .. . . . . . . . . . .. 2l 

91 
73 
18 
9 
9 

60 
80 
20 

One element of discrimination related to date of n0ti
fication lies in the fact that when buyers are notified of a 
forthcoming deal they han: on hand diJferent amoonts 
of stock. Some may he wdIlmded when the deal opens. 
Others may meet the deal with empty shelves. The 
longer in advance all an: notified, even if at the same 
hour, the less the diJfl2eutia1 hecmse the greater the 

• 
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opportunity for all to dispose of inventories. To avoid 
discrimination entirely, notification of any deal (assum
ing floor stocks are not protected) must be given Ear 
enough in advance to permit the buyer with the largest 
or slowest moving stock, or both, to dispose of all goods 
on hand before the deal opens. 

What of the period of notification of termination prior 
to the close of a deal? So Ear as buying deals (direct or 
indirect) are concerned, it appears that no discrimination 
results even if the dates of notification are slightly dif
ferent, provided each customer is given time to make 
(and perhaps to finance) a final purchase after receiving 
notice. But in selling deals there is more probability of 
discrimination in favor of those who receive earlier no
tice. Selling requires more organizational effort, and 
definite knowledge as to when the selling deal will end 
is an effective sales weapon, particularly if the end is 
near. 

A still further variation in the effective duration of a 
deal arises from the practice of "protecting" floor stocks, 
sometimes called "evening" stocks. The practice consists 
of permitting the deal arrangement to apply to stocks 
which custgmers have on hand at the time the deal opens. 
"Protection" may be given at the beginning or at the end 
of the deal period. When given at the beginning, mone
tary allowances or free goods, as the case may be, are 
usually given on the stocks on hand exactly as though 
they had been purchased on the deal basis. The same 
practices may be followed at the close of the deal. Floor 
stocks may be protected at the end of the deal period 
only by permitting the customer to purchase, at that 
time, an additional amount identical with that which he 
had on hand at the beginning, but on deal terms. 

The effect of protecting stocks, whatever the method 
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used, is to make the deal cover the period within which 
floor stocks were purchased. The number of manufac
turers who reported protecting floor stocks, at least on 
some of the products on which they offer temporary 
deals,8 is just about the same as the number who reported 
not protecting stocks of at least some of the products on 
which they give deals. 

The method of ascertaining the quantity of floor stocks 
entitled to protection under a deal plan, like the method 
of determining the quantity ~ld under a selling-deal 
offer, confronts the giver of deals which promise stock 
protection with two additional administrative problems. 
The first is to determine the amount of floor stocks in
volved. This may be done by a count made by the manu
facturers own representative, or by relying upon the 
customer's written or verbal statement. Reports of manu
facturers who protect floor stocks of their customers un
der deal plans show that while the practices even of a 
single company on a single product may vary, a count by 
their own -representative is the method used by most. 
The percentage of reporting manufacturers using each is: 

Count by own represenl2tive ........ _ ...... 100 
Customer's signed statement ....... _ ....... 7S 
Customer's vecbalstatement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13 

Every company reporting the use of stock protection in 
deal offers employs the count-«nd-re-count method of 
checking at least at times. A large proportion make their 
own count and require the customer's signed statement on 
the same deal 

• An imeratiag ",nobontioa of ...... ufadaras' data 00 dUo poiat _ 
fuand ill the _no of .. bol...J. grooen who replied ID & ..- _ 

ID the pro..,rtioo of ....... ufutarer cIirca~ cIeaB 00 .-hido IIIey 
....., giftD ~ f-i-..ioa. 'IDe &_ oi the pa<ICiitIp do 

........ ia approDmaidJ So .... .,..... 
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Almost every company which includes stock protec
tion in its deal offer believes that "irregular" claims are 
sometimes made by deal recipients. Estimates of such 
claims range from 10 to 35 per cent of the quantity of 
stocks for which protection was asked and from 5 to 25 
per cent of the number of claims made. Manufacturers 
have found no satisfactory method of dealing with claims 
which they regard as irregular. Some deal with "each 
case on its merits," others "adjust only on certified count 
by own salesmen." Others "challenge but accept if cus
tomer persists." More than one company reported 
watchfulness of or refusal to buyers believed to have 
made excessive claims. 

Protection of Hoor stocks also requires a decision as to 
how the adjustment shall be made. While credit memo
randa are used for this purpose by about three-eighths of 
the companies which adjust, additional free goods are 
employed by all of them" 

Protecting Hoor stocks, in addition to being a way of 
adding to a deal period, is a method of reducing or elimi
nating the discrimination which arises from failure to 
notify all buyers far in advance of opening dates. The 
fact that about half of the manufacturers reporting on 
the point do not protect Hoor stocks on deals gives em
phasis to what was said in the preceding section (pages 
107-09) about discrimination by several dates of noti
fication. Protection of Hoor stocks for deals is similar to 
guaranteeing against price declines. Some vendors take 
the view that as deals are only a special and temporary 
price reduction, they do not justify protection as do gen
eral price reductions. Indeed, it is said that some com
panies use deals instead of price cuts for the particular 

• Although in trade talk one helU'S of cash adjustments. DO manufacturer 
reported them. . 
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purpose of avoiding the nec.:elSity of such protection. (See 
pages 127 and 133.) 

B. Oa:asion 
The second time question is, When? Obviously the 

continuous deal requires no thought as to when it shall 
be applied unless it be to the question, Shall it be con
tinued? H a product carries a continuous deal, the nature 
of which is varied from time to time, there is the prob
lem of when to change the gift, but this is a question of 
changing bait, not of when to go. fishing. 

H, on the other hand, temporary deals are to be used, 
the ocasion is a matter of importance. Aside from the 
use of deals for introducing prodUdS (for discussion see 
pages-122-26), ocasions relate chidly either to seasons 
or to specia.l combinations of circumstances which make a 
temporary concession from standard price appear desir
able. Some temporary deals, such as those which are 
seasonal, occur regularly; others, such as those designed 
to meet peculiar sets of circumstances, occur irregularly 
and may be termed opportonistic. 

The seasonal influence is important in timing deals. 
Nearly half of the companies advising on whether they 
put deals into effect on some prodUdS at specia.l periods 
of the year said that they do so. But only about 40 per 
cent of the prodUdS on which deals are used by these 
companies ever carry deals determined by the seasonal 
influence. No evidence was given, although the question 
was suggested in the questionnaire, that seasonal deals 
are more appropriate to one class of trade than to an
other. Spring and fall are the deal seasons most often 
mentioned, though summer and winter were also cited. 
Lent and the canning season were mentioned. 

In every instance where aplanation was given for the 
use of seasonal deals it ran in Il:rJDs of Jending added 
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vigor to buying which would in any event have been 
above average, or of making the season for such buying 
begin slightly earlier. Manufacturers reported, for ex
ample, that they put on seasonal deals "during the heavy 
selling season," or "during the heavy consuming season," 
or "just before the heavy buying season normally 
opens." Clearly in these seasonal deals the purpose is to 
encourage other influences toward heavy buying rather 
than to hold sales up by lowering prices in dull periods. 
Economically, therefore, the seasonal deal, as used by 
grocery manufacturers in sales of established products, is 
meant to enrich an alreaGly fertile field rather than to 
restore vitality to an exhausted or depleted one. It is not 
used as a stabilizing device. 

A study of the drug sample gives little indication that 
there is particular seasonal influence in applying deals 
either introductory or on established products. Although 
a great many offered in November and December were 
called Christmas deals, there were deals offered by·some
what fewer drug manufacturers on somewhat fewer 
products in these months than in the months immediately 
following. 

It seems probable from the evidence available that 
opportunism plays an even greater part in the timing of 
deals than does seasonality. Some 35 per cent of the 
grocery manufacturers of the sample who use temporary 
deals on established products reported that they give 
iieals on some of their products whenever they believe a 
price concession might be desirable. It will be recalled 
that about 40, per cent of the same group of companies 
reported that there are special periods of the year when 
temporary deals on certain of their products are put into 
effect. What is the practice of the. 25 per cent of these 
companies which reported that neither of these state-
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ments describes their plan? In view of the form in which 
the questions on timing.were asked it seems probable that 
most of this 25 per cent use opportunistic deals. 

The economic significance of deal-giving whenever 
price concession seems desirable is great. It indicates that 
a very large proportion of manufacturers of standard
price merchandise have at hand and utilize a method of 
modifying their standard price in the direction of a com
petitive level. True, the deal is not called a price reduc
tion by all such manufacturers.. By some it is not even 
recognized as such. Manufacturers regard such deals in
deed as ways of avoiding price concession. Moreover, 
there is no certainty that deals bring the price to the pre
cise point to which competition in standardized goods, 
priced only in monetary terms, would bring it. Neverthe
less, it works definitely in that direction. The widespread 
use of the deal in this respect is one of the outstanding 
evidences. of a considerable degree of competition in the 
area of semi-monopoly. 

n. QUANTITY 

Deal-givers must determine whether they will place 
limitations upon the quantity of a product which may be 
purchased,on the deal basis. If a deal were without limit 
of time, the deal price would be the standard price. Lack 
of limitation on quantity tends in the same direction to 
the extent that buyers will purchase supplies adequate 
for extended periods. A curtailment of the quantity 
which may be purchased during a deal period has an 
effect similar to that of shortening the deal period. 10 The 
reverse is equally true. 

• This is simi1ar to the sitmtiOD ....... the period of a doaI is Jimi .... 
to a siogle purclwe, ill which case ...... thoogb the period of the doaI is 
aomiDally 10llg', it ends for aoy iIlclividoal buyer .. IOOIl as be maka 
a purchaoe. 
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About 30 per cent of the grocery manufacturers who 
give temporary deals on established products place some 
limitation, at least in some of their qeals, on the quantity 
that may be ordered during a deal period. In all cases in 
which explanation was given it is evident that the limi
tation is placed to prevent the customer from extending 
the effect of the deal by purchasing what the deal-giver 
regards as an undue quantity. The limitations reported 
include "a week's supply," "30 days' supply," "a quan
tity which would not give more than a dozen units of a 
given type of premium," and "a quantity which can be 
moved in a reasonable time." Of two companies which 
allow each buyer only one order on each deal offer, 
one limits the amount of the order but the other 
does not. 

Drug manufacturers also place maximum quantity 
limitations on their deals both introductory and on estab
lished products. Rather than emphasizing the supply 
appropriate to specific customers for certain periods these 
manufacturers (at least in indirect-buying deals to re
tailers) more commonly place the maximum as a definite 
quantity for any customer. Drug-deal maxima are 
phrased in such terms as: Purchase of not over twelve 
dozen per order; purchase of not over 24 dozen in 
twelve months, or eight dozen in anyone month; only 
one deal to each store; not over three dozen packages of 
free goods per customer; not over three deals per store 
or IS to any organization, even though it may have more 
than five stores; the purchase of not over $20 worth of 
goods. 

Grocery manufacturers in certain cases set the maxi
mum quantity by central office authority. Such central 
determination is obviously involved in deals where a 
definite maximum is prescribed for each purchaser. But 
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in a larger number of instances the maximum supply to 
be. purchased was said to be left to the decision of field 
representatives, Although at times the discretionary 
power of the representative is limited, he is largely a 
free agent carrying out policies which require judgment 
as among buyers. 

The fixing of the maximum quantity to be purchased 
on a deal unavoidably results in certain discriminations 
among buyers unless it is so large that no buyer would 
reach the limit even if there were no restriction. If the 
maximum amount which may be purchased is made uni
form for all buyers, it is obviously unlikely that it will be 
equally appropriate to all customers. On the other hand, 
if adjmtment of the maximum is left to the discretion 
of field representatives, there is reasonable certainty that 
different representatives will interpret somewhat dif
ferently such "principles" as a reasonable amount, a 
week's quantity,a quantity which can be moved in a 
reasonable time, and the like. Nor is a single represen
tative certain to intepret such principles with complete 
fairness to all buyers. 

Quantity limitations, as both grocery and drug sam
ples show, are also sometimes minima. In minimum limi
tations discrimination again appears in that. those to 
whom the minimum or a larger quantity is a normal pur
chase are advantaged as compared to those for whom the 
minimum is unduly large. There is no discrimination if 
the minimum is so small that it is not larger than a pur
chase desirable for the customer who buys in the smallest 
quantity except that there may be discrimination if the 
normal purchase, though larger than a minimum quan
tity, is smaller than an even multiple of the minimum 
quantity. 
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Ill. AREA 

A given deal on a given product may be applied na
tionally or in any less extensive territory. Somewhat less 
than half of the manufacturers' sample reporting on the 
area covered stated that they use local or territorial deals. 
Though the data show that some drug manufacturers 
use local deals, the proportion using them is not known. 
Several companies apply local deals to some of their 

-products but not to others. Grocery companies using both 
national and local deals reported no differences in gen
eral methods or times employed, but two points of 
strategy were made. One is the use of local deals to meet 
other local competitive deals or price cuts; the second is 
to stimulate sales in districts where seasonaLor other cir
cumstances would otherwise induce a dull period. 

Infiltration of deal goods or prices from the deal terri
tory into contiguous areas is the chief administrative 
problem of local deals. The problem arises in several 
ways. Wholesalers in deal territory seize the opportunity 
to invade adjacent non-deal territory and to reach cus
tomers unattainable when prices are uniform. When the 
value of the deal offer exceeds reshipment costs, it is 
profitable for such buyers to re-ship goods to branch 
houses outside of the deal territory. Chains make de
livery to their stores outside of deal territory. 

While some manufacturers reported no serious diffi
culty with unauthorized extensions of deal territories 
(in certain cases because they sell only to retailers), 
others reported the use of precautions to control the deal 
area. The simpler forms of control are: notification of the 
trade as to the specific territory to which the deal applies; 
and limitation of shipments to the deal territory, some
times supplemented by precautions against diversioll in 
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transit. U More dra.st:1c methods go so far as "to require 
border customers to substantiate shipments by copies of 
invoices or shipping tickets." 

About 8 8 per cent of the grocery wholesalers believe 
that they are offered manufacturer deals on nationally 
advertised products applicable only to local territories. 
It is interesting that half of those reporting on methods 
used by manufacturers to restrict local deals to local ter
ritories declared that no definit~ provision for restric
tion is employed other than informing the wholesaler or 
limiting the shipments to the prescribed territory. Other 
Wholesalers reported all of the devices which manufac
turers ,; themselves described. Several stated that local 
deals to retailers were controlled by having them offered 
only by or under the supervision of the manufacturer's 
own salesmen. 

Wholesalers themselves originate deals for purely 10-
eal territories, that is, for subdivisions of the territory 
they normally cover. However, such deals are less than 
half as common among them as they are among manu
facturers. Of wholesalers who use deals, about 18 per 
cent apply at least some of them to only part of the terri
tory in which they sell. The wholesalers' problems of 
administering such deals are obviously identical with 
those of manufacturers. 

All deals in limited parts of the territory of a company 
whose prices are otherwise uniform are necessarily dis
criminatory in the sense that certain customers are of
fered advantages not offered to all. It is arguable that 
a given manufacturer or other deal-giver may give deals 

"For enmple, declining ID ship II) that 'goods caD CO ID ... hoJe. 
ale", brooch in aon-deal ..mID..,.. Freight COIIlI _ ID p ...... the 
wholealer hom makiug ......rupmeu.. himIeIf. Tract traooporbtioa 
worb aga;- the manufacturer'. e60rt at coutrol. 
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in one territory and not discriminate, provided he can 
actually prevent the deal goods from encroaching upon 
the sales of his customers in other territories. It must be 
realized, however, that if manufacturer M gives a deal 
in territory B not given in adjoining territory C, M'f 
customers in territory B are rendered more impregnable 
to competition from M's customers in territory C with
out any basis in an added efficiency. M's customers in 
territory C may, even if improving methods would jus
tify their invasion of territory B, be precluded from ad
vancing by the special price advantage given to customers 
in territory B. 

IV. VALUE 

A3 was pointed out in the introductory. statement, the 
value dimension of deals represents the variations from 
standard price which sellers apply to their products and, 
from an economic point of view, the degree to which 
standard prices are varied in the direction of competitive 
price. It is possible for a deal to carry a product below 
what would be a competitive price in an open market, for 
example, if the deal is used as a leader. 

Efforts to measure deal values bring not too satisfac
tory results. In the first place in many cases it is impos
sible to measure the value of premium deals from the 
data obtained. The nature of the data handled requires 
that the measurements given below be taken as reason
able approximations rather than as precise measUrements. 
Such approximations are given for both of the samples 
studied. Values of goods deals are expressed as per
centages of the combined standard price of the revenue 
and the deal goods; values of monetary deals as per
centages of the standard price of the revenue goods. 

In the grocery sample it will be seen that deals to 
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wholesale buyers are as low as J per cent and as high as 
JJ per cent. This means that the wholesale buyer in the 
one case received a deal gift equivalent to a J per cent 
discount and in another a JJ per cent discount. The 
value of deal gifts given by the grocery manufacturers, 
expressed as percentages of the combined standard price 
of the deal and revenue goods in the case of goods deals 
and of the standard price of the revenue goods in the 
case of monetary deals, is shown bPow: 

To wholesale buyers: 
Extremes, 3 per cent, 33 per cent 
Arithmetic average, 10 per cent 

To retail buyers: 
Extremes, 3 per cent, 33 per cent 
Arithmetic average, 10 per cent 

To consumer buyers: 
Extremes, 2 per cent, 74 per cent 
Arithmetic average, 25 per cent 

The value of indirect-buying deals given by drug manu
facturers to retailers, in the same terms, may be ex
pressed as:'" 

Extremes, 4 per cent, SO per cent 
Arithmetic average, 14 per cent 

The data are not adequate to make generalization safe. 
However, the evidence available on grocery manufac
turer deals indicates no significant variation in the value 
of one form of gift as compared with another in the case 
of deals to wholesale buyers; a greater advantage 
from goods than from other types of gifts in deals to 
retailers; and the largest reduction in the form of mone-

D The a...-age wJue of <ataiD drug maDur'unuer iD<tinct-buymg 
deals to retailen apJaled in the same terms is found to be I~.' per cmt 
by H.J. Ootluucl ill hill ...,eIy, "!"he Dioon"bution of F ... Deals by 5enice 
Wholesale J>rucgiIb,. NMioINl W.60ksMo Drwggim' ,,1SO<Ntio • • _ 
No. '7, ppo as .. 06. 
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tary allowances and same goods rather than of premium 
goods in deals to consumers. In giving premiums to con
sumers, grocery manufacturers appear to make larger re
ductions when goods of their own manufacture are em
ployed than when goods manufactured by others are 
used. In the case of drug manufacturer deals to retailers 
the average value of premiums appears to be somewhat 

. larger than that of other forms of deal gifts. 
It will be seen from these summaries that the value 

of deals is not insignficant. To the seller it represents a 
wide range within which to find the most advantageous 
price, and to the buyer a very considerable reduction 
from standard price. Without knowing what the price 
level would be if the goods were graded and sold in the . 
open market, it is, of course, impossible to say how 
closely deal price represents an approach to competitive 
price. From the administrative point of view it is im
portant that sellers of standard-price branded merchan
dise have some method such as the deal to give their 
prices some flexibility. In periods of generally declining 
prices if the prices of a particular seller remain rigid, he 
stands in great danger from the competition of private 
brands and other substitutes. By using the deal or some 
other form of price variation, he protects himself in some 
measure against this danger. Some method of price varia
tion, such as the deal, is equally important from the point 
of view of the public. It makes it possible for buyers, 
whether wholesalers, retailers, or consumers, to purchase 
goods at a price much nearer the competitive price than 
would otherwise be the case. 



CHAPTER vm 
PURPOSES OF D~ AND INCIDENCE OF 

DEAL BENEFITS 

While the general purposes of all deals, as of most 
marketing activity, is to extend ~es, more specific ends 
are sought in applying deals to varying situations. We 
have seen that a broad classification of deals in terms of 
purposc:s groups them as introductory deals and deals on 
established products. It has been shown that while in 
many instances the line between these two forms of deals 
is clearly marked, in others a deal occupies a twilight 
zone of purposes which would make its classification in 
either group possible. In the following quantitative state
ments deals have been classified as introductory or other
wise according to the interpretation of the reporting com
pames. 

I. INTRODUCTORY DEALS 

The purpose of deals sometimes termed introductory 
is to create a new market for a product in some one of 
the ways discussed in earlier pages.' Either the revenue 
goods or the deal goods may be new in the territnry. 

Some 63 per cent of the manufacturers'who use deals 
do so in part for introductory purposes. Indeed, 10 per 
cent use them for no other purpose. Inquiry among 
members of the National Association of Purchasing 
Agents disclosed the fact that 62. per cent of them are 
offered introductory deals at times. It should be noted, 
however, that this is no very accurate measurement of the 

I See pp. 23 and al~ 

J22 
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proportion of deal-givers who make such offers to pur
chasing agents. Two or three manufacturers who sell 
widely might be responsible for the greater part of this 
percentage. 

From both an administrative and an economic point 
of view, the introductory deal is an extremely interesting 
device. Many manufacturers state that it constitutes one 
of the most effective weapons, if not the only one for 
''breaking into" a territory in which a comparable com
peting product is already well established. Similarly, it 
is one of the most effective devices for gaining con
sumers' attention or shifting it from the continued pur
chase of a familiar product to experimentation with a 
competing product. When used for breaking into a new. 
territory, the introductory deal, in the form of either a 
monetary consideration or free goods, varies from a 
small percentage to an almost complete gift. One of the 
most common practices in deals to both corporate and . 
voluntary chains is to give one or more cases of goods 
per store free with an introductory purchase. Allowances 
similar in amount are made as deals to wholesalers for 
introductory purposes. 

The originator of introductory deals presents his 
strongest argument for them when he claims that they 
are the least expensive available method of introducing 
a new product. As compared with the alternatives, the 
use of specialty salesmen or advertising extensive enough 
to accomplish the result, he regards introductory deals as 
highly economical in many instances. Indeed, it is a com
mon statement, of manufacturers at least, that for the 
introduction of new products in highly competitive mar
kets such deals are absolutely necessary. 

The growth of chains, both corporate and voluntary, 
appears unquestionably (although no data are available 
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to prove it} to have greatly enbanced the importance of 
introductory deals given by manufacturers. A Cfeal to the 
wholesaler who is without vollllll3ly chain monectioos 
gives no absolute Cl7tIinty of stimulation of retail dis
tribution of the new goods. A deal to the retailer requires 
a variety of mnbcts and BplanatioDS which involve mst, 
as does the semring of retailers' orders for wholesalcn 
by spcrialty salesmen A single arrangement with the 
central ofiia: of a co piX3te or vollllll3ly chain may, for 
a relaIively small selling mst, plao: the new goods in 
hundreds of retail outlets, with the Cl7tIinty that they 
will be avai1able to the WDSUlJMT. 

The utilization of all introductory deals, whether to 
m!JS11lJMT, retail, or wholesale buycn, is subject to the 
same analysis as is the use of spcrial prius for intr0-
ductory purposes. It may be criticized, as the use of spe
cial pria:s may be, on the ground that a directly mmpet
ing product~ndecd a product that mmpetes ooIy in
directly--in an established trrritory has a ~ right 
which should not be attacked by pricing an invading 
product Iowa- than it is priced in other marhts. When 
this is done, in a sense it always constitures local pria: 
rotting" Whether it may be regarded as local pria: 
mtring with a view to OOaining a monopoly or injuring 
a mmpetitor is a matIa" of intent which objective evi
dena: can srarcdy disclose. The manufacturer nsing this 
device typically dccbres himself as "'intending to get a 
share" of the marb:t in question. Obriously his gctring 
such a share is to the .r"""risfacrion of his mmpetitor, but 
at what point this dmarisfacrion is to be 0JibtI oed a Jegal 

·-n.~ ___ oppIicslDa"""'.&ady •• -. 'io __ ..... u .......... __ ..a.Iy __ ... ,.-__ 

Iac:al ..-~~ - k as ~ .-. : ,- , 'pDoc. .DraIs. t.a.c 
io dut ...... __ ............... _,....;.1 ...... 
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injury- is a question which only a court can answer_ 
Equally obvious is the fact that the invader will accept a 
large share, probably a monopolistic share, if he can se
cure it. But whether it is his intent to secure such a pos
sible monopoly when he initially invades is another mat
ter, and one impossible of determination. Is one to con
clude that if a monopoly is secured it was intended; that 
if not secured, it was not intended?· 

The argument for the introductory deal as a special 
price is to be found in the part which the manufacturer 
plays in introducing variations from the old and the ac
cepted by offering new opportunities to distributors and 
consumers" 

In the general mores of the trade the use- of deals is 
definitely regarded as less questionable practice for in
troducing products than is the use of special prices. To 
the question "Are special prices used?" there were such 
replies from manufacturers as: 

The list prices are never changed but attractive free deals of
fered. 

Nothing beyond a free deal available to all trade alike. 
Special prices to the extent of providing an introductory offer 

--one package free with three or one with one--and occasionally 
the use of a premium tied up with sale. 

We use premiums in preference to special prices. 

Manufacturers not infrequently describe as introduc
tory deals situations in which they furnish their product 
to wholesalers or corporate or voluntary chains, without 
charge, but with the purpose of getting their merchandise 

• The relevancy of thil question is to be found in those rulings of the 
Federal Trade Commission and the coum which' declare that local price 
cutting with the intent of injuring competitors or with the intent and 
effect of securing a monopoly is unfair practice. 

fo For a aomewhat extended discussion of this role and of the economics 
of opecial prica, lee Leve_ S. Lyon, A4wrriling AU-N, pp. 73-77. 
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in stock. Such goods are in reality not deal goods, but 
samples. Just as sample merchandise to consumer.; en
ables them to test without charge the consumption value 
of the goods in question. so this type of sample to a dis
tnDutor enables him to test without charge the sale and 
profit possibilities of a product. Both have the merit of 
providing the ultimate test satisfaction in use. 

Is one to regard local price rutting in the form of in
troductory deals as discriminatory? No demonstration is 
needed to show that during the lime introductory deals 
are being offered in some territories, there is a purchas
ing advantage fur buyers in those territories as compared 
with Other buyers. It may be, however, that in a terri
tory in which a product is already established similar. 
deals were used to introduce it, in which case the advan
tage of the deal in the new territory is partially or wholly 
offset.. 

The introductory deal, partiaalarly if ememe in form, 
is likely, however, to be discriminatory in that its special 
provisions are not offered to all the buyer.; in the terri
tory. Certainly at times deals used to introduce products 
are offered only to part of the prospective purchaser.; in 
a locality with a view to inducing them to ezperiment 
with the possibilities of the product there.. 

IL DEALS ON ESTABI.JSIIED PRODucrs 

As might be expected, deals on estahlished products 
are more common than introductory dea1s. Of the deal
givers in the sample, 90 per cent use deals on established 
products-J7 per cent on established products only. It 
is not to be concluded £rom this that an established pr0d
uct is more likely to any a deal than a new product or a 
product being introdua:d into a new lU,itmJ. At any 
given time the number of established products is 6iealU 
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than the number of introductory products. Also, a num
ber of the companies which reported that they use deals 
on established products only have probably not been en
gaged in introductory work for a considerable period. 

The use of deals on established products is always di
rected to one or more specific purposes--each a part of 
the strategy of the marketing managers at the time the 
deal is organized. Grocery manufacturers were asked to 
report on a list of 16 purposes compiled by representa
tives of the food industry. The results of the inquiry, in 
terms of deal-giving manufacturers and deal-bearing 
products, are given below:" 

Percentage . Percentage 
Purpose" of neal of Companies of Products 

To meet competitive conditions ...... 74 68 
To. stimulate sales attention .. . . . . .. 63 79 
To secure large orders ............ 58 
To secure a new customer . . . . . . . .. 50 
To increase business in a short period . 47 
To retain "good" customers . . . . . . .. 46 
To increase inventories of customers .. 37 
To promote special sales events. . . . .. 37 
To follow trade practice . . . . . . . . . .. 32 
To meet seasonal conditions . . . . . . .. 32 
To make large pre-season sales . . . . .. 32 
To meet depressed business conditions.. 21 
To follow company custom . . . . . . . .. 16 
To unload overstock. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 
To avoid price-decline guarantees . . .. 5 
To shift costs of carrying stocks ..... . 

68 

61 
21 
S3 
32 
29 
39 . 
16 
3 
3 

• In addition to the purposes specified in the inquiry, lOme manufacturen 
reported objectives which were Dot based on deals at all; for example. 
the giving of money or of goods called premiUIIlI to retail clerb or to 
wholesalers' salesmen. These are in reality wage pa.yments} poasibly com .. 
mercial bribery. Similarly, ODe finds occaaionally mentioned as deals the 
giving of prica to one'. own .teamen. 
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Although it is unnecessary to discuss all of the pur
poses mentioned, several need brief comment. Perhaps 
the most striki,ng discovery is that the purpose of deals 
reported most often is to meet competitive conditions. 
The significance of this lies in the fact that in all of these 
instances the deal is not only a cut from the standard 
price but is definitely a recognition of the fact that the 
standard price is higher than competitive conditions make 
possible. In other words, in all of these instances the 
deal reflects a consideration of the force of competition, 
and the price resulting from the deal is an approach to
ward, even if not an arrival at, a competitive price. 

The purpose reported next in frequency by manufac
turers, and first in terms of products to which deals are 
applied, is stimulation of sales attention to the product. 
Such deals may be regarded as efforts to stimulate dis
tributors by allowing them the extra margin made pos
sible by the deal if the product is sold at the standard 
price. They are designed to increase consumption of the 
goods in question, at the standard price. 

Where this is the plan a goods deal is more effective 
than a monetary allowance, as it tends to keep the recipi
ent's mind on the goods purchased and away from 
thoughts of a change in price. It is said that this type 
of deal is often effective in causing th,e distributor to 
cooperate vigorously in the use of special advertising 
material and in carrying on special plans which the 
deal-giver suggests. This raises the question whether a 
permanently wider margi!l to the merchant (in effect a 
continuous deal), accompanied by a well-developed and 
continuously vigorous sales plan, might not be to the 
deal-giver's advantage and result in a volume of sales 
comparable to that secured by the special sales plan in the 
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form of a deal for a limited period. Manufacturers re
plied to this question by saying that while both the deal 
and the wide margin stimulate the interest of the buy
er, both are most effective if not continuous. The feel
ing that something is being secured for nothing can be 
aroused intermittently, it is believed, but cannot be main
tained continuously. 

1£ instead of intending that the distributor retain a 
high margin, the deal-giver should decide to have the 
deal benefit passed on, the deal may be regarded as de
signed to stimulate sales attention through the hope of 
profit from an increased volume of sales. That the deal
giver's usual intention is to have the deal benefits passed 
on is indicated by the stated purpose of manufacturers 
and wholesalers. (See pp. 138-49.) It thus seems evident 
that in giving deals to stimulate saleS attention on the 
product the deal-giver is again usually making a conces
sion to competitive forces and that the deal constitutes 
a method of reducing effective prices below standard 
prices and in the direction of a competitive level. Such 
purposes may be best served where the deal-giver, 
though he may be greatly concerned with standard 
prices to his immediate customers, is not concerned with 
standard prices beyond that point. 

Nearly 60 per cent of the manufacturers giving deals 
on established products reported that they sometimes 
give deals to secure large orders. In so far as these are 
offered to buyers in general the purpose maybe to keep 
the customer loaded, to unload the manufacturer's over
stock, or to encourage the practice of placing large unit 
orders. If the deal is offered in this general way, there 
seems to be only a nominal distinction between it and a 
quantity discount. But to the extent that a so-called deal 
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is given to secure a particular large order, it constitutes 
a special and discriminatory price regardless of whether 
the benefit may be expected to accrue to the buyer re
ceiving it or to his customer. 

Deals to secure new customers were reported by about 
hall of the manufacturers under consideration. These 
deals may be efforts to secure new customers by offering 
the price reduction implicit in a deal to all customers in 
the territory, or they may be !ntroductory offers within 
an established territory to those who are not at the time 
purchasers of the product. In the second case they are 
susceptible to much of the analysis which may be applied 
to lOcal price cutting. If the goods are competitive and 
in general use, the intent is obviously to "win away" a 
competitors customer. If the goods are not directly com
petitive, the purpose is to extend the seller's product at 
the expense of products in general. Presumably special 
introductory prices cannot be offered unless they carry 
their own costs, or unless the losses incurred are re
couped from prices charged to others. If they carry their 
own costs it seems implicit that prices to others are higher 
than they need be. If they do not, and losses are re
couped from other sales, some degree of monopoly must 
exist. In many instances this is undoubtedly only the 
monopoly resulting from buyer habit. 

Outwardly, deals to retain "good" customers are only 
price discriminations. Inwardly, they may have some 
justification either in the cost of handling pI esent busi
ness or in the prospect of gaining a desirable new CDS-

tomer. A "good" customer may mean anything from a 
customer to whom goods can be sold economically to 
one who will not buy unless a special allowance is made. 
Whether deals to "good" customers benefit the coo-
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sumer depends upon whether such customers find it de
sirable or necessary to pass on what they have gained. 
Whether they will do so is beyond explanation without 
knowing the circumstances of each case. 

Although only a little more than a third of the manu
facturers reported the use of deals to increase the in
ventories of their customers, this purpose was mentioned 
more often than any other in conversations with both 
manufacturers and wholesale buyers. It was usually de
nominated as "loading distributors." Presumably they 
are to be loaded with inventories beyond what they 
would otherwise be expected to carry. It is practically 
impossible to make a manufacturer who believes in deals 
for loading distributors retreat from the position that 
the practice keeps the buyers' shelves so filled with the 
sellers' goods that a bulwark is formed against the as
saults of competitors' salesmen. If there is defense in this 
method, it must be because keeping the distributor 
loaded with one's line decreases the number of psycho
logical moments when a competitor can find the buyer 
approachable. 

Though there is some belief that the wholesaler will 
push harder on a product of which he has a large stock, 
this seems somewhat doubtful unless the article is sea
sonal or otherwise perishable. It is what flows through 
the channels of trade, rather than large sales peaks, that 
eventually counts both for manufacturer and distributor. 

Where deals are successful in loading the distributor 
it is possible that his costs of distribution are somewhat 
increased by the carrying of an inventory larger than 
is justified. But it is also possible that by carrying a some
what larger single inventory he is protected against the 
danger of being stocked with a still larger one composed 
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of several competing lines. If adequate for his customers' 
needs, a small stock of a single line is more economical 
than either of the other alternatives. The single line is, 
of course, a step in the direction of simplification. 

Deals used to unload overstock, though usually effec
tive, may react unfavorably. In discussing q.eals for this 
purpose, however, manufacturers and wholesalers almost 
universally testify to their effectiveness. Whether they 
are of advantage to the seller depends upon a number 
of circumstances. If a deal-giver is selling to a fairly 
well-organized list of customers, he is mistaken in be
lieving that loading them with extra merchandise neces
sarily reacts in his favor. The fact that the merchant has 
these goods is a definite obstacle in the way of his repeat 

, purchases. 
If a: policy of price maintenance is in effective opera

tion, deals are particularly likely to clog merchandising 
channels. If they are passed on as a reduction in selling 
price by the merchant who receives them, they should 
result in clearing overstocks from his shelves as well as 
from the manufacturers' storerooms. If they are not, 
however, and retail prices remain unchanged, the force 
which moved the goods from the manufacturer or whole
saler to the retailer is spent. As long as the goods remain 
in the hands of sellers they are as great. an impediment 
to further sales by the manufacturer, though not as much 
of a carrying burden to him, as if he were still the owner. 
There is a well-recogni2ed economic principle that low
ered price brings increased sales. The amount which will 
be purchased at various prices varies much !Dore for some 
commodities than others. This degree of variation is the 
so-<:al.led "elasticity" of demand. There are some com
modities for which there is little or no variation with 
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changes in price, at least so long as the changes are all 
at a low level. 

In considering the economics of the policy of using 
deals to unload overstock it is well to ask the question, 
what is overstock? If it is to be assumed that no stock 
is desirable, that goods should move as fast as they are 
manufactured or received, then any stock is overstock. 
If it is to be assumed that some stock is desirable, over
stock means a larger supply than is believed to be neces
sary for the most satisfactory operations. 

A small number of manufacturers use deals for the 
purpose of selling larger than ordinary orders without 
guaranteeing against price decline. This purpose corre
sponds to that of giving deals to avoid protecting floor 
stocks. (See pages 109-12.) Deals given fot- either of 
these purposes may be considered discriminatory. That is, 
to the extent that the seller has the power to change -the 
price of his product at will, he necessarily discriminates 
against customers who bought just before he granted 
a price decline unless he guarantees them refunds pro
portionate to the decline on such of the goods so pur
chased as are neither consumed nor re-sold. Without such 
a guarantee he discriminates against the ones who bought 
just before a price decline. When prices are entirely com
petitive, when the seller has no more control over them 
than has the buyer, no guarantees against price decline 
are necessary to avoid discrimination. Indeed, to employ 
them would be to discriminate against customers who 
hold small stocks and buy on a hand-to-mouth basis. 

Putting on deals to shift to the customer the costs of 
carrying goods involves reasoning similar to that in
volved in unloading overstocks. Though often men
tioned by deal-givers in conversation, this purpose was 
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not listed by the reporting manufacturers. The manu
facturer or wholesaler is likely to justify himself regard
ing this policy by mistaken economic thinking. Tied up 
with the idea of the cost of carrying stocks is the notion 
that stocks must be carried by someone, and that there 
is something of a struggle between manufacturer and 
distributor, or between wholesaler and retailer, as to.who 
shall carry them. In recent years, when hand-to-mouth 
buying has been much discussed, the statement has been 
made repeatedly that merchants are cutting down their 
stocks and forcing the manufacturers to carry more and 
more of the load.· On analysis this seems to be unsound. 
The merchandising world is not one in which there ex
ists il certain quantity of stocks which must be carried by 
somebody. Excepting for products such as those of agri
culture, where natural forces compel seasonal produc
tion, there is no given quantity which must be carried 
and which may be shuttled from one owner to another. 
If a deal-giver who sells products not requiring sea
sonal production finds himself carrying more stocks in 
proportion to present sales than he has previously car
ried, it may mean that his sales are increasing. This ex
planation is common during the upward swing of a busi
ness cycle. On the other hand, such a condition may 
indicate a change in general trade relationship requiring 
the group of sellers to which the deal-giver belongs to 
carry heavier stocks. Or, it may mean that the adminis
tration of stock control has been inefficient or that the 
prices asked are too high. 

There seems to be no real evidence that manufac
turers have carried more stocks in proportion to sales 

• Metropoli ..... Life InsuraDce CompoDJ, MoMtw T_ ;. I";""': 
H~_ I";'g, P. 179. See abo the --. pp. 61-6,. 
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during the last decade than in earlier periods. While 
they are probably doing so during the depression, an 
extensive study for the period 1920-29 indicated that 
manufacturers proved themselves even more capable 
than wholesalers, and at least as capable as retailers, if 
not more so, of reducing their stock burden; Though -
in that period retailers learned a great deal about keep
ing inventories low and about the desirability of rapid 
stock turn, manufacturers learned fully as much. Re
tailers in the meantime were being handicapped in ac
complishing quick stock turn by the increasing variety 
of items, sizes, and styles carried. Manufacturers, though 
not avoiding this difficulty in finished goods,.did escape 
it in raw materials. 

Consideration of the purposes of deals by wholesalers 
involves the same logic as has been applied to considera
tion of manufacturer deals. The percentages of the gro
cery wholesalers of the sample giving deals on established 
products for particular purposes are as follows: 

To increase volume of sales . . . . . . . . . . .. 43 
To reduce excessive stocks . . . . . . . . . . . .. 29 
To sell slow-moving items . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14 
To assist retaile~ !n offering specials . . . .. 14 
To meet compeutlOn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 
To stimulate retailer interest . . . . . . . . . .. 10 
To load dealers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 
To make price reduction . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 
To pass on savings .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 
To lower profit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 
To establish greater distnbution . . . . . . . .. 5 
To stimulate sales in a particular territory.. 5 
To complete assortment carried by retailers 5 
To use product as a leader . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 

• See to...... S. Lyon, H....,o-M..u. B"';"g, p. "75. 
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As in the case of manufacturer deals, it will be seen 
that most of these purposes can be translated into an 
effort to meet competition by an indirect form of priCe 
reduction. This being the case, it is worth while to call 
attention to the fact that in a great majority of cases 
wholesalers believe that they accomplish their ends. 
While one finds them effective "in moving slow items" 
iUld one doubts the "lasting gains of sales so stimulated 
in particular territories," most of the replies of whole
salers as to whether they achieve their purposes were: 
"Yes," "usually," or "usually if properly handled." To 
the extent, therefore, that these purposes are instigated 
by competitive forces, it is a fair conclusion that they 
usually result in a deviation from standard price defi
nitely in the direction of competitive price. 

It is an interesting fact that although both manufac
turers and wholesalers in conversation frequently urge 
the use of deals as a way of moving excess stock, reports 
of this purpose were uncommon among the manufac
turers' returns, though fairly general among the returns 
of wholesalers. Both manufacturers and wholesalers in 
advocating deals to move stocks sometimes present the 
argument that their stock burden (and production in the 
case of manufacturers) is thus equalized throughout the 
year. While this argument may present an administra
tive advantage for the seller, particularly for seasonal 
products, it must not be overlooked that gains which the 
seller makes in this way will tend to be lost by making 
the buyers' inventories higher and more irregular." 

A number of purposes other than those specifically 

, For a general discussion of stock burden of manufacturers and dis
tributors and the stability of inventories of both over a considerable period 
of years, see the same. Chaps. XII, XIV, and XVIII. 
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listed by the manufacturers or wholesalers of the sam
ple sometimes move deal-givers in planning their deals. 
One is to secure all of the orders placed by distributors 
within a given period. Another is "to secure repeat or
ders." This is perhaps best accomplished when premi
ums, through coupons or otherwise, are made available 
to consumers. The plan is particularly effective when 
articles which constitute sets of equipment are given 
separately or when coupons may be collected and utilized 
almost as money in the purchase of hundreds or even 
thousands of articles. The "advanced premium," in 
which the buyer secures his premium and agrees to 
"trade it out," is the most obvious case, but only some
what more so than is the premium in which the buyer 
receives with an original purchase either the fraction of 
a set or a coupon which entitles him to secure an article 
when additional coupons are obtained.' Premiums are 
given to merchants for a similar effect, and this effect 
may result in the continued purchase of goods by a dis
tributor with less critical attention to costs and selling 
prices than would otherwise be the case. Another purpose 
of manufacturer deals is to secure direct contact with 
indirect-buying retailers or consumers. A similar purpose 
is that of obtaining from customers the names of new 
prospects. 

That free deals should be put on for only one purpose, 
to advertise some product, is the emphatically stated be
lief of the president of It wholesale grocery company." 

• For • deacription of a number of cues carefully planned to lead the 
buJ"'l' on to further purchuos ... Frank H. Waggoner, "The lnaeasing 
Trend Towards Premiums ill the Tea and Coff .. Ind"""Y,n Stia Mill, 
A"S'!" '910, Vol. LIII, pp. '1.0-21. 

A. F. Banerlein, »Free Doals Sbonld Be Cbuged to Ad..nising,n 
W,,"UsoU Grour N_. September '91-. Vol. 7, p. '4-
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Some believe deals to be a useful advertising device for 
. the purpose of supplying a new note in the advertising 
of a product. Similarly, some favor deals as a way of 
encouraging and assisting the deal-givers salesmen by 
giving them a new talking point. Others, however, object 
to deals for this purpose. (See page 155.) 

Other purposes of deals which find mention from time 
to time are to encourage cash business, to secure assort
ment purchases, to push slow-moving items, to encour
age more frequent use of a product, to substitute for cash 
trade-in allowances, to minimize substitution of com
petitors' products, to stabilize prices, to encourage proper 
use of a product, to check: attention to radio or other ad
vertising, and to make possible competition of national 
with private brands." 

III. THE INCIDENCE OF DEAL BENEFITS 

There is no more important issue concerning deal 
benefits than their incidence. Where does the benefit of 
a deal fall? In deals to consumers this is obvious. But 
in deals to distributors there is more than one possibility. 
Are the benefits retained by the immediate recipient, or 
are they passed on to another distributor and by him to 
the consumer? 

U For lists and discussions of purposes see Ray Bill, Editorial, Sales 
ManagmunlJ Oct. I, 1932, Vol. XXXI, p. 290; Herschel Deutsch, "The 
Discredited Free Deal," AMlmUittg tmJ SeUitrgJ Feb. a, 1933, VoL XX, 
pp. 13.15, W. B. Edwards, ~'That Little Extra Something that Clinches 
the Order," Prinun'IIIi MontJJy, October 1932, Vol. XXV, pp. 35, 
70-71; Editor, "How Instalment Buyen May Be Induced to Pay in Full," 
Pri",",' Ink, Aug. 8, '9'9, Vol. CXLVlII, pp. 86-88; Joseph Robert Hil
gert, "What Retail Druggists Say about Combination Free Deals, I) Prittl
.,/ 1M. July 28, 1932, Vol. CLX, pp. 64-67; Frank: H. Waggoner, 
''Premiums as the Solution of Specific Sales Problems," Nowlly NftfII, 
July 1932, Vol. 55, pp. 5-1:1; cCNew Ideas in Distribution," NillHnrl 
BflJinnl, November 19]2, Vol. ao, p~ u (unsigned); and H. J. Ostlund, 
"The Distribution of Free Deals by Service Wholesale Druggists," N ... 
tiolMl WAo""," Dtwggisv AuocNtio" B"u,riII No. '7, pp. 5-6. 
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From an administrative point of view the question is 
one of intention and of devices to make this intention 
operative. What does the manufacturer or wholesaler 
intend? Can he make his intention effective? From an 
economic point of view the incidence of the deal is the 
answer to the question as to whether the practice results 
chiefly in lower prices for consumers or chiefly in in
creased margins to distributors. 

A. Deals Given to Wholesale Buyers 

It is safe to conclude that almost universally the in
tention of manufacturers is that deals on established 
products given to wholesale buyers shall be llassed on, 
at least in part, to the customers of such buyers. No 
manufacturer replying to an inquiry as to his intentions 
on various types of deals on established products re
ported it to be his purpose that none of the deal should 
be passed on. It does not follow that the manufac
turer always desires that all of the deal shall be passed 
on or that any of it shall be passed on in the form in 
which he gives it. For example, if he gives extra mer
chandise he may intend that the deal be passed on either 
as a same-goods deal, or as a price reduction on purchases 
of a certain size, or as a price reduction on purchases 
of any size. -

The intention of manufacturers who give same-goods 
deals on established products to wholesale buyers is most 
commonly that the deals shall be passed on in the form 
of proportionate quantities of extra merchandise. In
deed, this is the desire of at least 90 per cent of them 
part of the time and 60 per cent all of the time. Next 
in frequency is the intention that the wholesale buyer 
shall pass on the deal by reducing his price on purchases 
of any size. About 40 per cent of the companies report-
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ing on this matter indicated this to be their intention at 
least in certain instances. None of them indicated any 
other intention, even at times. Variations of intention 
appear to have no relationship to difference in the types 
of wholesale buyers to which the deals are offered. 

Only a very few companies reported their intentions 
regarding premium deals given to wholesale buyers, but 
in such cases as reports were given, either for mer
chandise of the manufacturer's own IDake or for other 
merchandise, the intention waS that these deals should 
be passed on to the retailer as received. 

Of the few manufacturers who give monetary deals 
to wholesale buyers all who reported on intention re
garding such deals planned that they should be passed 
on to the retailer. No special method of doing this was 
mentioned. 

Most manufacturers believe that their intentions as 
to the passing on of deals on established products to 
wholesale buyers are respected by at least a substantial 
part of the deal recipients. Almost without exception 
they reported a belief that such deals are passed on in 
some form, even when not in the form intended. It is 
in the same-goods deal which is to be passed on as pro
portionate free goods that manufacturers believe their 
intentions are most often thwarted. While an occasional 
manufacturer believes that his plans for his wholesale 
buyers are followed in this respect, a much larger pro
portion believe otherwise. One manufacturer, however, 
who intends his same-goods deal to wholesale buyers to 
be passed on as a price reduction, believes that some buy
ers pass it on as a same-goods deal to their customers. 
There is very little difference among the various types 
of wholesale buyers in the extent to which they are be-
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lieved to carry out manufacturers' intentions. However, 
one manufacturer who believes that most of his whole
sale customers pass on same-goods deals as additional 
free goods, which is his intention, believes that retailer
owned wholesalers seldom do so; and another who be
lieves that almost all wholesalers and all retailer-owned 
wholesalers and corporate chains carry out his plans, be
lieves that voluntary chains seldom do so without the 
exertion of special pressure. 

In summary, the economic effect accomplished by 
manufacturer deals on established products to wholesale 
buyers, whether or not the exact strategy designed by the 
manufacturer is carried out, is a price reduction to the 
buyer next in order. 

The testimony of wholesalers confirms, indeed ex
tends, the evidence of manufacturers that their deals to 
wholesalers on established products are passed on to 
retailers. Every grocery wholesaler in the sample passes 
on some of such deals in some form, at least in part, to 
retailers. Some 86 per cent of this group of wholesalers 
gave no indication that they receive any manufacturer 
deal of which they do not pass on at least a part. 

The method of passing on deal benefits varies slightly, 
a reduction in unit price being much the most popular 
one. Some 36 per cent of the grocery wholesalers re
ported no method except reduction in unit price, while 
the offering of free goods as the only practice was re
ported by only I per cent and the offering of a reduced 
price on orders of deal quantities as the only practice by 
none. Of grocery wholesalers using one, two, or all three 
of these plans of passing on deal benefits the percentage 
sometimes using each is: 
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Unit price reduction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 94 
Deal-quantity price reduction . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 42 
Free goods ............................ 58 

All types of gifts used by manufacturers as deals to 
wholesalers are passed on to retailers by approximately 
the same proportion of the wholesale recipients. Pre
mium goods manufactured by the deal-giving company 
are the only form of gi& ever reported to be "always re
tained," and in such deals only 4 per cent of the group 
handling them so reported. Premium goods not manu
factured by the deal-giving company are always passed 
on by all but 2 per cent of the wholesale recipients. Both 
same-goods and monetary deals are passed on always by 
about 90 per cent and sometimes by a still larger pro
portion of wholesalers handling such deals. The reports 
of only about 76 per cent of the group of wholesalers re
porting separatdy on deals involving different types of 
gifts indicated that these companies always pass on all 
manufacturer deals received. 

As would be expected, the method used by whole
salers in passing on deals varies considerably with the 
type of gi& received. Of. wholesalers passing on same
goods deals, the percentage using each method, at least 
at times, is: 

Price reduction ......................... 94 
Free goods ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33 

A similar tabulation which differentiates unit price re
duction from a reduction in price only on orders of deal 
quantities shows the percentage of wholesalers using each 
method, at least at times, to be: 

Unit price reduction .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 84 
Deal-quantity price reduction .............. 45 
Free goods ............................ 33 
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In the case of premium-goods deals, on the other 
hand, most wholesalers pass on the free goods received. 
That is, the percentage of wholesalers passing on pre
mium-goods deals who follow each plan is: 

Price reduction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41 
Free goods ............................ 81 

When deals of premium goods of own manufacture are 
differentiated from those of premium goods manufac
tured by others, it becomes apparent that no wholesaler 
reported passing on the benefit of a deal of premium 
goods of other manufacture in any manner except by 
passing on the goods received. On the other hand, of 
those passing on the benefit of deals of premium goods of 
own manufacture the percentage using each method is: 

Price reduction ..................... _ . .. 48 
Free goods ............................ 63 

Monetary deals were reported by all wholesalers to 
be passed on by some form of monetary adjustment, the 
most common method being a reduction in unit price. 
The percentage of wholesalers passing on such deals who 
use each form, at times, is: 

Unit price reduction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 88 
DeaI-quantity price reduction or monetary deal.. 20 

The evidence gathered from wholesalers indicates 
that manufacturer deals to wholesale buyers are usually 
passed on to the customers of such buyers, even when it 
is contrary to the strategy and design of the manufac
turer. Manufacturer deals to wholesale buyers, therc>
fore, do result in lowered prices, usually in the form of a 
stated lower price, otherwise in the form of added goods 
at the same price. This benefit reaches the distributor 
to whom the wholesale buyer sells, or, if the wholesale 
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buyer sells to the consumers, as is the case with the cor
porate and voluntary chains, it reaches the consumer. 

The intention of manufacturers was most frequendy 
reported to be the influence which controlled the action 
of wholesaler.; when passing on deals to retailer.; or when 
deciding whether to p3$ them on. The following per
centages of wholesaler.; reported the following influences 
as having some effect upon their decisioDS: 

Intent of manufacturer . . . . . . . . . . 81 
<A.npdrition ........... 52 
W dfare of retail cust:mner . 23 
Judgment of wholesaler ..... : . . . 10 
Characteristics of the particular items inl'oI~.. 4 

Other influences mentioned are lower costs, economic 
conditions, size of deal, attitude of retailer to minimize 
purrhases, and a "retail buying associuion which does not 
use deals. " From the evidence available it is difficult to 
mow whether the "welfare of retail customers" as an 
influence in passing on deals may be regarded as an at
titude of consideration for the customers, or whether it 
is the competitive .... essity of placing the retailer on 
equal terIDS with the chain which has rettiged the same 
deal from the manuf.u:turer. 

As might be experteiI, the intent of the manufactnrer 
is a somewhat more significant force influencing whole
saler.; to p3$ on deals as they are lettiVed than it is in 
influencing them to p3$ on deals in other ways. Other
wise, the method of passing on the deal seems to show 
no particular correlation with the influencing factor. 

The executives of severa11arge chain-5tore companies 
indicated that they almost always p3$ on the benefit of 
deals to the ronsumer, though they believe they could 
retain at least a part of it if they should choose to follow 
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such a policy. One stated that deals are figured into the 
cost of the product, and that the product is then mar
keted without any regard for the manner in which the 
cost price came to be what it is. Another said that the 
usual practice of his company is to make a special sales 
feature of an item purchased on a deal basis. If all of the 
goods purchased are not sold at the sale, the extra mar
gin on the unsold units is usually retained by the com
pany. Competitive conditions, intentions of the deal
giving manufacturers, and the policy of the chain-store 
companies all play their parts in influencing chains to 
pass on deals in the manner and to the extent that they 
do so. 

The conclusion is inevitable that deals originated by 
manufacturers as tactical concessions from standard price 
result chiefly, because of competition, in bringing the 
deal benefits to those who buy from the wholesale buy" 
ing recipients of. such deals. This is true whether com
petitive circumstances or other forces bring about the 
concession. 

B .. Deals Given to Retail Buyers 

The incidence of deals to retail buyers may be judged 
by evidence similar to that applied to deals to wholesale 
buyers: the intention of those who give deals, the re
ports of these deal-givers as to whether their intentions 
are carried out, and the reports of dealers as to the extent 
to which they pass on deals. Extensive testimony on the 
last point is not available, an affirmative conclusion from 
that source alone would have to rest on the oral state
ment of a considerable number of retailers interviewed 
and the general belief expressed by officers of retailers' 
associations. 
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The desire of grocery manufacturers of the sample 
for the deal to reach the consumer varies from company 
to company and from product to product. .. A considera
ble number of manufacturers, approximately 30 per 
cent, regard all of their deals as a way of benefiting the 
distributor without lowering prices to the consumer. A 
little over half of them use all deals with the intent of 
lowering prices to consumers. The balance, about IS per 
cent, vary their strategy from product to product, on 
some products giving deals with the intent that their 
incidence shall be on the consumer, on some giving deals 
with the intent that their incidence shall be on the dis
tributor. Certain of the companies reporting it as their 
intention that the benefit of the deal shall be passed on 
in all cases are those whose reports cover a considerable 
number of products. 

The beliefs of manufacturers regarding the extent to 
which deal benefits actually reach consumers vary ex
tremely. They believe that distributors who sell to con
sumers are able to retain the deal margin on about one
third of the merchandise purchased on a deal basis. Most 
of the manufacturers who intend that the deal benefit 
shall be retained by some intervening distributor believe 
that this is done in the handling of a large proportion, 
if not all, of the merchandise Similarly, those who de
sire the deal benefit to reach the consumer believe that 
it does so in the sale of about 90 per cent of the mer
chandise. It seems evident that distributors at times re
ceive deals covering products on which the manufacturer 
attempts a price maintenance policy, or at least a partial 
maintenance policy, and on which competition in sales 

.. M.ma&cbuas _ ..... .- all oaJa to ......-n _ dif-
fa ",ring .......... oaJa to ......... ..,. .-a ba,- aDd _ 
....... ..,. who ...... ba,-. 
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to consumers is not so severe as to compel the distributor 
to release the benefit received. It would appear from this 
that the price competition of the products concerned is 
generally somewhat less severe among those who sell 
to consumers, considered as a group, than among those 
who may be classed as wholesale buyers, considered as a 
group. 

In passing on the deal all of the methods used by 
wholesale buyers seem to be used by those who sell to 
consumers. Simply transposing the deal into price terms 
on any size of purchase is much the most common meth
od. Manufacturers believe that of the goods which they 
sell on a deal basis, in the re-sale of which the deal benefit 
reaches the consumer, approximately the following per
centages are sold in the indicated ways. 

At a reduced price per unit of any size of sale . . .. 75 
At a reduced price per unit on sales of certain 

minimum quantities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 
At the regular price with free merchandise in-

cluded .............................. 15 

The experiences of different companies vary extremely, 
perhaps as a result of differences in the types of deals 
offered. 

Indirect-buying deals given by drug manufacturers to 
retailers are also sometimes intended to be passed on to 
consumers. No quantitative data are available on this 
point, but the descriptions of several of these deals in
cluded directions for passing them on." 

• 
»One drug manufacturer who not only desired his deal to retailen to 

be passed on, but wished to have it passed on according to his specifica
tions, brought suit against a retailer who did not follow his instructions. 
Two item., packaged together, were intended to be sold to consumen 
at a special price. The retailer broke the package and disposed of the 
items separately. A Unite~ States Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the 
position of a lower court wh~ch had granted a. restraining order againrrt: 
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The observations just made are given definite sup
port by evidence from wholesale grocers. It appears to 
be the design of most of these merchants that at least 
some of the deals given to retailers shall be passed on 
to the consumer. Though about one-tenth of these 
wholesalers feel that all their retailer customers are able 
to retain the deal benefit, almost one-fourth feel con
fident that all their retailer customers actually pass it on. 
The remaining two-thirds seem to feel the deal margin 
is retained by some of their customers but passed on by 
others, not being quite sure how many follow each prac
tice. Some of the comments to the question, "Do you 
know that the retailer is actually passing on your deals 
to the consumer?" are: "No, the retailer doesn't like to; 
he prefers the extra profit;" "Sometimes, as far as our 
men can dictate;" ''We think most of them pass it on;" 
"A very small percentage pass it along;" ''We endeavor 
to see that it is passed along." There is thus corroboration 
of the conclusion drawn above that deals to the retailer 
are retained for his benefit in some considerable part. 

Executives of the National Association of Retail 
Grocers believe that retailers almost invariably pass on 
deals in one form or another. The method is often a 
temporary price reduction in the form of a special sale. 
In such cases, if all of the deal purchases are not sold 
during the sale, some retailers continue to sell them at 
sale price until they are all disposed of while others 
promptly reinstate the regular price and retain the deal 
margin. . 

It may be concluded that, most often in line with the 

the retailer, holding that the .eparation of the itcDlI destroyed an ad .. 
vertising value given to them by the packaging. W,usb",11 v. Cot" I •. 
66 Fed. ad. 559. See also Atlwrlising Ag., Sept. 2, 1933. 
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intentions of deal-giving manufacturers but at times in 
spite of them, the deal benefit is usually passed on from 
wholesale buyers to their customers. However, the deal 
as a price-lowering device is less effective in sales of re
tail buyers to their customers. It must not be concluded 
from this that the aggregate effect of deals in lowering 
the prices of standard merchandise to consumers is less 
than in lowering such prices for distributors. The con
sumer himself is the recipient of many deals originated 
for him as well as those passed on to him. And, as shown 

. on page 120, the average value of manufacturer deal gifts 
to consumers is considerably larger than the average 
value of those given to either wholesale or ~tai1 buyers. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF DEALS 

The trade atmosphere in which deals are operated is 
composed of many attitudes and shades of opinion, of 
many degrees of advocacy and resentment. The most 
active elements are the attituaes of those who either 
give or receive deals or do both and of those who are in
volved in their use even though not as givers or recipi
ents. 'In addition there are the points of view of those 
who neither give nor receive deals and are not otherwise 
involved in their use. In no group is there unanimity of 
opinion. Both approval and disapproval are expressed 
in each • .The attitudes which give rise to introductory 
deals have been discussed in Chapter VIII, pages 122-

26. Here we may limit ourselves to a consideration of 
deals on established products. 

I. THE ATTITUDES OF DEAJ..GIVERS 

Perhaps the most interesting set of attitudes concern
ing deals clusters around the justifications for their use. 
Since a deal is an offer of something free with a purchase 
at a standard price, it is equivalent in monetary terms to 
a reduction in per unit price. A price reduction com
parable to a continuous deal would be a different stand
ard price. A price cut equivalent to a temporary deal 
would be either a different current price or a temporary 
price reduction! Why is it that when sellers make a 

• Obviously the deal and the price cut are Dot necesLrily ~utually a:: .. 
elusive alternativa. Both Are weapoDS in the arsenal of sales eB'ort. 
There is nothing to prevent a seller from approaching his costomen 
with a price cut in one hand and a deal in the other. Reporting manu
factwelS made li~ or nothing of this point, but eever.al wholesalen 

ISO 
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change in effective price they give deals instead of fol
lowing the direct method of the open market, that of 
allowing stated prices to fluctuate freely? The reason, or 
at least one reason, is a set of beliefs regarding the psy
chology of their customers. For example, they believe 
that deals do not undermine the nominal price structure 
as do price changes, that their customers regard the deal 
as something which "hath been freely given" and which, 
therefore, may be as "freely taken away," but regard any 
effort to return to a standard price, once it has been tem
porarily abandoned, as an arbitrary and unjustified ac
tion. In an examination of replies to an inquiry on this 
point it was found that, although the reasons given were 
sometimes in terms of administrative advantages, manu
facturers almost universally fear a reduced price because 
of their expectation of greater resistance to advancing 
prices than to the cessation of a deal offer. Representa
tive views stated are: "It is a much easier and cleaner cut 
transaction to allow free goods for a given period and 
then stop than to temporarily reduce prices. A jobber 
always fights a price advance and he would consider the. 
reinstatement of the regular price as such." "It is diffi
cult to restore the old price list." "It is easier to take 
away a deal than to increase a price." "Once the price is 
cut it is well-nigh impossible to get back to the regular 
and needed price." "The advantage is that by using 
deals we do not break down our price level to the whole
saler, retailer, or consumer." 

pointed out that while the price cut is more effective in some instances, 
the deal bas advantages in others. One wholesaler explained: "I like 
both deals aDd lower prices. Some c:1asses of trade want deals, othcn do 
oot!' Said another: "We have a number of customen who will not take 
the same quantity at a reduced price as' they will on a deal oHer." And 
IIill IIDOther said: ''We use both moth ..... we think a c!lw!ge ia method 
• ei'ective in selling!' 
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Wholesalers who use deals in sales to their customers 
employ this logic less frequently than do manufacturers. 
Yet occasionally they too made such statements as; "It 
is difficult to raise list price aher once reducing it." 

Whether it is easier to revert to the nominal price after 
llSing a deal than after using a temporary price reduction, 
it is impossible to say with finality. In view of the opin
ions just cited one would hesitate to take the negative 
position. No one can demonstrate that the deal-givers 
logic on deals versus price cuts is wrong, since the cir
cumstances of a deal always dO keep the nominal list 
price in effect. The nominal price is the only price quoted 
under a deal offer.' When a temporary price reduction 
is aruiounced, two prices are quoted at one time, the 
temporary price and the standard price. On the other 
hand, where open markets exist prices lIuctuate constant
ly with no recognition of the notion of nominal price. 
In these markets there is no psychological difIiculty in
volved in price variation; current prices are the only 
ones quoted. A final judgment on the wisdom of deal
giving as opposed to price reductions must take into ac
count the entrenched attitudes involved. The deal phi
losophy so far as it is associated with price reduction is 
related to the idea that standard prices have some sort 
of permanent rightness. It is related particularly to the 
notion that reduction below a standard price will usually 
not be necessary for more than a short period. This 
notion has a considerable basis in fact in a general price 
situation of the sort which obtained in the United States 
for most of the period between 1900 and 1920 and to 
some extent even up to 1929. It is grossly out of line 
with the generally declining prices which existed in the 

• Eueptioa might be taba 10 tbio .. _ ia ..,.t 10 caaia .... 
of IIIOII<WJ' ckaIa. 
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United States from 1869 to 1900 and which have existed 
since 1929. However, it seems fair to conclude that the 
deal-giver's attitude on the matter of deals versus price 
cuts is correct while he is selling goods with an accepted 
standard price. 

Another belief which deal-givers have is that cus
tomers enjoy being "fooled." That is, the customer is 
thought to enjoy being lured by the prospect of getting 
something for nothing. Even when he knows that in 
reality he is paying for all he gets and possibly more, 
he prefers the illusion to the recognition of reality. 

The seductive character of the deal, particularly when 
it is directed toward the consumer, is undoubtedly 
strongest when the gift is in the form of a premium. The 
most important psychological and economic fact in pre
mium-giving is that it diverts the buyer's attention from 
the thing which is being bought to the thing which is 
being given. On this diversion of attention rest the prob
ability that the vendee will continue his patronage, the 
possibility that he will buy more than he would otherwise 
buy, the possibility of his paying more than he would 
otherwise pay, and the vendor's hope that one or more 
of these ends may be brought about. The distributor 
whose attention is focused on securing a free clock, radio, 
or piece of wearing apparel becomes a less critical buyer. 
The housewife who has her attention fixed on the pos
sibility of procuring a free cook book, radio, guitar, 
watch, or traveling bag, has her buying attitudes aroused 
and stimulated by motives entirely different from those 
involved in the straightforward purchase of her more 
or less prosaic household necessities. The diversion of 
attention from the articles to be purchased to something 
else cannot fail to render either the trade or domestic 
buyer less capable of comparing the cost of the article 
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under consideration with the cost of competing articles. 
The situation is perhaps at its peak: when the buyer must 
choose from a variety of premiums or assortments, of 
which some are new items and others additional units 
of "sets," part of which he' already owns. In such in
stances the buyer's efforts to adjlist his demand schedules 
to marginal utilities are complicated to say the least. 

One wholesaler expressed, almost in so many words, 
the view that deals do effect a certain deception: "A deal 
is only originated to deceive the retailer. He thinks he 
gets something for nothing." A manufacturer said: "To 
a ma,jority of buyers the psychological effect of some
thing 'free' is apparently more advantageous than a 
lowering of price to the same basis." Ap.other manufac
turer, indicating the relative attractiveness of deals by 
suggesting that though actually they are price cuts, manu
facturers must use them so long as their competitors do 
so, said: "It might be argued logically that there is no 
difference between a price cut and a deal, but experience 
indicates that practically there is a world of difference, 
at least unless all factors in an industry adopt the tactics 
of reducing list prices by the amount of money formerly 
spent in giving deals. Reducing list prices while competi
tors still employ deals, even though the price reduction 
was equivalent to the deal in monetary value, has proved 
disastrous." 

In short, the essence of the attitudes of deal-users is: 
Even though deals may have undesirable characteristics, 
they work; they work better than price reductions, and 
so long as this is true they must be used by all competi
tors if they are used by any. Deal-givers believe that 
deals are seductive even in selling to mercantile buyers. 
Therefore, strong arguments against them must be 
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brought forward before deal-givers will relinquish their 
use as a form of sales strategy. 

Even deal-givers, however, find some objection to 
deals. One such objection voiced by manufacturers is the 
tendency of deals to increase seasonal inequalities in sales 
and hence in production. Without evidence on the point, 
one might suppose that deals, being in effect lower prices, 
would be applied in difficult selling periods, thus tend
ing to equalize sales and production. But, as has been 
shown (see pages II2.-13), the deal is very often em
ployed to push sales at what would, even without them, 
be peak periods, thus increasing the undesirable irregu
larity. To object to deals because of this effect is a little 
absurd, however, since the remedy obviously Jies in ceas
ing to employ them in the way which has this effect. Such 
statements are really complaints that one cannot have 
the benefits of a given line of action without the ac
companying disadvantages, even though the net effect 
is better than that of any alternative course. 

A second objection of manufacturers is that "deals get 
the salesman in the habit of looking for such aids in mak
ing sales." He thereafter becomes relatively ineffective 
when prices are at list. Here there is stated as an objec
tion what certain other manufacturers cite as an advan
tage, namely, that the deal makes it possible to secure 
orders with less resistance. I t should also be noted that 
the obvious alternative, price cuts, probably has the same 
effects. 

A third objection presented by some manufacturers is 
the inducement to overbuying which the deal engenders. 
Not a few manufacturers regard their customers almost 
as they would their own retail outlets and are concerned 
when these customers purchase more than sound busi-
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ness policy dictates. Manufacturers with this view ques
tion deals on the ground that they "load the trade ar
tificially and speculatively and subsequently interfere 
with sound and orderly distribution.» Some manufat
turers guard against this risk by limitations on the amount 
of goods that may be purchased under deal arrange
ments. It will be noticed that here again the situation 
objected to is exactly that which some manufacturers 
urge as one of the purposes of deals. (See page 127.) 

A fourth objection of manufacturers is that the deal, 
like the reduced price, "tends to become normal and the 
list price becomes a farce.» To the extent that this is true 
there is no argument for the use of deals rather than 
price,reductions, except, perhaps, in the case of continu
ous premium deals in which the gift is changed from 
time to time, thus giving current points of interest to a 
product the purchase of which might otherwise be a dull 
matter. 

A general objection of manufacturers to their own 
deals is the degree of opposition which they arouse in 
their customers. Manufacturers are pretty well aware of 
wholesalers' disapproval of the deal method of merchan
dising. Such feelings on the part of distributors are not 
conducive to the smoothest flow of trade. 

So far as wholesalers themselves object to the deals 
which they themselves use, their objections are in line 
with those which manufacturers cite. Many reported 
that their deals tend to overload the retailer, that they 
tend to confuse him as to his costs, that small retailers 
are sometimes unable to participate in them, and that the 
complaints of retailers in regard to them are sufficiently 
frequent to create an unsatisfactory atmosphere in which 
to carry on business. 
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U. THE AtIlt OD£S OF DEAL RECIPIENTS 

The attitudes of those who receive deals mayor may 
not be what deal-users believe them to be, and the in
terests of those who receive deals mayor may not be in 
harmony with the interests of the deal-user. Distributono 
may view manufacturer deals as advantageous to their 
marketing operations or to them personally. Or they 
may resent them as weapons used to work the will of 
manufacturers in the control of the distribution process. 
Consumer recipients of deals, like distributor recipients, 
may be of anyone of several minds. One may regard 
deal gifts as desirable and generously given, another as 
annoying but inescapable accessories of buying. 

Wholesalen; so generally feel opposed to manufac
turer deals that they are more disinclined than manufac
turen; to say anything favorable of them, even though 
they may use them.' Among reporting chains there was 
no voice favoring the general use of deals. Retailen; often 
object to them.' 

Speaking as deal recipients, 87 per cent of the report
ing grocery wholesalen; objected to deals because they 
engender confusion regarding costs. This confusion is 
said to arise chiefly from the fact that such buyen; have 
on hand more or less constantly some goods purchased 
at list price as well as those purchased on a deal basis. 

'In a ..... on the .. of &.. deals bkea by the American WhoISIe 
Groc:en' Associatioo on April II, '9]1, omyabout 7 per c:ent of the 
manben approftd the practi= Eo B. Wei-. "Can the F ... Deal be 
Simplili<d aod Standardized1- J'riIIun> I,"" Sept. 17, 1931, Vol. CLVI, 
pp.61·68 • 

• CuIaiD fonDa of dea\a ..... said ID be oppooed by a large majorilJ 
of both chain aod indepeodeot mai\ cIIog deale .. inturiewed by a tIade 
writer. This OppositiOD W8I said to be particalarly strong among the ill
depeodeot mai\.... Jooeph Robert Hilgort, "What Retail Druggists 
Say abo .. Combination F ... Dealt,D J'riIIun> I,"" July .1, 193', Vol. 
CLX, pp. 64-67· 
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In short, the real objection, in this case, is not to deals 
particularly but to any deviation from the standard price 
structure of the deal-bearing products, since precisely the 
same confusion would arise if as frequent price changes 
were accomplished by temporary price cuts or fluctuating 
prices on these products. Wholesale buyers purchase bulk 
sugar, coffee, and certain other products in markets where 
prices fluctuate daily. Under these circumstances they do 
not think of talking about confusion of costs. 

Aside from their general attitude towards all deals, 
wholesalers have very strong -feelings on specific types 
of manufacturer deals and on specific practices. First may 
be considered the basis for the allowance in buying deals. 
In so far as buying deals require that a minimum quan
tity be purchased, they are contrary to the desires of 
wholesalers. With a single exception, wholesalers re
ported themselves in favor of an allowance per unit and 
opposed to a deal offered only with orders of a speci
fied size. It is obvious that the allowance per unit gives 
the economic advantages of the deal equally to all pur
chasers. Minimum purchase requirements eliminate from 
participation those whose unit of purchase is necessarily 
smaller than the required xninimum and make participa
tion more difficult -for any whose unit of purchase is de
sirably smaller than the required minimum. The allow
ance per unit has the added advantage, from the stand
point of buyers, of making computation of costs compara
tivdy easy. To the seller, however, thtl. allowance per 
unit appears more clearly as a mere price reduction and 
lacks the impetus to heavy stocking which is inherent in 
deals based on quantity purchases." 

-It ia said that mmetim.es shrewd retailen are able to avoid lOme of 
the difficulties of a minimum purchase requilemeDl in maDafactare.r 
indiRct-buying deab, especially when the deal gift iI abtaiaed clizecdy 
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The counting of floor steds by the deal-giver is a mat
ter on which there is a variety of feeling among whole
salers. This practice may be followed as a means of 
checking either the amount of stock to be protected, in 
the case of a buying deal, or the amount of revenue goods 
to which the deal gift properly applies, in the case of a 
selling deal In regard to the count-and--re-count method 
of administering selling deals there is the frequent com
plaint that it encourages dishonesty and deception. (See 
footnote 5, page 17.) A number of wholesalers, how
ever, indicated a strong appreciation of the fact that it 
saves them the trouble of keeping an accurate record of 
sales made during the deal period; an even larger num
ber expressed approval of the fact that "it assures the 
jobber that he receives free goods on all shipments," or 
that there is "no chance for order to go out without 
charge-back being made," or that it is the "only positive 
way of knowing that you get bad: what you give away." 

In discussing these advantages and disadvantages of 
the count--and-re-count method of checking sales a num
ber of points touching on the merits of selling deals in 
general were made. These include the statements: That 
selling deals spur distn"butors' salesmen; that they give 
the distn"butor the benefit of the deal without increasing 
his steds as much as is required in buying deals; that 
they are comparatively fair to all in that they reward 
the distn"butor for his sales effort rather than for his 
willingness to buy speculatively ao:ording to his financial 
ability or his willingness to overstock; that they en-
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courage the passing on of price reductions more than do 
others. 

Wholesalen, speaking both for themselves and for re
tailers as deal recipients, see little merit and much de
merit in the method which requires the submission of 
copies of retailers' invoices either by the wholesaler or 
the retailer, or the report by the wholesaler of sales to 
retailers. Of the total number replying, one expressed 
the view that this method eliOlinated dishonesty. Others 
see "no advantages." Objections included the manufac
turers delay in payment, the fear that he will obtain a 
"line on wholesalers' customers," and the belief that 
compliance is possible "only with the better type of 
educated retailer and impossible with those having feeble 
accounting methods." More widespread is the belief that 
the manufacturer profits in such deals through the fail
ure of the retailer, when he is the responsible agent, to 
send in the invoices. About 20 per cent of the reporting 
wholesalers expressed this objection. Still larger is the 
proportion who object to the method because of the 
chance of error or fraud, some 40 per cent voicing this 
fear. Most general is the objection to the extra trouble 
and expense involved. 

A comparison of wholesalers' attitudes on the protec
tion of their Hoor stocks either by permitting purchase 
at the expiration of the deal or by protection of stocks at 
the beginning of the deal shows a unanimous preference 
for the latter practice. 

In replying to a question as to whether manufacturer 
deals invite deception concerning quantity of stock on 
hand, 92 per cent of the reporting wholesalers replied 
in the affirmative. It is said not only that wholesalers on 
their own initiative sometimes pad stocks for reporting 
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purposes, but that manufacturers' salesmen sometimes 
tell them to do so. One manufacturer suggests that a 
monthly report to the manufacturer from the jobber 
might help to prevent this deception. 

The objection to local deals mentioned most often 
by those who would prefer national deals involves 
overlapping of deal with non-deal territories. Some com
plained that either through inadequate instructions or 
through a disregard for instructions received, many of 
the wholesalers receiving local deals sell in territories to 
which the deals do not apply. Others find confusion in 
the fact that since their own customers are located in 
both deal and non-deal territory, their salesmen must 
keep constantly familiar with both sets of terms and are 
burdened with the care of being sure to quote the appro
priate set to each customer. Another common objection 
is that even where actual sales on a deal basis do not ex
tend beyond the prescribed deal territories, knowledge 
of them does, thus encouraging retail customers in non
deal territories to lose confidence in their wholesale sup
pliers. Still another belief about local deals is that they 
are unfairly discriminatory against retailers just outside 
of the deal border line. In spite of the varied objections 
of many, about one-fourth of the wholesalers are as well 
pleased with local deals as with any form. Some are so 
located that there really is no difference to them since 
local deals in other territories do not affect their com
petitive position and local deals given in their territory 
amply cover all of the area in which they operate. 

What has been said above does not give the full flavor 
of the wholesaler's attitude toward deals. Speaking gen
erally, no doubt motivated by their interests both as re
cipients and as givers of deals, such general observations 
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as the following thoroughly garnished the reports of 
wholesalers: Deals of any kind are "arranged by force 
selling and are unsound." "We find no advantage in 
deals for either jobber or retailer." "There has been a 
great deal of dishonesty as a result of deals." "Certain 
types of deals open a tremendous play for fraud, the 
prolongation of a demoralized market." "We want low
est net price, not deals." ''We favor no deals." "Deals 
and premiums are a delusion." ''We object to deals of 
any and all kinds." "We are opposed to all manufactur
ers' deals. " "We do not approve of deals. " "We see no 
advantage to any deal." "Nearly every deal is a positive 
nuiS/lnce." "We prefer price instead of deals." ''We dis
courage deals of all kinds." "Deals have become so gen
eral that they have lost all value." "Abolish all deals; 
we believe they are an illegitimate method of competi
tion." "Free deals of any kind are an abomination." 

Worth remarking also is the number of wholesalers 
who, when expressing a preference for one method or 
another, introduce their preference by some such phrase 
as, "If we must have deals then we prefer this method," 
"When we get to favoring deals at all, we prefer this 
procedure." In all of the returns from grocery whole
salers there was, with the exception of an occasional ex
pression of approval of premiums, not a single enthusi
astic, or even laudatory, expression in favor of manufac
turer deals. This lack of enthusiasm for deals, it 
seems fair to say, as was said on page IS8, is in part at 
least a lack of enthusiasm for any variation of standard 
price. A number of wholesalers coupled their objections 
to deals with complaints that they "upset the market." 
But this condition would be just as probable if price cuts 
were used instead of deals. Even when wholesalers were 
asked for remedies, their suggestions were invariably in 
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the nature of curing the sick dog by cutting off his tail 
close behind his ears. 

Ill. OTHER POINTS OF VIEW 

Both manufacturers and distributors have opinions 
even of deals in which they are neither givers nor recipi
ents. Wholesalers, for example, condemn manufacturer 
indirect-buying deals to retailers or consumers in which 
the wholesaler handles the deal goods as well as the 
revenue goods as unanimously as they condemn those 
given to or by themselves. The most sweeping objection 
to these plans lieS in the fact that they require the whole
saler to store, sell, and deliver more merchandise than 
he is paid for. For example, if the deal is an offer of one 
case free with the purchase of I Z cases, he handles 13 
packages and receives payment for only IZ, thus dis
tributing 7. 7 per cent of the goods without remuneration; 
It is obvious that these processes increase the wholesaler's 
expense per unit of product for which he receives pay
ment and decreases his gross margin per unit of product 
which reaches the consumer. Thus he may be less well 
off per unit of product handled than he would have been 
had he handled 13 packages in the regular manner. But 
this is not saying that he is less well off than he would 
be if the manufacturer had used a price reduction instead 
of a deal. (For a discussion of this point see pages 169-
70.) 

The attitudes of those who, though associated with an 
industry in which deals are common do not give deals or 
receive them, may be disposed of with the general state
ment that they object to the whole practice. Usually, 
though not always, their objections are not to particular 
deals, or methods, or situations, but to deals in general. 
A decision not to give deals is in some cases based on the 
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belief that deals are inappropriate to the product or mar
keting procedure involved. In other cases it may be based 
on a sympathy with the objections of buyers or a con
clusion that the purposes of the potential deal-giver are 
best served by a policy which does not find disapproval 
among those to whom he sells. 

One complaint from those who have no direct con
nection with deals is expressed by those who regularly 
sell the products which others give- away or otherwise 
use in deals on other products, Distributors of such sub
sidiary products complain that this practice is an unfair 
invasion of their market. Manufacturers of such products 
believe that the price structure of their goods is im
paired and their value belittled in the minds of buyers. 
However, those using such deal plans contend that they 
render a promotion service to the sellers of the subsidi
ary product.· 

In summary it may be said that in spite of the per
vasiveness of deals in certain trade groups and the strong 
convictions regarding their utility on the part of some, 
these same groups ferment with objections to deals. Some 
manufacturers, as we have seen, decline to use them and 
others who use them commonly and, they believe, ef
fectively, see certain objections to their use, 

In general it may be said that manufacturers make by 
far the fewest objections to deals. Distributors by a heavy 
majority are against them. And yet, the proportion of 
wholesalers who favor them is greater than the propor
tion of manufacturers who oppose them. It should be 

• See. for example, Frank H. Waggoner, l'Killing the Jim:: that 
Premium U .. 'Hurts' Retail Sal .. of Same Articles," Nowlly N_, May 
'933, Vol. LVI, pp •• 6, 54, aod Harry Scherman, Mimi",>, R'1"" 0/ 
1M Boo'"1urs C~M Commilll., pp. 1-10. 
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pointed out, however, that the difference of viewpoint 
is largely a difference of position. The objections which 
manufacturers see to deals are usually, though not al
ways, the objections which their customers make. The 
objections which distributors make are usually not to 
the deals which they use but to the deals which manu
facturers use in selling to them or in selling to their cus
tomers, particularly those which involve the distributors 
in the operation. 



CHAPTER X 

COST FACTORS 

There is much discussion of the costs involved in the 
use of deals. Some contend that as a method of merchan
dising the practice is unduly expensive, others that it is 
exceptionally economical. It seems clear that the truth 
of either of these contentions' can be ascertained only by 
a comparison of deals with other devices f01" stimulating 
sales which may be available to a seller at a particular 
time. 

In making such a comparison there are at least two 
factors that must be given consideration. One is the out
lay involved in the use of each type of marketing device. 
The other is the effect of each of these devices on the 
volume of sales available at any given price. The volume 
of sales will affect production or marketing costs, or 
both, per unit, in so far as these costs are invariable 
in total. In addition it should be remembered that the 
use of each type of sales promotion may have a different 
effect on the variable outlay for other sales effort. For 
example, an increase in the use of premiumS' may make 
possible a greater decrease in the use of general advertis
ing than would an increase in the use of some other form 
of deal. With such criteria in mind, it is possible to. de

,termine the effect of the use of each sales stimulant on 
total net proftn-which in the last analysis is the basic 
consideration in passing judgment on their expensiveness. 
It follows that those who are responsible for considering 
the advisability of using some form of deal, or some other 
marketing device, will be aided by having information 
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relative to all the variables affecting total net profit. 
These include all items of outlay, and also the volume 
of sales available at given prices. 

It is obvious that the problem of expensiveness of any 
given form of deal Cannot be attacked in any general way. 
The costliness of a deal may vary for each seller in a 
market and for each market and product of a seller. It 
does appear worth while, however, to consider certain 
factors confronting sellers in their attempt to ascertain 
the relative efficiency of the alternatives available to 
them. It is possible to suggest certain factors that will 
affect costs of selling imd total available sales at any given 
price, even though it is impossible to resolve these into an 
appraisal of the efficiency of a marketing device. 

There is no doubt that the selling deal and the indirect
buying deal, whether goods, services, or monetary al
lowances are given, involve more administrative ex
pense than do direct-buying deals. This expense arises 
from the necessity of reporting and recording the sales 
or the purchases, as the case may be, made by the recipient 
of the deal. But such deals, it should be remembered, are 
designed to accomplish certain results for the deal-giver 
which he could not be sure of accomplishing otherwise. 
The selling deal, for example, unlike the direct-buying 
deal, assures him before he gives the deal benefit that 
his goods have reached a buyer one stage nearer the 
consumer than the recipient of the deal In some cases 
this would be the consumer himself. In an indirect
buying deal the benefit gives stimulus to a buyer at least 
one stage, often more than one stage, beyond the im
mediate customer of the deal-giver. Such results may 
make the added costs of deals of these types of little 
consequence in terms of their benefits. Similarly, in the 
use of certain coupon-premium deals to retailers or con-
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sumers and other deals which require special reporting 
and handling of records or merchandise, the deal-giver 
may be seeking an extra gain. Perhaps he wishes to estab
lish contact with a buyer beyond the immediate buyer, 
perhaps to secure information concerning such buyers 
which he cannot obtain by any less expensive means. 

The comparison of selling and indirect-buying dea.ls 
with price reductions is similar to their comparison with 
direct-buying deals. A price reduction granted only after 
the re-sale of the goods woulq involve the same expenses 
of recording and reporting sales as does a selling deal. 
A price reduction cannot be given by a seller to any but 
his direct-buying customers. 1 Thus, the special expense 
involved in giving indirect-buying deals is incurred with 
the object of accomplishing a purpose which cannot be 
directly accomplished by a price reduction. 

Premium deals are the form of deal most commonly 
compared with other forms of promotion. They are be
lieved by those using them to be at times more economi
cal than alternative forms of advertising. Such premium
givers would, in case of competition, be expected to fur
nish their goods to consumers at a lower price than other
WIse. 

In computing costs of same-goods or premium-goods 
deals, sellers often overlook the expense involved in 
distributing. Some seem to believe that the cost of sup
plying deal goods is no more than the purchase price of 
the goods. However, there is no more reason to suppose 
that goods under the label "premium, D "free, JJ or "to 
be given away" can be passed through the channels of 
trade without storage, transportation, handling, record
ing, and admini$trative costs, than there is to suppose 

'It could. of co ..... be gi .... to indUut ............ UDder • ......Je price 
_ont. 
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that regular merchandise can pass through the channels 
of trade without these costs. No manufacturer will, or can 
in fact, dispense free goods without some costs in addition 
to the purchase or manufacturing cost of the goods. 

A still further cost issue has to do with the protection 
of margins of distributors, particularly wholesalers, when 
indirect-buying deals are given to the distributors' cus
tomers. As has been noted above, distributors often com
plain that in indirect-buying deals they are required to 
handle goods on which they do not receive their per
centage margin. They conclude that unless the manufac
turer compensates them for this "loss" they are being 
imposed upon. The deal-giver often appeases them by 
giving some "compensating" allowance. If this situation 
constitutes imposition, it is similar to the imposition which 
a wholesaler often imposes upon himself when he receives 
a temporary price reduction. Wholesalers do not object 
to price reductions on the goods which they purchase. 
Where such reductions are regarded as temporary, it is 
common for them to re-sell the goods at the same per
centage mark-up as when they are bought at the standard 
price. That is, the wholesalers, by this method, pass on 
the reduction to the retailer. 

A comparison of the wholesaler's position when the 
goods are sold on the deal basis with that when they are 
sold at a price reduction equivalent to the deal, will show 
that a belief in unfair treatment, based on an analysis of 
percentage margins such as is indicated above, is ill 
founded. Irrespective of which of the two marketing 
devices is used, the total purcluJse cost paid by the whole
saler is the same. If it is assumed that the price reduction 
and the deal stimulate sales to the same extent, his gross 
margin m dollars, and his total sales receipts would also 
be precisely identical in the two instances. It would ob-
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viously follow, under these conditions, that even the per
centage margins, in terIns of total costs and receipts, must 
be the same, whichever of the two alternative methods 
of sales promotion is employed. 

If, in addition, the costs of handling, and other selling. 
and operating costs, were equal for the price reduction 
and the deal, the wholesaler would be left with the same 
volume of total net pro fits in each instance. Under such 
circumstances, it would seem difficult to construct a case 
for a claim of imposition in the use of the indirect-buying 
deal, and whatever the arguments are for giving an al
lowance to compensate for this "imposition" in the case 
of the deal, they are equally applicable to giving it in 
the case of the price reduction. It should be remembered, 
howe:ver, that this conclusion rests on the assumption that 
in the case of a temporary price reduction distributors do 
not change their percentage mark-up. 



CHAPTER XI 

SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR 
CODE-MAKERS 

The method followed in this volume-the discussion 
of administrative problems more or l~ continuously in 
connectinn with economic issu~y have resulted at 
times in obscuring the latter. It seems appropriate, there
fore, to present a somewhat definite summary of major 
conclusions. Such conclusions may then be made the 
basis for suggestions to government officials and trade 
representatives now engaged in formulating- codes of 
unfair competition. 

I. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

A free deal, defined formally as an offer of something 
for nothing contingent upon a purchase, may be described 
in more simple terms as a way of giving a buyer some
thing more than he is supposed nominally to expect. 
That is, it constitutes a concession from what is regarded 
as a standard price. 

Administrative ingenuity has devised a multitude of 
forms for deals and not infrequently applies a number of 
them simultaneously to a single product. 

Free deals are employed in many so-called industries 
by manufacturers, publishers, wholesalers, retailers, 
service agencies, and others. There is proof that they 
have been applied at least at times, and quite recently, 
to several hundred types of goods. However, free deals 
are essentially a phenomenon of a method of pricing in 
the economic area where semi-monopoly is achieved by 
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branding and advertising, and by the use of an advertised 
and more or less regular standard price. They are one of 
the most widely utilized methods of deviating from 
standard price in those so-called industries where pack
aged branded merchandise abounds. Their forms and ad
ministrative techniques are numerous and varied. There 
may be a new area for their use if government price fixing 
is extended. 

To the degree that free deals are a method of devia
tion from standard price, they become socially significant 
as a means by which the rigidity of standard-price struc
ture in branded merchandise is modified. So long as the 
flexibility of the price structure attainable by other means 
is not as great as that obtained by the use of deals, the 
latter practice will have an economic and social value. 

The signifiance of free deals as price reductions varies 
widely from time to time and from deal to deal, par
ticular ly in terms of the type of deal consideration given. 
In general, monetary, same-goods, or same-service deals 
are the ones in which the reduction is the most direct 
and the most easily calculable. Premium goods and pre
mium service are more indirect, less subject to monetary 
calculation, more designed to lure the buyer by other 
than pecuniary motives, and accordingly to confuse him 
in allotting rational values to his purchases. 

The amount of deviation from standard price regis
tered by'deals varies from deal to deal and to some ex
tent from industry to industry: The evidence examined 
shows reductions. from standard price ranging from ap
proximately 3 per cent to approximately 75 per a:nt. 
Though the data bearing on the point are meager, there 
is evidence that deals are used with some degree of 
flexibility, making possible variations from the standard 
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price of a product as market conditions or administrative 
considerations appear to vary. 

A large proportion of total deal benefits, that is, the 
reduction from standard price made by free deals, 
reaches the ultimate consumer. In addition to the bene
fits of the deals which manufacturers, wholesalers, and 
retailers independently design for consumers, the evi
dence shows that the benefits of deals given to whole
salers are, in large part, passed on, and of deals given to 
retailers are often, though somewhat less fully, passed 
on. 

Introductory deals, although always disruptive of the 
vested interests of competitors, nevertheless make pos
sible, in some instances at least, an offer to consumers of 
an alternative opportunity of purchase which otherwise 
would not be available. They offer merchants the oppor
tunity to experiment with the sale of goods not previous
ly handled by them and no doubt at times afford sellers 
the most economical method of entering such markets. 

In view of the above, if the alternative to the use of 
deals is the maintenance of standard price and the degree 
of monopoly which such rigidity of price implies, there is 
no doubt that lower prices for the consumer and a more 
flexible adaptation of price to the forces of demand and 
supply are secured by the institution of free deals. 

The frequent allegation that there is discrimination 
in deals because more manufacturers give deals to cer
tain types of wholesale buyers than to other types, or 
grant to certain of such buyers more frequent or more 
advantageous deals than to others, is not borne out by 
the reports of manufacturers of their use of deals on 
established products. Such discrimination as exists in 
such deals from these causes appears to favor slightly 
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the wholesaler-retailer type of distribution rather than 
the chain type. Certain discriminations among individual 
buyers do arise, however, in the administration of various 
aspects of deals, such as time, area, and quantity. 

Trade attitudes on deals are varied and offer conllict
ing antagonisms. Objections are more general among dis
tributors than among manufacturers. Pro-deal attitudes 
center chiefly in the assumed merits of deals as a device 
for temporary price reduction and in the belief that the 
buyer is to a degree gulled by the notion of something 
for nothing. Objections often.cally around the belief 
of distributors that deals engender confusion in regard
ing costs. There is a tendency to overlook the fact that 
frequent price fluctuations in monetary terms would be 
little, if any, less confusing. 

Undoubtedly deals make possible a coupling of the 
semi-monopoly of standard price with a method more 
controllable and less devastating to the principles of 
standard price than are fully competitive prices, or even 
prices not more variable than deals make them, but stated 
in direct monetary terms. This fact undoubtedly gives 
an administrative advantage to many of those using 
deals. . 

II. SUGGESTIONS FOR CODE-MAKING UNDER THE NRA 

Suggestions for trade regulations of free deals in the 
interests of so-called fair competition' have long found 
expression in the polemics of trade "'COnventions and the 
rhetoric of trade journals. The regulation of deals se
cured through the redemption of trading stamps has been 
a matter of legislation and court controversy.' 

'See Chap. II. AIao, The Loo Angel .. City Council bas paooed an 
ordinance prohibiting the oBering of goods at a redoced price oa COlI
ditioD that otber goods arc ptuehased. See J. B. Corbaley, F«Is;" FotHl 
DisIriIHaUnI,- Oct. ., 193Z. 
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Various controversia.l issues involved in deal use have 
been given attention in the trade practice conference 
agreements drawn up by trade associations under the 
auspices of the Federal Trade Commission. Of about 96 
industries which entered into such agreements during the 
period October 1926-June 1933, 70 made rules relevant 
to free deals. Of these, 64 limited their restrictions to 
Group I rules; a 6 formulated Group II rules.· 

The d£ort to set up trade regulations of deals has gone 
on vigorously under the codification of trade practices 
initiated by the National Recovery Administration. Of 
S82 proposed codes examined, 313, that is, S4 per cent, 
use language which could be interpreted as a regulation 
of at least some forms of free deals. Of 107 approved 
codes examined, the same is true of 60, or 3'6 per cent. 

A study of proposed and accepted codes in the light of 
the information and analysis presented in this volume 
makes pertinent a number of suggestions for the guidance 
of government officials and trade representatives who are 
responsible for code-making. It appears doubtful 
whether those agreeing to code regulations touching 

• The .... der ohoold perhaps be ....w.dod that Group I rul .......... 
trade practice ~ >gI«ID<Dts co ... _ pr.u:ti= which aI....dy 
&10 clearly"""" legal condem ... ti ..... 

For a brief disrassion of the ckvelopmcnt of the trade practice COD

m...,. idea, .be ...., types of rulrs, and the limitations of iDclostry'I oelf
regulation. see Lner.tt S. Lyon. A"-tisi.K AU. or. Chap. VL 
For an anusually obI<: discuosioo of the -' ptoblom of bosiDess regu-
latio.., particu"'ly in ...w;oa to the anti.- la .... see Gilbert H. Mon-
tague, "Propoals for the Revision of the Ami.T ..... La .... D os gi_ 
n. Milton Ha.ndlcr~ T.lc Fu.-l A'Ili-Tr.st u..s . • 932, Ppo. Z]-7J • 

• For example, a grocery industry Group n rule concIemDs a 'Free 
deals' ..... aHoct injuria .... y whol ........ retail .... or eoasumen __ .D; 
a GIOup n rul. of the ho_ld fomi .... and famishing. trade __ 
demna _ pra<tia: of giving away plOd .... of the industty. or other 
things of n1 .... or graating op<ciaI induc:omeats • _ • and tbeo o...charg
ing castomen on other articles to recoup Ioaes.. a a :a TriIM ~ C..., ....... Federal Trade Commissio .. J- ]0, '9ll. pp. no, '24-0S_ 
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deals have been in all cases fully aware of the implica
tions of their agreements. It will be useful, therefore, 
with a view to the formulation of codes not yet approved 
and to the possible modification of existing codes at the 
proper time,' to make a series of suggestions designed to 
be helpful to those at work upon this great task. These 
suggestions may be stated as follows: 

I. Those responsible for code-making may condemn, 
with a certainty that they are on safe ground, all free 
deals which are given to some but not to others under 
like conditions" But, what appear to be special conces
sions can often be defended upon the grounds that con
ditions are in actuality different. Therefore, such pro
visions will require especially careful administration to 
make sure that what appear to be, in reality are, special 
concessions. The deception of appearances is nowhere 
more common than in trade relationships. 

2. Less obvious is the justice of condemning secrecy. 
As has been pointed out at more length elsewhere, se
crecy may be extremely valuable to a manager in pre
serving a monopoly on good sales strategy even when 
there is no unfairness involved." Secrecy may merely pre
serve ingenious methods or conceal a price cut to one 
group of a company's customers, which, thoughit might 
be justified on economic grounds, migh~ bring protest 
from another group of his customers whl>were anxious 

• Early in December a Washington, D.C. news service reported that 
the New York Regional Code Authority had ruled agai ... the giviDg of 
free merchandise with cCevcry pu.rchue of another article." 

I About J IS per cent ,of both approved and proposed codes which in
dude deal provisions do condemn, if discriminatory, certain forma of 
deals the use of which otherwise iI considered to be satisfactory. 

'LYOD, A<kmising Au-ncIlS, pp. 78-80. Secret deals of types con
sidered good practice if Dot secret are prohibited in approximately 40 
per ceDt of the proposed and approved cod .. which include deal pro. 
vitiono. 
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to secure a similar reduction. Secrecy may aid the con
sumer by causing competition to lower prices more 
promptly than it would if the secret practice did not 
exist. The great arguments against secrecy are (I) that 
it may cloak: discrimination and (2.) that it tends to 
arouse suspicion and mistrust, in themselves evils, and 
to breed in trade generally a feeling of ill-will, even 
where no unfair practice actually exists. In view of all 
the factors involved, secrecy of special free-deal arrange
ments is perhaps wisely condemned. The policing of such 
a rule, however, even by government effort, is no easy 
task. Secrets are not open except to those who are parties 
to the arrangement; and although many subsequently 
become known, knowledge of them is often largely di
luted with conjecture and suspicion. 

J. In writing code regulations relative to deals, ex
treme care should be taken to make sure that the code 
prohibits those forIns of deals which it is the desire of 
the trade to condemn and allows the use of those which 
it does not desire to condemn. Two examples of types of 
ambiguity are given. 

a.) Proposed codes are frequently ambiguous as to 
the recipient of the deal. Such codes, for example, often 
prohibit the giving o~ deals to any "purchaser or pros
pective purchaser.'" In such a case there is uncertainty 
regarding the desire of the writers of the code. It is clear 
that such a prohibition forbids the granting of gratuities 
to those who purchase directly from parties to the code 
agreement. It is not clear whether or not it forbids the 
granting of gratuities to indirect buyers, that is, to those 

, See, for example, the code for the floor and wall clay tile manum"" 
turing industry, approved Nov. 4, '933, Art. VIII (s). The .... e or 
• similar phrase is used in about 17 per cent of the propooed and ap
proved cod .. of produa", induotri .. which include deal provisiona. 
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who purchase from the customers of parties to the code 
agreement. For example, in the case of a code for manu
facturers, does "prospective" in this phrase mean poten
tial direct purchasers from the manufacturer, or does it 
mean those who may be expected to purchase the manu
facturer's goods from a distributor? Such purchasers 
may be retailers who buy from wholesalers to whom the 
manufacturer has sold, or they may be consumers. The 
point is important in view of the large number of manu
facturers wh.o give indirect-buying deals. (See page 57.) 
,Those responsible for code-n1llking would do well to 
examine the codes submitted by the wholesale confec
tionery" and small arms and ammunition" industries as 
examples of more careful specification of types of pur
chasers. The master code of the food and grocery in
dustry'· is another example of careful specification of 
deal recipients. 

b.) Ambiguity arises in both the proposed and the 
approved codes which forbid certain practices in words 
which have many meanings." In a cleaning and dyeing 
code submitted, for example, U the use of "coupon books 
or of discount coupons," also of "premiums or of lotter
ies," is forbidden. Both premiums and coupon books have 
a variety of meanings which leave such prohibitions al
together too unclear for adequate enforcement. For ex
ample, does an industry which prohibits premiums wish 
to exclude even the use of advertising novelties of little 

'Aug .• 1, '933, Art. VI (8). 
'Sept. '3, '933, Art. IX (.) . 
• Proposed at the public heariDgs before the Agricultunl Adj_ 

Administration OD 0c.1.. " 1933, Art. V (5). 
U For example, 9 per c:<Dt of the appro...! aDd proposed codes which 

include deal provisions use the word «pmnium.D and a per cent of IUCh 
codes use the term «free deal.· without definition. 

D Sept. '5, '933, Art. IV (~&ad c). 
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value? Certain codes have made provisions which take 
care of this issue." 

A similar ambiguity arises in those cases where it is 
declared: "No special terms, prices, consignments, al
lowances, rebates direct or indirect, or any concessions of 
any kind or description, not shown on the manufacturer's 
published schedule of prices, shall be offered or given to 
any customer .••. HI< Are such prohibitions intended to be 
of all deals or of no deals, providing only that if deals 
are given they must be announced on the published 
schedule of prices? Clearly such a statement intends to 
proscribe all deals which are not announced. But could 
offers of deals which might be variations from the so
called standard prices of the manufacturer be construed 
as part of the published schedule of prices if they were 
announced with such prices? Or would the use of any 
deals under any circumstances be a violation of this 
regulation? 

4- Those drawing up code regulations should care
fully distinguish between free deals and commercial 
bribery. In both proposed and accepted codes these two 
are often dealt with as if identical, thus leading to con
fusion in the rule as a prohibition of either practice." 
In the approved iron and steel code,'" for example, there 
is forbidden the "Making or promising to any purchaser 
or prospective purchaser of any product, or to any officer, 

• See Art. XX of the tode for the paint, varnish, and lacquer. IIWIU

facturing indUltly .ppro .... Oct. ]', '9]], and Art. XlV of the code 
,for the rosin, pitch, and compounds industry submitted OD Aug. 29. 1933, 
for examples of careful definition of terms used. 

• Code for the .- rubber and .. bled IUtlclri .. manufacturing in
dustry, submitted Aug. ]1, '9]], See. VI (.) • 

• About .. per cent of propooed and appro .... codes which include 
ckaJ. provisioaa ale worded ., as to came .,me confusion. 

• Aug. '9, '9]], Schedule H (A). 
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employee, agent or representative of any such purchaser 
or prospective purchaser, any bribe, gratuity, gift or 
other payment or remuneration, directly or indirectly." 
Similarly, in the approved code of the motion picture 
laboratory industry," "commercial bribery, giving gra
tuities, favors, or services in any form •.. " is forbidden. 
Gratuities or gifts in the form of deals are not bribery, 
and the combining of the two in the same prohibition 
can only lead to lack of clarity in interpretation and diffi
culties in enforcement. 

If these prohibitions are to be interpreted strictly, 
every free deal or premium offered in the regular course 
of business to merchants or to customers would fall in 
the same class of reprehensible action as do secret pay
ments to dealers' clerks, gifts to purchasing agents or 
their families, or similar nefarious practices. If manu
facturers commit themselves to these prohibitions, they 
should do so fully conscious of the fact that they are, at 
least by liberal interpretation, denying themselves the 
use of practices which are widespread and which in cer
tain industries, as these pages have indicated, are utilized 
almost universally. 

s. If the code contains any specifications as to prices 
at which goods may be sold, or as to limits below which 
they may not be sold-«s, for example, in the approved 
retail trade code" -care should be taken to indicate 
whether or not the giving of free deals is to be regarded 
as a violation of the restrictions stated. Since free deals, 
in the form of either goods or services, are by many not 
regarded as deviations from standard price, it seems cer
tain that unless a regulation on free deals is specifically 

.. Sept. 7, 1933, Art. V (4 c) • 
• Oct. u, 1933, Art. VIII. 
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made in codes with minimum price limitations, confusion 
will arise. 

6. Codes adopted by groups of distributors and pro
hibiting the giving of deals should clearly specify 
whether this prohibition is applicable to the passing on 
of deals which these distributors have received from 
manufacturers. In a proposed code for the retail drug 
industry:· for example, "any trading allowance given to 

. any purchaser in connection with the sale of any product 
or article or delivering to such purchaser in connection 
with such sale any other merchandise of any description, 
except upon payment in accordance with the provisions 
of the code," is declared to be an unfair trade practice. 
While this provision would apparently prohibit the re
tail drug trade from giving deals on its own initiative, 
it seems unclear whether it would prohibit it from pass
ing on deals which it may have received from manufac
turers or wholesalers or from handling manufacturer or 
wholesaler deals offered by them to consumers. 

7. Trade groups contemplating prohibitions against 
the acceptance of deals should consider the competitive 
position in which this prohibition may place them." In
dustries with these prohibitions may find themselves in 
a position to receive less advantageous terms than those 
accorded to their competitors who do not have similar 
provisions in their codes. The giving of deals may make 
it possible, in other words, for a vendor to give certain 
buyers what is in effect a lower price than the group sub
scribing to the code can properly accept. 

8. Code-makers should consider with special care 

.. Aug. 06, '933. Art. VII (0) . 
• Such prohibitions have appeared in about S per cent of the approved 

and propoted cod .. which include deal proviai.ns. 
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whether it is their desire to exclude open and non-dis
criminatory free deals, especially those in the form of 
monetary allowances or of free goods of the same kind 
as the goods purchased. They should remember that both 
of these forms of deals are, in effect, ways of modifying 
standard price. If sellers are prohibited from using them, 
they are largely restricted to the alternatives of actually 
maintaining a standard price or of utilizing much more 
frequent changes in price quotations than has been their 
custom in the past. Such deals are in general condemned 
with the expectation that the alternative will be the pos
sibility of maintaining current standard prices. However, 
it should be realized that the maintenance of standard 
pric~ would give an added competitive advantage to 
new manufacturers and private brands. If, on the other 
hand, in adopting a general prohibition of free deals the 
trade contemplate the use of frequently varied current 
price quotations, they should be aware that it will be the 
end of standard prices. All sellers should be aware of the 
fact that they must choose one of three courses, a rigid 
pricing system (which is an open invitation to competi
tion), a relatively flexible system of price quotations, or 
such methods of deviation from nominal standard prices 
as free deals represent. 

9. Finally, trade groups .should consider carefully 
every aspect of deal provisions (and, indeed, of all other 
provisions) in relationship to the codes of their com
petitors. Trade groups which bind themselves to more 
rigid restrictions on any of their practices, either of doing 
or being done by, than are current in the world of which 
they are a part may find that they have eliminated cer
tain difficulties but invited elimination of themselves in 
the process. 
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ApPENDIX A-SoME-

Basi. for the 
Revenue 

Giver Recipient Good or Gift 
OffeP Service 

Manufacturer Wholesaler Direct Insecticide Insecticide 
purchase Hand- Hand-<lprayer 

sprayer 
Assortment Insecticide 
of both 

Manufacturer Wholesale Direct Table syrup Table syrup 
buyer purchase Discount 

Sale Table syrup Credit 
memorandum. 

Manufacturer Wholesale Sale . Baking Casbrebate 
buyer powder 

Manufacturer Wholesaler Direct Soappowda Soap powder 
purchase Discount· 

Toilet soap Toilet soap 
Discount 

Retailer Indirect Shortening StorecJock 
purchase 

Consumer Indirect Shortening Cooking 
purchase utensils 

Manufacturer Wholesaler Direct Mustard Mustard 
purch ..... 

Manufacturer Casb Direct Feed Premiumguods 
customer purch ..... 

Manufacturer Consumer Indirect Mash Feed-hopper 
purchase product 

Manufacturer Retailer Indirect Noodles Display rack 
purch ..... 

Manufacturer Retailer Indirect Canned mill Premium 
and am- purchase 
sumer 

Manufacturer Consumer Purchase Phonograph Remrds 
or radio-
phOllograph 



THING FOR NOTHING 

Other Features 

'I"I=e optional deals offend simuitaDeously for • limited time, each a 
pnmimatdy equivalent to an 8 per cent discount. 

Temporary, local, 1 case &.e with 10 cases. 
Discount as a reduction in invoice price. 
Temporary, local, equivalent to a discount of almost 6 per cent, aclmini ... 

tered by count and re-<:ount. 
Deal period Oct. I!rNov. I .... Administered through count and re-<:ount. 

Five per cent rebate. 
One case free with 10 cases, t case with 5t, t case with 21, or discount on 

I or 2 cases. 
Same as soap powder deals except in ratios of apprmrlmatdy 1 case free 

with 5. 
OIrered only on 2O-CaSe orden, usual order being for 10 cases. 

Glass measuring eups, howls, pie plates, and other premiums with purchase 
of I or 2 cans of shortening. Value varies, being equivalent to • discount 
of ahout 1,l-14 per cent. 

One-month deal timed to anticipate seasonal sale of product. One case 
free with 25 cases or 5 with 100. 

A succession of diH'erent premiums offered over a period of years as an 
alternative to cash discount. Discontinued because customera lost 
interest; may be resumed. 

One feed-hopper for chicks with each I~b. purchase, to introduce the 
mash product. 

One raclt with • purchase &om a wholesaler of enough pacltages of noodles 
to fill it. (This offer could also be classed as an advertising allowance.) 

Administered through coupons in cases and on labels of revenue goods, 
redeemable at premium stores or direcdy by manufacturer. 

Gift of 12 records with each phonograph. Delivery direct from the factory 
spread over a year by giving • late record each month. 
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SOMETHING FOR 

Basis for the 
Revenue 

Giver Recipient Good or Gift 
00er" Service 

Manufacturer Consumer Purchase School shoes Automatic 
pencil 

Manufacturer Consumer Purchase Gasoline, Kitchen 
grease, equipment 
greasing job, 
oil change, 
orear wash 

Manufacturer Children Indirect Coffee DiscountoD 
purchase . purchase of 

amusement 
Manufacturer Consumer Direct Hair dye Discount 

purchase 
Manufacturer Consumer Indirect Coffee Coffee 

~ purchase 
Manufacturer Consumer Indirect Toilet soap Toilet water 

purchase 

Manufacturer Consumer Indirect Dried fruit Satisfaction 
purchaae 

Manufacturer Wholesale Direct Washing Compound or 
buyer purchase or compound or cleanser 

sale household 
cleanser 

Retailer Indirect Either Either 
purchase product product 

Consumer Indirect Either Either 
purchase _product product 

Discount 

Manufacturer Wholesale Direct Spices Spices 
buyer purchase 

Retailer Purchase Spices Spices 
Other goods 
made by giver 
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Oth ... FeatuftS 

One pencil with each pair of shoes pun:hasod at maoufacturer's m:aiI 
ston:s. 

A late summ .......... A choice of aoy ooe of senn1 pieces ofkitcheu equip
meat with each pon:hase of 7 gaIloos of gasoline. 5 pounds of grease, I 

greasing job, I oil chaDge, or I car wash from maoufacturer·s chain of 
gas statioos. 

On",,,,,,,'. vacation special. Certificates having a cash value at neighbor
hood amusement park delivaal with pon:hases carried home. 

T .... porary. A <XIUpOIl -..hich entided hold ... to a , .. discount 00 a '5 
package ..... printed in a nant periodical. 

Sample with every pound pun:hasod within a stated period. 

Unit package OOIItaining -...ue and premiam goods maoufactured hy 
same ampaoy oft"..-ed over m:aiI ..... axmt..-s for 42 per cent less than 
the standard price for both. 

Manufacturer matches OOIISDlDer pon:hases hy gifts of dried fruit 10 Sal
vation Army for distrihotion to the unemployed. Coosum ... seuds top 
of package to maoufacturer. 

Eith ... as gift with purchase of oth .... Sales checked by axmt and n>alWlt. 

Either as gift with purchase of other. 

Local. of about ......... duntion. Coopoos distributed from house to 
house redeemable by m:aiI grocers who ~ cash reimbursement from 
manufacturer. One <XIUpOIl _tides holder to lo-a:nt package of eith ... 
product with the purchase of one pacbge of same product, to 10000000t 
package of either with the purchase of one of the oth ....... to • lo-a:nt 
diSOOUJlt OIl the purchase of a .. s.-.t pacbge of ODe with the purchase 
of package of oth .... 

N .ti ... a1. Compaoy has givaa deals to both whoIesaI .... and n:taiI .... on 
spices OOIItiuuously for yean, inteDds that they shall be passed OD as 
rea:iYed. 

National. Compaoy· • ..,.,.,wty salesmen seaue onI .... hot wholesalers 
deli_ both _ue and deal goods. Other goods made by ampaoy 
indude mustanl, peanut hotter. cream of tartar. and specialties. . 



SoMETHING FOil. 

&sis fur the 
Revm .... 

Gm:r Recipieat Good or Gift 
~ Srnia: 

Manuf.octura, RebiIer IDdira:t Drug Same drag 
purchase pmduct pmduct 

Manuf.octura, RetUler IDdira:t W .... R.ducaI 
purchase cloths price 

M.muf.octura, RebiIer IDdira:t Drug Same drag 
purchase pmduct pmduct 

~ RebiIer IDdira:t Moth Moth rq>dImt 
purchase - rq>d!mt aDd display 

-..d 
Fktric pmciI 

Manuf.octura, RebiIer IDdira:t I.u:atift I.u:atift aDd 
pmdJaoe aWliDslist 

bImb 

Manafa:tm .. RetUIer IDdira:t Animal Animal 
purchase nmaIieo ...,..,..,jes 

Man..&.c:m.a RetUIer IDdira:t RmIIIsaDd RnonaDd 
pmdJaoe bIad<s bIad<s 

Manafa:tm .. RetUIer IDdira:t AsooI1aI "Calrnda .. 
JAiI'== ......tjcjnr.o aDd boot 

aWIiDs-
Man..E.:tw ... RebiIer IDdira:t Caughclrop Caughckup. 

purchaoe aDd~ 
........ ckup. 

Manafaum .. RetUIer IDdira:t 24drag (Sec-
JAii • p,.1 , ..... ) 

• ss 



NOTHING (Continued) 

Other Feat:ures 

Duration of 3 or more months. Gift of ! doz. tins with 1 doz. tin .. Deal 
goods delivered by wholesaler. 

Special price on 1 carton of 14 packages of assorted colors, offered as a deal 
fOi the month of October. 

For 7 months or more. Company sends I/I'J. doz. small.Qze unil8 and 
I dOL trial-size units direct to n:tailer who pan:hases t doz. smaU.size 
units from wholesaler. 

In the second deal, overlapping in time the lint deal, retailers were given 
an electric pencil if they bought 4 times the amonnt of goods re
quired under lint offer. Change from distribution of gift through whole
saler to distribution by manufactun:r. 

Wholesalers permitted to odl only,. deal OIders to any 1 retailer. Deal 
offered for 1 month in fall. A specified assortment of 10., "5-, and so.cent 
sizes earned gift including "S-<:ent and sample sizes and mailing list 
blanks. 

Distribution of free goods through wholesalers. Deal offered from Novem
ber through spring on assortments or single items. Amonnt of gift varied 
from 13 to 20 per cent, inereasing as amonnt of pon:hase increased. 

Continuous. Administered through wholesale distributors. Deal goods in 
special boxes for consumers. 

Gift sent direct to retailer by manufacturer. More or leas continuous deal 
(This could also be classed as an advertising allowance.) 

With OIders for equal quantities of" varieties of 1 brand of revenue goods 
were given additional quantities of same goods and also horehonnd 
drops, altogether equivalent to a "9 per cent discount. OJrered for 2-
week period in October. Free goods delivered by wholesalers. 

Elaborate set of deals, based on 13 of the products so1d separately and all 
Z4 in various combinations. Great variation in gifts. Identical goods, 
same goods with superficial diffen:noe in coIOi or in size of package, 
combinations of both, and goods made by another company are <0[_ 

amples of the many gifts used in oounection with deals on products so1d 
separately. Goods unlike those pan:hased, manufactured by either the 
giver or oome other company, and goods the same as part of the revenue 
goods have been offered in great variety with combination purchases. 
Some deals for short periods, others atended over 7 or more mooths; 
.... e administered simply, others by complicated plans. 



SoMETHING FOil. 

Basis for the 
Revenue 

Giver R<Cipient Good or Gift 
OIFeP Service 

Mauufac:tun:r Consumer Indirect Kitchen Household 
aDd retailer purchase cabinet goods 

Miningmm- Consumer PmdJase Coal Plaucride 
pany 
Publisher Subscrit- Din:ct Periodical Dictionary 

purchase. Encydopudia 
Publisher Subscrit- Din:ct Periodical OpponwUty 

purchase 

Publisher Subscrit- Din:ct Periodical Breadlmife 
purchase 

Mail.«der C-QIISIlmer Din:ct Genenl Genenl 
house purchase me:rrbjjlndix merrhand'1JIe 

Wholesaler Consumer Purchase CG/fee Pranium 

Wholesaler RebiIer Din:ct GJocaics Typewriter 
purchase 

Wholesaler Cnnsumer Indirect Tea f'8-
purchase puzz/e 

Wholesaler CW+qiiikt Indirect S Toy 
pmd!ase airpImr: 

Voluntary C<msuwr Din:ct Bnxm Rubber ....... 
dWa purdase 

spas Solum 
_sUkas 

T_ Drialing BI-
JIIICZ 

Voluntary Coo lei" Din:ct Gnxuic:sol DioaJaat ... 
dWa purdase owabnDd silva_.£ 

Toy airpImr: 
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NOTHING (Continued) 

Other Features 

Throughout its experience company has offered local deals of 8-10 days' 
duration. Deal period announced in offering advertisements. Retailer 
purchases at a low price from manufacturer and delivera free to con" 
sumer such products as electric clocks, kitchen cutlery, aluminum ware, 
silverware, table linen, and dishes. 

One ride in autogiro with each purchase of S tons of branded anthracite 
coal. 

Dictionary offered with 17"week trial subscription or encyclopaedia wit!). 
longer subscription, for limited period only. 

Subscribera who renewed for I year were given opportunity to give I non" 
subscriber a 3~onth subscription. Renewals for more than I year 
carried more than I introductory subscription. 

Only on prepaid ,"year subscriptions. 

Constant use of premiums since 1885. Publication of catalogue in back of 
which available premiums are described. Price for revenue goods listed 
in catalogue quoted uwith premium." Premium goods listed as available 
"With J- purchase or coupon .... Customer permitted to substitute 
cash for coupons at rate of $1.00 in cash for each $2.00 in coupons. 

''Premium parlor" coupon enclosed with small tin for household consumers 
(indirect purchasera) and several such coupons in large tin for resta~ 
rants, hotels, and institutions (direct purchasera). Applied only to 
wholesaler's brand. 

To new customers nnly. 

Applied only to wholesaler's brand. 

With purchase of 3 cans of wholesaler's brand. 

Revenue goods made by 3 different manufacturers and related to gifts 
through use. Deals on brooms and spices offered simultaneously, on 
tomato juice I month later. 

Thirty tokens which accompanied revenue goods and 75 cents required to 
obtain silverware. Toy airplane given to children nnly, in achange for S 
labels from revenve products. 
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SOMETHING FOR 

Basis for the 
Revenue 

Giver Recipient Good or Gift Offer'> Suvice 

Corporate Consumer Direct Any product Goldfish 
chain unit purchase and bowl 
Corporate Consumer . Direct Man'sshirt Laundry 
chain unit purchase service 
Corporate Consumer Direct Any product Premium 
chain purchase 

Corporate Consumer Direct Toothpaste Play ball 
chain purchase. Mouthwash Football 

Olive oil Salad silver 
Toothpaste Puzzle 
Assortment Toy 

Corpor~te Consumer Direct Razor Cigarettes 
chain purchase blades 

Retailer Consumer Direct Groceries Premiums 
~perative purchase 
Retailer Consumer Direct Teapot Tea 

purchase Brush Soap 

Retailer Consumer Direct Clothing Discount 
purchase 

Retailer Consumer Direct Shoes Handbag 
purchase 

Retailer Consumer Direct Furniture Furniture 
purchase 

Retailer Consumer Direct Jewelry Gasoline 
purchase 

Retailer Consumer Direct Automobile· Case for keys 
purchase 

Retailer Consumer Direct Confections Confections 
purchase 

Retailer Consumer Direct Electric Electricity 
purchase refrigerator 



NOTHING (CortlitMeJ) 

0Iif:F fnm • drus-chain aait <WI ~ unIing 'J.DD m _ ... om-
012 UA&Xuti.e days. 
~ ... titIing '-- to Iaaft: shirt Iauodaal .-:e at Ioal t..mdry sma with pun:La.e at Iimital pria: nriety_ 
Ccubiurinn tniwxn" cmdy. aad ......... ty duoin changed fnm DR m ....... 

plDlmIrnn·bIr bygiftrtoDOcbh aad dam to ....... mm..' .......... 'l 
pn:mima Cllllipmiy. 

Gift m play balI in ............ changed to btLaII in fall aad to nriety m 
artidos in winter. Qange m lCiW ... good fnm ...., .. od ...... lining 
si-'s bnod to..-boF. Use by _aaitsm duoin m pn:mima , iUI • 

......... ahIe in ......... pdjsr pmduisal fnm the saIos .. _ oM dopBt

..... t m the cIaaiD. 

Local drus-chaiD ....... Chair:.. m ... y I m 10 Lnods m cigaJctbS. Gift 
equivalmt to abomt "" ..... cmt pria: leductiob.lksa ,arion m pi., 8" 
to n:sttict quantity m ... y pan:hase.. 

"Premium puIor" trading SilIIIlps g;- with eKIa I ........ t ash....' • 
... 2G.cmt aalit .,...a- if poid ... within 10 clays. 

Wa:kIy c/aange m ..,..,..ue aad obi goods. Said to lie ....... 6arinn by 
man ...... m ... ..nw.c.. m hanhnn: ......a.n ..-m- .... Pe 
IwdwaJe with tile .... thase of 19_ics. 

-ni.ideod cIJed-1ICaptabIe in .. ,......t tt .......... t .... ' sma 
to Cim .. adS with poid.up chaJge a<aJIIIIts. 

0Iif:F m 'I.DD gift with eway pUr m shoos selling tt "-9s ar _ to II&

tract cGStt:aaclS to new store.. 
Aay I vi 6 .mIlS vi c.....itme oIfual free with .... cIoa£ m ... y othcJ I. 

Special ...... of ""pn... of g •• Jillt in ... eady Ouistmas ............... . 
heginning Ott. IS. to aay «bot ......... -M ~ ... irm&h • 
a<aJIIIIt with. pun:La.e _ling to S9-9S ar ...... 

C- beonng ~'s -Pea with kep ttaJ"purdoag:d. 

Teor-eod ......... ndisrdi.ideodequi.alonttomiDim __ ths' .... ' 
in ,..... to steIdr «'6"."'15 ...... y a<aJIIIIts hebe twth m _do 
following purchose.. 
~ ... 100 tao.att Jac.Ds m ..... bicitt free wido eway cIa:tric 

.c6:iga ..... . 
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SoMETHING FOR 

Basis for the R ........ e 
Giver Recipient Good or Gift 0ffer0 Service 

Retailer Consumer Direct Vacuum Silverware 
purchase cleaner 

Retailer Consumer Direct Dairy Glassware 
purchase products 

Department Children Direct Haircuts fig sa., 
store purchase pmzles 
Contractor Consumer Direct Plumbing Plumbing 

purchase-
Electric Consumer Direct Vacuum Table lamp 
company purchase cleaner 
Filling Consumer Direct GasoIineor Ebonyware 
station i purchase oil change 
Service Consumer Direct Car service Glassware 
station purchase or tire 

Filling Consumer Direct Greasejobs Water heater 
station purchase 
Service Consumer Direct Laundry Bath set 
agency purchase 

Service Consumer Direct Painting or TIlt-top 
agency purchase decorating table 

Service Consumer Direct Dry cleaniJJs Electric 
agency purchase miur 
Service Consumer Direct Laundry Storage bag 
agency purchase 
Insurance Th.insuraI Direct FIJ'C FIJ'C 
company purchase insunnce atinguiaher 
Violinist Audience Direct Program Eacure 

purchase 

• This list is by no means all inclusive, bnt, as far as it soes. it is an ..,. 
answers to questionnaires. 

• For explanation of terms nsed in this eoInmn, ... pp. 1","17-



NOTHING (Continued) 

Other Featun:s 

Trade-in allowance OIl pun:hase price of Dew cleaner RPlaad by set of 
silverware having retail price equal to about twice the average trade-in 
aIIowaace. 

Cmpons, aequiral gradually with small pun:hases, etthanged lor gih. 

Cards left at houses entided holder to introductory offer of hall-hour's 
service free with the pun:hase of I or more hours; for limited period. 

Gift applied to sevaaI wdl-taown brands of vacuum cleaners. 

Offer lor limited time to cdebrate first ....uversary of introduction of own 
braad of guoIine. Original time-limit eneaded. 

Ten deals, all drect:ivelor I month, olfered in single advertisement. Choice 
of 10 dilfereat assortments of glassware with pon:hase of a tire 01 any 
I of 9 assortments of car service.. 

Heek< of starulani make given to every customer who orders 5 grease jobs. 

Old customer roquiral to secure a Dew customer lor giver as well as to 
pun:h ... $25 worth of service at regular prices within about 10 mODths. 
Each Dew customer .... olfered in turn • small gift if he bought service 
in the amount of $3.00 within 4 consecutive weeks. RepetitiOD of plan 
tried pn:codiag year, with table liaen as the free goods. 

Deal offered by an asaociatioa of master painters and demraton to CUB

tomers placing a $50 order between Mar. 20 and May 12 with any 
I of their members. 

Seasonal offer lor limited period. Gift of moth-proof bag to accoioany 
every blanket 1a1llldered. 

Ooe with eaeh '1,000 of insurance written. 

curate report of deals described in actual deal offers, trade papers, and 
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APPENDIX B 

SOME PRODUCTS KNOWN TO HAVE 
CARRIED DEALS' 

absorbent cotton 
adhesives 
alarm clocks 
a1bolene nose sprays 
alemite service 
aluminum cleansers 
ammbnia 
andirons 
animal medicine 
antiseptics 
aspirin chewing gum 

• automobile equipment 
automobile oil change service 
automobile wax 
automobiles 

babies' rattles 
babies' supplies 
baby carriages 
baby yards 
bakery products 
baking powder 
baking soda 
balm 
balsam 
bandages 
bath salts 
bath scales 
bath towels 

bathing suits 
bathroom cabinets 
bathroom seats 
batteries 
bed springs 
bedroom suites 
bedspreads 
belt dressing 
belts 
bicycles 
bill folds 
bird cages 
biscuit llour 
blankets 
bleaching products 
bluing 
bluing soap 
books 
borax 
boys' shirts 
boys'suits 

-bran 
.bran lIakes 
bread 
bricks 
brief cases 
brooms 
brushes 
buckwheat lIour 

• This list was compded c:hie:By from questionnairea answered by 
manufacturen and wholesalers and from descriptioDJ of dull in variOUl 
trade pap.... . 
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SOME DEAL-CARRYING PRODUCTS 197 

building materials 
bunion pads 
butt.r 

cak. flour 
camera films 
cameras 
camphorated mustard cream 
candy 
canned baked beans 
canned beef st.w 
cann.d corned beef hash 
canned crab meat 
canned fruit 
canned grapefruit juice cock-

tail 
canned heat 
cann.d lamb stew 
canned milk 
canned salmon 
cann.d soup 
cann.d spaghetti 
canned strained veg.tables 
cann.d tomato juic. 
cann.d vegetables 
car grease 
car lubrication service 
car washing service 
carbonated bev.rages 
casserol.s 
catarrh remedies 
catsup 
cedar chests 
cement 
chairs 
chamois 
ch .... 
ch.mical pr.parations 
ch.wing gum 
childr.n's b.auty parlor service 

childr.n's clothes 
children's wagons 
chinaware 
chocolate 
chromium finish sugar bowlS 
cider 
cigarettes 
cigars 
citrus products 
clay 
cleansing fluid 
clocks 
coal 
coats 
cocoa 
cocoa malt.d milk 
cocoanut 
coffee 
coffee pots _ 
coffee substitutes 
cold remedies 
combs 
concentrated beef bouillon 
condensed milk 
contraceptives 
cooked cereals 
cookies 
cooking oil 
cooking ut.nsils 
corks 
corn pads 
corn starch 
corn syrup 
corsets 
cosmetics 
cough drops 
cough syrup 
crack filler 
crack.rs 
cream or past. insecticide 



198 ECONOMICS OF FREE DEALS 

croup remedies 
curling irons 
curtains 

dates 
decorating service 
dental poultices 
deodorants 
depilatories 
desks 
dessert preparations 
dog powder 
dog soap 
dresser sets 
dry Eells 
dry cleaning service 
dry goods 
dye powder 
dye soap 

electric fan. 
electric gri1Is 
electric heaters 
electric heating pads 
electric ironers 
electric iron. 
electric light and power service 
electric percolators 
electric ranges 
electric refrigerators 
electric .igns 
electric table stoves 
electric toasters 
electric vacuum cleaners 
electric vaporizers 
electric waffle irons 
electric washing machines 
enameled ware 
enamels 
evaporated milk 

extracts 
eyewash 

face powders 
facial creams 
facial lotions 
facial tissues 
false tooth powder 
feeds 
files 
first aid supplies 
fishing taclde 
flash lights 
flavoring extracts 
floorpoIish 
floor wax appliers 
flour 
flower seeds 
food choppers 
food coloring 
forks 
foundry supplies 
fountain beverages 
fountain pen. 
fresh milk 
fruit cake. mixture 
fruit pectin 
furniture· 
furniture poIish 
furniture wax 

games 
garment bags 
garters 
gas heaters 
gasoline 
gelatine 
gelatine dessert 
ginger ale 
glass bottles 



SOME DE4L-C4RRYING PRODUCTS 199 

glass cooling utensils insecticide powder 
glue ironing boards 
glycerine 
grapefruit juice janiton' supplies 
gum jewelry 

hardware key containen 
hair dressing kitchen cabinets 
hair dye kitchen utensils 
hair lotion knives 
hair nets 
hair oil lamps 
hair tonic lard 
hairbrushes launchy preparations 
hairpins laundry service 
hams laundry starch 
hand brushes lawnmowen 
hand creams laxative chewing gum 
hand lotions laxative pain relief -
hand mirron laxatives 
handkerchiefs leather 
harmonicas leather belts 
headache powden liniment 
heating pads liquid dentifrice 
hosiery liquid floor wax 
hot chocolate powder liquid insecticide 
hot cocoa powder liquid petrolatum 
hot water bottles lubricating oil 
house furnishings lye 
household cleansers 
household sundries macaroni 
household tissues malt syrup 

malted milk 
ice boxes manicure equipment 
ice cream manicure preparations 
ice cream freezers manufactured houses 
incense margarine 
incense burners marshmallow cream 
individual drinking cups marshmallows 
ink . mash products 



200 ECONOMICS OF FREE DEALS 

matches 
mattresses 
mayonnaise 
meals 
meat dressing 
medicated plasters 
medicine 
men's shirts 
men's suits 
men's ties 
milk of magnesia 
mincemeat 
miscellaneous cigar store prod

ucts 
miscellaneous drug store prod

ucts 
miscellaneous garage service 
miscellaneous grocery store 

products 
miscellaneous jewelry store 

products 
molasses 
mops 
moth exterminatOR 
motor oil 
mucilage 
mu.flin flour 
musical artists' performances 
musical instruments 
mustard 

nail files 
napkins 
near beer 
newspaper want ad service 
noodles 
nose sprays 
notions 

oil burners 
oil capsules 

ointment 
oleomargarine 
olive oil 
opera glasses 
orange juice 
outing equipment 

pain relief 
paint 
paint cleaner 
painting service 
pajamas 
pancake flour 
paper handkerchiefs 
paper products 
paste floor wax 
peanut butter 
peanuts 
paper 
pencils 
pens 
perfume 
periodical publications 
phonographs 
phospho-lecithin 
pie filling 
pile treatment 
pillowcases 
pills 
pipes 
playing cards 
plumbing service 
plumbing supplies 
pocketbooks 
porcelain frog9 
porch furniture . 
powder puffs 
prescription ware 
preserves 
pretzels 



SOME DEAL-CARRYING PRODUCTS :101 

pudding preparations 
quick-drying floor wax 

radio-phonographs 
radio sets 
radio tubes 
raincoats 
ranges 
razor blades 
razor strops 
razors 
rice 
roof coatings 
rubber gloves 
rubbers 
rubbing alcohol 
rugs 

sachets 
salt 
sand 
sanitary napkins 
satchels 
savings bank service 
school kits 
scissors 
scouring powder 
scouring soap 
scrubbing brushes 
shampoo 
shaving brushes 
shaving creams 
shaving lotions 
sheets 
shoe dressing 
shoe polish 
shoes 
silver polish 
silverware 
skin lotion 

smoked herring 
smoking equipment 
soap 
soap beads 
soap chips 
soap flakes 
soap powder 
soda fountain dispensers 
spaghetti 
spices 
sponges 
spot lanterns 
spray chemicals 
stationery 
steam pressure cookers 
steel 
stepladders 
stove polish 
stoves 
suitcases 
supports and suspensories 
suspenders 
sweaters 
syringes 
syrup 

table covers 
table glassware 
t.,ble linens 
tables 
talcum powder 
tapioca 
tartar remover 
tea 
teapots 
tennis racquets 
textile products 
theatrical performances 
thermometers 
thermos lunch kits 
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throat remedies 
tincture of iodine 
tinting powders 
tires 
tobacco 
toilet tissues 
toilet water 
tonics 
tools 
tooth brushes 
tooth filler 
tooth paste 
towels 
toy gliders 
trunks 
tweezers 
twine 
typewriter supplies 
typewriters 

umbrellas 
uncooked cereals 
underwear 
vacuum bottles 
vacuum tubes 

vacuum valves 
vanity cases 
varnish 
vases 
vegetable shortening 
vitamin pearls 

wall mirrors 
washcloths 
wastebaskets 
watches 
water glass 
water softener 
waxed paper 
welding wire 
white shoe cleaner 
white wheat Bour 
wire 
women's bathrobes 
women's dresses 
women's negligees 
women's scarfs 
worm powders 

yeast 



APPENDIX C 

QUESTIONNAIRE ON DEALS 

(This quest.ioonaire .... sent to memben of the bad. by the As
lOCi.ted Grocery Manufacturers of Am.rica on behalf of Th. Brooking. 
institution. The purpose was to gather complete and detailed informa
tion regarding deals and to present it, together with conclusions drawn 
from a study of it, to the trade. A similar questionnaire covering the ex
perience of wholesal ..... both as recipi.nta and as given of deals, was sent 
to mem.bel'l of the National Wholesale Grocers' Association of the United. 
States. Inquiries to other bnnches of the grocery industry and to other 
industries were much lesa extensive.) 

Kindly reply to Dr. Leverett S. Lyon 
The Brookings Institution 
7" Jackson Place 
Washington. D.C. 

It ia not desired. to cover any questions in regard to dea1a which are 
Uled to introduce Dew products or old producta in new territories. 

I. Name of company? 

2. Location of general office? 

3. Distribution 
I Nationall 

1 Nam:-area covered 

4. What proportion of your volume of business to the grocery 
industry is in factory advertised brands? _ ...... _._. _____ ....... _ 
Factory unadvertised brands? _ ........ __ . __ ........ _ ..... Distnoutors· 
brandsl ___ ._._._ .... _._ 

S. Lis~ the products which you sell to the grocery trade. 

Chedt th ... in the merchandising of whiob you ... deals. (Aa thi. 
qUeatiOD it intended to refer only to the use of deab upon estaNiwbed 
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prodaell in established territories, do not ched: if deaIJ are wed 
only for introductory purpo .... ) 

6. Approximately what proportion of your sales to the gro-
cery trade are to 

Wholesale grocersl 
Retailer-owned wholesalersf 
Chains (corporate) I 
Voluntary chainsl 
Retail_I (Excluding all earporate chains and the wholesale anit 

. of voluntary c:haim, but including ouch retaiJ units of • voluatary 
chain as may act each for i .... lf.) 

Signed by ..... _ .. _ ....... _ .................... _ ............... _ ... .. 
TITLE 

Fill out one questionnaire for each poduct. 

QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED FOR ONE 
PRODUCT 

(These questions apply only to deals on established products in .... blished 
territories.) 

Name of prodact and of brand (for example, Beaehnat Peauut Butter) 

TYPES OF DEALS 

Deals Given to the WholerJe Trade: 

I. Deals based on purchases from you 

a. Do you use deals of 10 many cateS of this product with purchase 
of 10 many 
To wholesale groeenl VeL. __ ... -.No,_-:-:: __ 
To retailer..owned wholesalenl ya No ___ . __ .... 
To thai .. (earponte) I Veo._ .. ___ ----...No __ ._ .... _. __ 
To vnJuatary chainsl Vea.. .. _ ... ______ ..No_ .. ____ _ 
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b. Do you use deals in which Y01.1 give with this product other sale-
able grocery merchandise of your .own manufacture 

To wholesale groc:en? V ..... ____ .... _.No .. ___ _ 
To retailer-owned wholesalersl Ye5-.M_ .... .No ___ ......... . 
To chains (corporate)? V ....... _ ..... _: ........ .-No_ .. _ ................. . 
To voluntary chaiD.? V ...... _ .... __ ...No _____ ... _ 

c. Do you use deals in which you give articles which you do not 
manufacture, luch as cups and saucers, buckets, plates, ailver
ware, etc., with this product 

To wholesale groc:en? V ... ___ ........... No . 
To retailer--owned wholesalersl Yes __ . ____ . .No __ .. __ ......... _ 
To chaiDs (corporate)? Vec .......... __ .. _ ... No_ ......................... . 
To voluntary chai .. ? V ............ __ ----1iIo .............. _ .... __ 

d. Do you use til JeIIls discounts from your usual wholesale price 
on this productl Yes...... ... ___ .. ...: .. ......No_._ .............. _ •..••. _ If so, check 
the method of payment used for each type of distributor. 

Ruuc';o" 
;" Inflo;c_ 

Pm. 
To wholesale grocers _ ..... ____ .................... . .. " ......... _ .......... _ ............... __ 
To retailer-owned wholesalers M ••• ' .................................... _ •••• _._ •••••••••••••••• __ 

To chai .. (corporate) .............................................................. __ .... _ .............. . 
To voluntary chaiD8 _ .......... _ ........................... _ ........... _ .. _ ............ __ .... _ .. .. 

2. Deals to the wholesale trade based on their sales to their 
customers. 

a. Do you use deals of so many cases of this product to your whole-
sale customers for sales of so many to their customers 

To wholesale grocersl Ye&..-. _____ ..... _ ... No_ ...... _._. ___ ._ 
To retailer-owoed wholesalers? Yes_ ............ _-.N"o ....... _._ ..........• 
To chai .. (corporate)? V .................. _ ... _.-No ................. _ ......... . 
To VOIUDtary chaiD.? V ............................... .No_ .......... _ . ..:. ... _ .. . 

b. Do you use deals in which you give to your wholesale customers, 
for ules of this product to their customers, other saleable grocery 
mercbandiae of your own manufacture 

To wholesale groc:en? V ...... __ ........... No_ .... _ .. __ . __ ... 
To retailer-owned wholesalen? V .............. _ .. ..-No ........... _ ......... .. 
To chain. (corporate)? V ... _ .......................... No .... _ ...................... . 
To VOIUDtary chains? V ................... _ ........ .No_ ....... _. __ _ 

Co Do you use deals in which you give to your wholesale customers, 
for sales of this product to their customers, articles which you do 
oot manufacture, such as cups and saucers, buckets, plates, ailver
war., etc. 
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To wholesale grocenl V .. _. __ ...... .-No ___ .. __ _ 
To retailer-owued wholesalers? YeL. ___ ... .-No ___ . __ 
To ehains (corporate)! V ____ ..... _No ____ _ 
To voluntary ehainsl V"'---.. _ .... ___ . ..No ___ _ 

d. Do you use tU tletIls to your wholesale customers, for sales to their 
customers, discounts from your umal wholesale pricel Ye&...-_ .. _ 
No __ .. _ ... _. __ If "', ebeet the method of payment nsed for 
each type of distributor. 

C eJiI RdflCliMt ellS" Rebau ,., in IflVoic. 
M HIUJrIIfIIl."" Prie. 

To wholesale grocen ___ ..... ___ ._._ .......... _ .... __ .... __ .... __ _ 
To retailer.-owued wholesalen _ ............ _____ . ______ ..... _ 
To chains (corporate) _ .... _ .... _ ..... _. ____ .. _ .... _ 
To voluntary ehains 

e. If you give deals of any of the four types described just above how 
do you determine the sales made, for example by 

Count and re.count? Yes .... .No __ .. _. __ 
Affidavit of sal .. made? V""-_._ ..... _ .. ..No __ ....... _ 
Copies of invoices? yes...... _______ ._No_ ... __ ._ ..... _ 
Or other methods? Pi .... describe. 

IE you usually use some of these methods rather than others with 
certain classes of trade or types of deals, pi .... indicate. 

f. Do you use deals on this product to the wholesale trade for cer
tain specilic performances, lOeb as the sale of orders of a mini
mum quantity, or to certaio. retailers, or to memben omy of a 
voluntary ehain, or when sold c:aoh and carry? Y","",--,::;-__ 
No __ ... __ ._ ..... If so, pi .... describe, giving the specilic per
formance desired, the classes of trade to whieb .. lei, the method 
of determining performance, methods of payment, and the lib. 

3. Please descn"be any type of deal on this product given to the 
wholesale trade which does not fall into the classifications 
given above. 

Deals Given to' the Retail Trade in Merchandising This 
Product (excluding all corporate chains and the wholesale unit 
of voluntary chains, but including such retail units of a volun
tary chain as may act each for itself). 

'1. Deals to retailers based on their purchases from wholesale 
distn"butors. 
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a. Do you use deals to retailers of so many units of this product 
with purchase of 80 many from wholesale distributorsl 
y __ .... _ ..... ---No __ .. _ .... __ 

b. Do you use deals in which you give the retail trade other saleable 
merchandise of your own manufacture with purchases of this 
product from wholesale distributors? Yes .. __ ._ ....... .No .... _ .... _ .... __ 

Co Do you use deals in which you give to retailers articles which you 
do not manufacture, such as cups and saucers, buckets, plates, 
lil .. rwue, etc., with purchases of this product from whole88l. 
distributorsl y"'--..... _._.-.No ___ ........... __ 

d. If you make a deal of any of three types described ju,t above, 
how do you make delivery in each easel 

e. Do you give 1'1 tluls to retailers. for purchases of this product 
from wholesale distributors, discounts in which the retailer is 
paid 
By check from youl y ........ _ .. _ .. _._ .... __ .. No_. _____ ....... _ .... . 
By the wholesaler's check or credit memorandum? Yes ... _._ ........ . 
No ___ .... _._. __ .. 
By the wholesaler'. charging the same back to youl V ............. _ .. 
No._ .. _ ... __ ... _ 
By any other method.l 

f. If you use for this product other types of deals to the retail trade, 
for purchases of this product from wholesale distributors pleaae 
describe, bringing out all important details of the deal, including 
method of payment, method of determining purchases, and the 
like. 

2. Deals to retailers based on purchases direct from you. 

a. Do you use deals to retailers of so many units of this product with 
purchases of 10 many direct from you? yes ................. .No ............... _ ...... . 

b. Do you use deals to retailers in which you give, with their 'pur
chases of this product direct from you, other saleable grocery 
merchandise of your own manufacturel Yes ...... _ ..... __ ....No ____ ...... 

c. Do you use deals to retailen in which you give articles which 
you do Dot manufacture, IUch as cups, saucers, buckets, plates, 
ailverware, etc., with their pur<:h.a.ses of this product direct from 
youl V.s.... .. __ .............. -.No ...... _._ ..... _ .... _ .. .. 

d. Do you use tIS Juls to retailers, on their direct purchases from 
you, discounts from your usual price to retailers 

As a cash .. batel V ............. _ ........ _._...No_._ ...... _ ............. _ .. 
As a credit m.emoranduml Yes..._ ....... __ ._ ........... No._ ... _ .. __ ._ ..... _ 
As a reducti~ in invoice pricel yes. ........ _ ..... _ ..... _No .............. __ .. _ 
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3· Do you ever use deals to retailers for their sales of this 
product to consumers? Yes ..... _._ .. _ .. __ No __ ... _ ..... _._ ... _._ 
If so, descnDe methods showing how amount of sales is d ... 
termined, what is given, whether this applies to retailers 
who buy direct or through wholesalers, etc. 

4. Please descnDe any type of deal on this product given to the 
,retail trade whic!t does not fall into the classifications given 
above. 

Deals Given to C MJSUmers in Merchandising this Product. 

I. Do you sometimes arrange that so many units of this 
product will be given to consumers with the purchase of so 
many? Yes_. __ .. _ ... _._ ...... _No_ ... __ .. _. ___ ._ ... _ 
JIf so, describe methods. 

2. Do you sometimes arrange that, with the purchase of this 
product, other saleable merchandise of your own manufac
ture will be given to consumers? 
Yes ..... _ .... __ .... _._No .. __ .... __ ... _ ... _ ... _ 
If so, describe arrangements, including method of check
ing purchases made, method of distributing and redeeming 
coupons or labels if they are used, whether merchandise is 
secured by the consumer thsough retailers or your own com
pany or a separate agency or in package, and other details. 

3. Do you sometimes arrange to give consumers articles which 
you do not manufacture, such as cups and saucers, buckets, 
plates, silverware, with purchases of this product? 
Y es. .......• _._ .• _ ••.•.•. _No._._ .............. __ .~ . 
If so, describe arrangements, including method of checking 
purchases made, method of distributing and redeeming cou
pons or labels if they are used, whether merchandise is se
cured by consumer through retailers or your own company 
or a separate agency or in package and other details. 

4. Do you sometimes arrange til give to consumers, on certain 
purchases of this product, a,discount from the retailer's regu-
lar price to consumers? Yes ..... _ .... _ .. ___ No._. ____ ._._ 
If so, descn"be arrangements, including method of checking 
purchases made, whether and how coupons or labels are 
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used, whether they are used as part of the pun:hase price, 
how these are distributed, whether consumer receives dis
count as rebate from your c:ompany or a separate agency, 
or as lower price for his purchases from the retailer; if re
tailer handles discount how he is reimbursed, and other 
details. 

ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS OF DEALS 

I. When and how the wlwlestJe tr.u is notified of the 6.
p..;.,K of deals. (If your method followed differs for dif
fereot types of deals OIl this product or for different c1asses 
of trade, n_ these facts in your answers.) 

w ..... 
a. The clay the deal hemmes ef

foaive? 
Yes NO--_ 

b. Sneral cia,. befo.e deal be
comes effective? 
Yes No.o __ _ 

Co Two or three weeks befo.e deal 
hem ..... effective! 
Yes No __ _ 

cI. Other times! 

HDVI 
a. By letter or card! 

Yes No __ _ 

b. By telephone! Y ______ ~o _____ _ 

c. By OWD salesmea.? 
Y"'--_..-..No _____ _ 

cI. Other methoda! 

2. When and how the ret4ikr is notified of the bep.,,;,.K 
of deals. (If the method followed differs for different types 
of deals OIl this product or for different c1asses of trade, n_ 
these facts in your answers.) w_ 
a. The clay the deal bemmes ef

foaive! 
Y"'___--N"--___ _ 

b. Sneral cia,. befo.e deal be
eomes effective! 
yea No __ ._._ 

Co Twa or three weeks befo.e cIeaI 
bemmes effective! 
Yes NO-. __ _ 

cI. Other times! 

H.." 
a. By letter or card! 

Yes No ___ 
n

._ 

b. By telephoDe! 
Yes No __ _ 

Co By 0_ sol ........ ! 
Yes No, __ _ 

cI. By jobbed sol ....... ? 
y.. .JIo.o __ _ 

.. Other metbodo! 
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3. When and how the .,1wIeule trJe is -med of the .... 
. .. » of Juls. (H the .,.,.aic:e followed differs for dif

f£rrm types of cIrals em this product 01" different cI.aos<s of 
trade, 50 indic:ate in J<IIIC aD51IRIS.) 

W.. H_ 
a. n.. clay ... cbl i.. . Of I! a. By loa.. _ ani! 

Yeo No,_____ Yeo NOL-__ __ 

b. SewnI dqs ill ......... of 
, ... l 
ya N,o.o ____ _ 

c.T_ .............. ~ 
of b:i' . ·l 
Ya 5'0.0 ____ _ 

b. By ",. LIoi,pII,_! 
Yeo Nao. ____ _ 

c.By ............... ! 
Yeo No,,-__ __ 

tl.0da' d '1 

4- When and how the ___ is notified of the Ia ri .. 
of obis. (ll the pndice followed differs for diff<RDt types 
of cIrals em this poduct ... for diff<RDt cI.aos<s of trade, 50 

indic:ate in J<IIIC aD51IRIS.) 

W.. H_ 
a. n.: clay die deal ia I -. '1 a. By Iena-.. ani? 

ya No"-____ yes NCL-__ 

b. ~ .days .......... of ... By. ", ! 
ILL I •• l Ya ~ ___ _ 

c.T .................. ......... 
c. By 0-. A' ~ 

Yeo .... "-__ _ 
of . ," l 
y". NCL-..-_ 

d. Odoor Ii...? 

d. By joloIood ., , 
.Ya No,,-__ 

Yeo Na"-__ __ c. Oda- ":l? 

5. When "'" gift a daI em this product do "'" p"OIa:t ..... 
SIDd:s of J<IIIC ....... n? Yes No, ___ .".-,,--::-
(H the ~ folio • ed diff<lS for differem types of doaJs 
em this poduct 01" for difFerem c:bss of trade, 50 iDo';' • ) 

a. U,... ... .....-a.--a. __ ... ,...~ 
(U _tier. _.,.....of cbIo __ ......... _ 
......... m-.of .......... ___ -) 
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Additional u.. merchandise! Y-"''-___ . ..No ___ _ 
Cashl Yes No, ____ :c 

~t~onmdWD?Y$~~---No,-----
Other methods. 

b. If you protect, by wbat methods do you detumine the amoUDt of 
floor stocks involvedl 
(If methods di1fer for di1fuent types of deals or for di1fuent 
cla.ooes of trade, .. indicate in your .......... ) 

CoUDt by your own zq>_ti",,? Y$ ..No' __ _ 
costomer'a siped _tl Yes No.o ___ _ 
CUSIOmeTS verbal statemeDt? Yes .. ....No' ___ _ 

Other methods. 

6. In connection with deals on this product do you receive 
claims for stock protection which you believe to be out of 
line or irregular? YOL--___ .No _____ _ 

a. If ... wbat muediaI steps do you tale? 

b. App"'zimately wbat PlOpOrtioo of claims for floor otod: pro
tectioo do yoo beli.,.. to be "inegular"! 

Co Of the total q ..... tity of floor stocks for which protectioo is 
claimed, wbat p",portioo do yoo beli..., to be zq> ...... tI:d by 
''inogolar'' claims! 

7. Do you invoice each type of deal on this product 

With extra merchandise billed u..! Y$ .. -.No __ _ 
By lowered .... price 00 .. tift order! Y<a---..No, __ _ 
By dixoUDt statI:d 00 the invoicel Yes No=--__ _ 
At .. gular price, with oeparate ...mt ~orandDml y"",-__ 

No_--::-_ 
Other waysl 

(If methods diller for di1fuent types of deals 00 this plOd .... or for 
dillereot cla.ooes of trade, .. indicate.) 

8. Are there deals on this product which are "on" continuous-
ly? Yes _No _____ _ 
If so, what forms do they take and to which trade groups 
an: they oHerod? 

9. Are there special periods of the year when temporary deals 
on this productl are put into eHect? 
Yes No, ___ . 
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•• If 10, what periods! 
(If periods for cIeaII on dUo product diHer for diHerent typea of 
deals or for diHerent cl--. of trade, 10 indicate.) 

h. Why th ... periodsl 

10. Do you put on deals for this product whenever you believe 
a price concession might be desirable? 
ycs _______ .... No_ ...... _._ ... _._ 

II. How many times during the last twelve months have you 
run a deal on this product? • 
How many days was each deal on? 
(Indicate type of deal and to which cIass of trade it was 
offered.) 
.Number of Days Type of Deal Class of Trade 

12. Do you place any limitation upon the quantity of this prod
uct that may be ordered during a deal period? 
Ycs _No ____ ._ 

(If your practice on this point varies among different classes 
of trade, SO indicate.) 

.. If ... how it the limitation ezpJelledI 

b. Are theae Iimitati..,. ... by definite poliey or are they left to the 
jndgmcnt and deciJion of your field rep_ntati""l 

I]. Do you grant extended credit datings on deals on this pro-
duct? Yeo No ___ .... __ 

.. If ... what it the DOnna! time of exteoded datingol 

b. Gi ... reaoona for exteoded da~ 

14. Do you give customen booking privileges for future ship
ments beyond the termination date of deala on this product? 
Yes No ___ _ 

.. If ... for what period of timel 

b. Give reaaona. 
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I S. On which types of deals on this product is the regular price 
usually promptly restored? 
(If practice varies for different classes of trade, so indicate 
in answer.) 

16. Do you put on local or territorial deals on this product as 
distinguished from national deals on this product? 
yes_. __ ._ .... _. ___ ... No_._._ .... _ ... _._ 
If so, in what respects do the methods, amounts, time of year 
when put on, length of deal, etc., differ for local and terri
torial deals as distinguished from national deals? 

17. In case of local or territorial deals on this product, what diffi
culties do you encounter in having the deals passed on to 
territory in which you did not intend to have the deal apply? 

18. What methods do you prescribe in your deal offers on this 
product to keep the deal within desired territory? 

19. Do you sometimes make a differential in quantities in deals 
on this product to different types of distributors? 
yes_ ........ _ ................. No._ .......................... . 
If so, to which classes of trade do you give larger quantities? 

Wholesale grocen .......... _ .......... -. ... . 
Retailer-owned wholesalers ................. _ .......... . 
Chains (corporate) ..................... _ ... . 
Voluntary chaius . __ ..... _ ........ _ .. . 
Retaaen ...... _ .. ~ ...... _._._._ 

20. What classes of trade, if any, decline deals on this product? 

Wholesale grocers _ ... _ ..................... . 
Retailer-owned wholesalers ....... _ ......... _ ......... . 
Chains (corporate) ............................. . 
Voluntary chains ........... _ .. _._ ..... . 
Retail ............... _ ............. .. 

Which class of trade takes up deals on this product most 
readily? 

21. Which purchasers of this product have received from you 
during the past year the largest percentage of their pur-
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chases of this product as me goods of the same kind on 
deals? 
(Give the number "I" to the type of purchaser which has 
received the largest percentage; "2" to the type which re
ceived the second largest percentage; etc.) 

Wholesale groeers -:--:-_ 
Retail ..... wned wholesalers _____ _ 
Chams (corporate) __ ~._ ... _ 
Voluntary chaios ~ ____ _ 
Retailers (Excluding all corporate chains and the 
wholesale unit of voluntary chains, bot including such retai1 uni .. 
of a voluntary chain as may act each lor iuell.) 
CoDlDDlers ____ _ 

22. Which purchasers of this product have received from you 
lIIuring the past year the largest amount of other saleable 
goods of your own manufacture, considered as a proportion 
of their total purchases of this product? (Give the number 
"I" to the type of purchaser which has received the largest 
percentage; "2" to the type which received the second larg
est percentage; etc.) 

Wholesale groeers -:--:-_ 
Retailer-<>wned wholesalers __ . __ ... _ 
Chams (corporate) __ ~ .. _~ .... 
Voluntary chaios . ._-:=-: 
Retailers (ExcludiDg all corporate chaios aDd the 
wholesale unit of voluntary chains, bot including such retai1 uni .. 
of a voluntary chain as may act each for ibelf.) 
CoDSDDlen __ .~ __ 

23. Which purchasers of this product have received from you 
during the past year the largest amount of goods such as 
cups and saucers, silverware, etc., which you do not manu
facture, considered as a proportion of their total purchases 
of this product? 
(Give the number "I" to the type of purchaser which has 
received the largest percentage; "2" to the type which re
ceived the second largest percentage; etc.) 

Wholesale grocers ....,.-....,.-_ 
Retail ..... woed wholesalers __ .. ~_ .. ~~ 
Chams (corporate) __ ... _~ 
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Voluntary chaW - -----0::,------,:-: 
Retailers (Excluding all OOIpOrate chaW and the 
wholesale anit of ..,luntary chains, bot including suth IOIail ani .. 
of a ..,luntary chain as may act oath for itself.) 
Consmnen -----

24. Which purchaselS of this product have received from you 
during the past year the largest percentage of their pur
chases of this product as deal discounts? 
(Give the number "I" to the type of purcbaser which has 
received the largest percentage; "2" to the type whicb re
ceived the second largest percentage; etc.) 

Wholesale grocors --:-----:-__ _ 
Retailer-owoed wholesalers ____ _ 
Chains (coIpOrate) ____ _ 
Voluntary chaW ____ __ 
Retail ... _____ (Excluding all ooIpOrate chaW and the 
wholesale anit of voluntary chains, bot including suth IOIail 
'units of a voluntary chain as may act each for it&clf.) 
Cousume .. __ _ 

25. In giving deals on this product of extra mercbandise of the 
same kind to the wholesale trade, is your cbief intention 

That the deal shall not be passed on in any fonn! Y .... __ _ 
No_ -----:---:-----:--:-
That the deal shall be passed on 

In the form of the proportionate quantities of extra mer-
tbandiae! Y.. __ .---No ______ _ 
By a proportionate reduction of price on purchases of such 
quantities as those to whith the deal .... applied! V .... '-__ 
No __ --:--:---:-
By a reduction in price on purtbasel of any size! Y"'----____ _ 

No:_--:------::_=_ 
U yoar intention differs for different classes of trade, .. indicate. 

.. What proportion of wholesale grocors to whom yon ae\I follo .. 
JOur iotentionl 
How ia deal handled by other wholesale grocers! 

b. What proportion of retailer-owoed wholesale .. to .. hom yon ae\I 
follow your intentional 
How ia deal handled by other retaiIer-owoed wholesalers! 

c. What proportion of chaW (ooIpOrate) to whith yon ae\I follow 
your intentioDil 
Ho .. ia deal handled by other chains (coIpOrate)! 
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d. What proponion of wlDDtary chaim to which yon .. II follow 
your intentions? 
How;' deal handled by other voluntary chains! 

26. If you use deals in which you give to the wholesale trade, 
for purchase or sale of this product, other saleable merchan
dise of your own manufacture, what are your intentions as 
to the passing on of the deal? 

11.. What proportion of wholeale groce.n to whom )'Ou tell follow 
your intentions? 
How ;. deal handled by other. wholesale gro<enl 

b. What proportion of retailer-owned wholesalen: to whom you tell 
follow your intentionsl 
How;' deal handled by other retailer-owned wholesalenl 

'co What proponion of chains (corporate) to which you .. 11 follow 
your intentions? 
How;' deal handled by other chaw (corporate) I 

d. What proponion of voluntary chaina to which you .. II follow 
your iotentions? 
How i. deal handled by other voluutary chainal 

27. If you use deals in which you give to the wholesale trade, 
for purchase or sale of this product, other merchandise such 
as cups, saucers, silverware, etc., which you do not manu
facture, what are your intentions as to the passing on of the 
deal? 

.. What proponion of wholesale grooento whom you oell follow 
your intentiom? 
How is deal hoodled by other :wholesale grocenl 

b. What proportion of retailer-f,wned wholesalers to whom you sell 
follow your intention.? 
How;' deal handled by other retailer..,wued wholesalenl 

c. What proponion of chaiuo (corporate) io which you .. II follow 
your intentions? 
How i. d!",lhandled by other chai". (corporate) I 

d. What proponion of voluntary chain. to which you .. II follow 
your intentionsl 
How i. deal handled by other voluntary chaiuol 
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28. If you give lIS tleals to the wholesale trade discounts from 
your usual wholesale price on this product, what are your 
intentions as to the passing on of the deal! 

L What proportion of wholesale grocen to whom you sen fonow 
your intentional 
How is deal handled by other wholesale grocersl 

b. What proportion of reta.iler-owued wholesalers to whom you sen 
foUow your intentions 1 
How is deal handled by other retailer-<>wned wholesalen! 

Co What proportion of chains (corporate) to which you seU foUow 
your intentions? 
How is deal handled by other chains (corporate) 1 

d. What proportion of voluntary chains to which you seU foUow 
your intentionsl 
How is deal handled by other voluntary chainsl 

29. Do you intend that deals shall establish reduced prices which 
will reach the consumer! Yes_ ........ _ ............ No .......................... . 

30. In your opinion, about what proportion of the merchandise 
which you sell on a deal basis is sold to consumers 

At a reduced price per unit OD any size sale? 
At a reduced price per unit on sales of certain minimum quan
titiesl 
At regular prke but with free merchandise includedl 
At ...... price .. if no deal had been given by youl 

31. Purposes for which you use deals on this product and reasons 
why you believe the deals will accomplish your purposes. 
(If purposes vary with different types of deals or with dif
ferent classes of trade, so indicate.) 

Do you give deals 

a. To iDcreae mftlltoriea of your customeral YeL..._ ... __ ._ .. __ _ 
Nno.. ___ _ 

b. To .wid guaranteeing api .... price declinel V ....... _ ....... __ No ___ _ 

Co To unload o ..... ockl V__. ..... ___ No ____ _ 

d. To obift _ of earrying otockl Ve&...-..._._No ___ _ 
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t. To increase business in a short period? Yes.. ......... _ 
NO._.M .• N •••••• _ •••• _ 

f. To sell the trade large itocks before seaoon open.? v ......................... . 
No ..... _ ...... __ 

g. To stimulate sales attention on the product? Ye5.-._ ........ _ .. _ ....... . 
No_ ......... ___ _ 

'h. To promote and co-operate with special sales evenul Yes ............. _ .. . 
No_ .............. _._ ... .. 

i. BecaUle it has been the custom of your company? Yea.._ ............ . 
No_ ... __ . __ ._ 

j. Because it is the trade practice? Yes....._ ... _._._ ... Jo ....... _._ .......... N. 

k. To meet seasonal conditions (pi .... exploin fully) I Yes... ... __ ... _ 
No_. ___ . ____ _ 

1. To meet conditions of business depression? YelN ••...................... __ .. 
No_ .. _ ... ;-;--;-
Specilica1Jy ~hot conditions? 

m. To meet competitive conditions? Yea..._._._. ___ ._....No __ . __ ........... _ 

n. Other purposes? 

Discussion of ony of the ahove purposes will be helpful. 

32. What types of deals have you found best for this product? 
(If your answer varies for different classes of trade, for dif
ferent parts of the country, or for other considerations, so 
indicate.) 

33. Do you regard each temporary ci;ai· on this product as a 
temporary reduction in pricel, yes ..................... No ................... .. 
If not, how do you regarw'itl 
Is your view different on other products? If so, explain. 

34. Are there any advantages in temporary deals on this product 
which you could not obtain by making a temporary price 
cut and quoting the change as a price and not as a deal? 
yes ................... _._ .... No ........... _ .......... _ .... . 
If so, what are they? If your answer varies for different 
types of deals. so indicate. 
Is your vie"" different on other products? If so, explain. 
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35. What objections, if any, do you see in deals on this product? 
(If objections apply to some forms of deals more than to 
other forms, so indicate.) 

a. From the point of 'Pi.,. of manafacta=>1 

b. From the point of 'Pi ... of 
Wboleso.le grocon! 
Ret3iler-owoed wholesalenl 
Chains (mrpon.te) I 
VolUDtary chamsi 

Co From the point of ,.;.,. of reIail ... l 

d. From the point of view of mnsumers? 

36. What suggestion for remedies have you to any of the ob
jections you have mentioned? 

SOME GENERAL QUESTIONS 

1. In your opinion, what types of deals are generally most 
atteptable 

To wholesale groconl 
To retailer-owoed wholesalenl 
To chams (mrporate) I 
To voluntary chamsi 
To retailenl (Excluding all mrpoRte chains and the whole
ale UDiI of voluntary chaiDS, bot including such retail UDi .. 
of • vollllltary chain u may act each for itxlf.) 

2. In your opinion does the consumer benefit more from one 
type of deal than another or from deals to one class of trade 
than to another? Yes No'-___ _ 

3. Please list any c:ommenlS or suggestions on deals which are 
not brought out in these questions. 
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